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ABSTRACT
This thesis focuses on the poetry of place in the works of the two most important figures of
modern Scottish Gaelic verse: Sorley MacLean (Somhairle MacGill-Eain, 1911-1996) and Derick
Thomson (Ruaraidh MacThòmais, 1921-2012). Both poets exhibited a keen interest in poetry of
place, although each one approached it from a very different angle: MacLean’s poetry is proudly
local and audaciously universal at the same time, moving from the Cuillin of Skye to Spain and
Russia in the space of one stanza, while Thomson inquires in the ways in which the island
environment, in terms of nature, language and religion, shapes the individual psyche, memory
and creative abilities, and he is also a significant poet of the city. The opening chapter gives
reasons for the choice of these two authors, introduces the structure and method of the thesis,
and outlines what is meant by “poetry of place.” It also sums up different theoretical approaches
to places and discusses important features of Scottish Gaelic poetry of place of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, as both poets employed, altered and contradicted certain traditional
patterns and motifs. The second chapter provides a context for the subsequent discussion by
explaining the basic facts about the linguistic, social and cultural conditions of Gaelic Scotland in
the nineteenth century and in the early twentieth century. A separate chapter, introduced by a
biographical note, is then devoted to Sorley MacLean and Derick Thomson: each presents a
selection of relevant poems across the two poets’ oeuvres, their contextualization, interpretation
and the application of theoretical and critical approaches. The final chapter compares MacLean’s
and Thomson’s approach to poetry of place, comments on general problems concerning poetry
of place and sketches suggestions for further research.
Key words: Sorley MacLean, Derick Thomson, modern Scottish Gaelic poetry, places, poetry of
place, Raasay, Skye, Lewis, Glasgow

ABSTRAKT
Tato práce se zabývá problematikou poezie místa v díle dvou nejvýznamnějších osobností gaelsky
psané skotské poezie dvacátého století, Sorleyho MacLeana (Somhairle MacGill-Eain, 1911-1996)
a Dericka Thomsona (Ruaraidh MacThòmais, 1921-2012). Oba autoři se místům ve své tvorbě
intenzivně věnovali, avšak každý z nich přistupoval k poezii místa z jiného úhlu pohledu:
MacLeanova tvorba je zároveň hrdě lokální a okázale mezinárodní a zcela přirozeně se v prostoru
jedné strofy přesouvá ze skotského ostrova Skye do Španělska či Ruska, zatímco Derick
Thomson zkoumá, jakým způsobem prostředí skotských Západních ostrovů, konkrétně ostrova
Lewis, působí na lidské myšlení, vnímání a paměť. Thomson byl rovněž jedním z nejdůležitějších
básníků, kteří se ve své tvorbě věnovali městu Glasgow. První kapitola překládá důvody, proč byli
pro rozbor a porovnání zvoleni právě tito dva autoři, objasňuje strukturu práce a použité metody
a vysvětluje, co je v práci míněno pojmem „poezie místa“. Dále shrnuje různé teoretické přístupy
k místům a historii poezie místa ve skotské gaelské literatuře osmnáctého a devatenáctého století,
neboť oba autoři byli s touto tradicí detailně obeznámeni a často na ni reagovali a různými
způsoby ji přetvářeli. Druhá kapitola uvádí čtenáře do jazykového, společenského a kulturního
kontextu gaelského Skotska v průběhu devatenáctého a na počátku dvacátého století. Oběma
básníkům je následně věnována samostatná kapitola uvedená základními biografickými
informacemi. V těchto kapitolách jsou rozebrány jejich zásadní básně týkající se míst, povětšinou
v chronologickém pořadí. Poslední kapitola porovnává MacLeanův a Thomsonův přístup
k poezii místa a zmiňuje možná témata pro další výzkum. V této závěrečné části se práce rovněž
pokouší o komentáře týkající se osobitých rysů skotské gaelské poezie místa ve dvacátém století a
širších problémů spojených s poezií místa obecně.
klíčová slova: Sorley MacLean, Derick Thomson, moderní skotská gaelská poezie, místa, poezie o
místech, Raasay, Skye, Lewis, Glasgow
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Why go to Saint-Juliot? What’s Juliot to me?
I’ve been but made fancy
By some necromancy
That much of my life claims the spot as its key.1
Thomas Hardy, “A Dream or No”

1. Introduction
1.1 Rationale
Derick Thomson, with his usual ready insight into what needs to be done in the Gaelic
world, suggested in “Reflections After Writing An Introduction to Gaelic Poetry”: “What I hope will
begin to emerge now is a series of period and genre and author studies.”1 Although many of the
projects Thomson called for in the article from 1974 have been executed since and many others
he would perhaps not have hoped for, there are still some important figures of Gaelic literature
who await due critical attention, including the author of the appeal himself. This thesis aims to
provide a small contribution to the general scheme Thomson proposed: a study of a genre – the
Gaelic poetry of place – as manifested in the works of two authors, Sorley Mac Lean and Derick
Thomson, in the eventful period of the twentieth century. With no desire to overlook or belittle
the significant and diverse achievements of other Gaelic poets, MacLean and Thomson are
generally acknowledged as the two greatest figures of the twentieth-century Gaelic verse. Due to
the differences in their art and personalities, perhaps also as a consequence of their private
disagreements,2 MacLean and Thomson have not been juxtaposed in literary criticism so often.3
To consider how the rich tradition of poems about places has been revived and innovated in
their works is the purpose of this thesis.4 The title – From the Woods of Raasay to Glasgow Streets –
indicates the geographical and chronological scope of the analysis. The long poem “Coilltean
Ratharsair” (The Woods of Raasay) appeared in MacLean’s first solo collection Dàin do Eimhir
agus Dàin Eile (Poems to Eimhir and Other Poems, 1943) and it stands for the Hebrides both
poets come from, for the deep yet problematic attachment to the home environment in what
remains of the Gaelic hinterland. Glasgow streets are the location of several poems in Derick
Thomson’s last collection, Sùil air Fàire (Surveying the Horizon, 2007). For centuries, Glasgow
has been the Gaelic capital in the Lowlands, the main site of exile for the Highlanders in Scotland
itself. Also, especially in the second half of the twentieth century, but even before, Glasgow
attracted migrants from outside Scotland, so it is on the street of Glasgow where the Gaels meet
1

Derick Thomson, “Reflections After Writing An Introduction to Gaelic Poetry,” Lines Review 49 (June, 1974): 17.
Peter Mackay mentions MacLean’s “enduring feud” with Thomson in: Sorley MacLean (Aberdeen: AHRC, 2010) 7.
3 Their respective merits and the differences in their art have been indicated by Christopher Whyte in Modern Gaelic
Poetry (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2004) and Ronald Black in “Thunder, Renaissance and Flowers,” The
History of Scottish Literature. Volume 4: Twentieth Century, ed. Cairns Craig (Aberdeen: Aberdeen University Press, 1989).
4 Three other poets born between 1910 and 1930 who became, together with MacLean and Thomson, established as
“the great five” of new Gaelic poetry, could have been included in this discussion: George Campbell Hay (Deòrsa
Mac Iain Dheòrsa, 1915-1984), Iain Crichton Smith (Iain Mac a’ Ghobhainn, 1928-1998) and Donald MacAulay
(Dòmhnall MacAmhlaigh, 1930). However, none of them produced a body of verse where places would play as
essential a role as is the case of MacLean and Thomson.
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other cultures and other histories in the fragmented, heterogeneous space of a postmodern city.
The poems discussed here deal with the Highlands and Islands and with the city; in terms of
time, they span sixty years of dramatic developments in the Gàidhealtachd,5 in Scotland and in
the world.

1.2 Structure, Method, Language
The following thesis is divided into three main chapters. The first one provides a context,
historical, social and literary, which is considered necessary for the discussion of the poems,
especially since information on Gaelic Scotland is not readily available in the Czech Republic and
is far from being a matter of general knowledge. A separate chapter is then devoted to Sorley
MacLean and Derick Thomson: each presents a selection of relevant poems across the two poets’
oeuvres, their contextualization, interpretation and the application of theoretical and critical
approaches. The body of works discussed here is not exhaustive: it is selective but suitably
representative, so that the poets’ approaches to the poetry of place could be demonstrated. I have
also attempted to complement and confront my own readings with views of other scholars.
Organization of these chapters is mostly chronological and the poems and collections are ordered
according to the publications date, although cross-references are made to point out connections
and continuities. Although a selection has been made, the scope remains broad and the effort to
include most of the relevant poems necessarily involves problems and limitations. A separate
thesis could have been devoted to the poetry of place in the works of just one of the poets, to
one collection, and, in some cases, to a single poem. However, I believe that the synoptic
approach adopted here has its distinct advantages, as it allows the tracing of developments in the
two poets’ works and a comparison of their approaches. Possibilities of future research are
discussed in the concluding chapter.
The title of the thesis advertises “poetry of place.” I was inspired and encouraged in my
employment of this term by Peter Mackay who uses it in his monograph on MacLean in the
chapter dealing with “Coilltean Ratharsair” (Woods of Raasay) and other poems that are also
analysed in this thesis. Mackay’s study aims at covering the main themes and problems of
MacLean’s writing in general and poetry of place is therefore not preferred above the others. I try
to develop his thought in a greater detail and to read poems Mackay discusses in other sections of
his book through this paradigm of place, and to apply the same approach to the poetry of Derick
5

The terms “Gaelic Scotland,” “Highland and Islands” and “Gàidhealtachd” are used interchangeably, for the sake
of variety of expression, and I refer by them to the Gaelic-speaking areas of the Highlands and Islands of Scotland,
where the Islands mean the Western Isles, the Hebrides.
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Thomson. Mackay does not define “poetry of place” theoretically and the employment of the
term here is admittedly practical. I therefore do not propose a comprehensive definition of the
“poetry of place.” Nevertheless, in the following section, I attempt to define how it is understood
in the present discussion and to gather relevant theoretical observations on places in order to
provide a certain theoretical basis for the subsequent discussion.
Any critical analysis of Gaelic literature faces the dilemma of language. Should it be written
in Gaelic, in the language of the original text, and seek to enhance the still limited field of Gaelic
academic writing, but in so doing accept the prospect of a very limited audience? Or should it be
written in English, to make its ideas and findings more accessible, but to contribute to the
tradition of favouring English over Gaelic in matters of science and scholarship? Apart from the
problems inherent in reading and evaluating literature of any provenience in translation, reading
Gaelic poetry in English and assessing it critically in English has serious political implications, as
Gaelic is a minority language and English is the language that immediately threatens its survival.
For example, many readers with no knowledge of Gaelic have been attracted to Sorley MacLean’s
poetry by the poet’s idiosyncratic readings of the Gaelic originals. Peter Mackay notes that there
is “something disconcerting about an audience which listens to MacLean reading in a language
they cannot understand” and gives him endless rounds of applause.6 The idea that full
understanding of MacLean’s poems (or of the works of any other Gaelic writer) can be achieved
by reading the English translations and enjoying the mellifluous sounds of the original in a sort of
mystical communion is dangerous and misleading. Mackay points out that since the mid-1990s, a
debate has been going on “whether or not Gaelic poetry should be translated at all (especially
into English),” the two main opinions being that translation is justified, as it increases the
audience and market for Gaelic literature, the other arguing that publishing Gaelic poetry with a
facing English translation causes a “loss of authority.”7 Christopher Whyte also comments on this
pressing problem:
The practice of publishing Gaelic poetry almost exclusively with a facing English
version, increasingly dominant in Scotland from the 1970s onwards, raises fascinating
and compelling questions about the politics of poetic translation, especially acute
when one of the two languages involved is threatened with obsolence, the target
language being the very one set to oust it from use. Translating Gaelic poetry into

6
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Mackay 20.
Mackay 22.
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English, even when it is the poet him or herself who does so, is simply not the same
as translating it into Italian or German or Russian.8
Nonetheless, both Sorley MacLean and Derick Thomson and many other influential scholars
chose English as their language in most of their critical works concerned with the Gaelic
literature. I decided to follow the same path, also as the choice of Gaelic would have significantly
complicated the submission of this work as a thesis for an MA degree taught through the
medium of English. Another argument in support of this decision was that since Gaelic is not
taught at any of the Czech universities, the question would remain who would be able to benefit
from it. Apart from some excellent online resources, such as the Sorley MacLean website and the
Scottish Poetry Library, the number of materials on modern Gaelic poetry (and in fact on Gaelic
literature of any other genre and period) available in the Czech Republic is still very limited. This
thesis was also written as a small contribution to a wider appreciation of Gaelic literature in the
Czech context.
The poems are quoted both in Gaelic and in English. It should be kept in mind that the
English translations, although provided by the poets themselves in most cases, do not present a
completely reliable equivalent of the Gaelic originals. Sorley MacLean was pronouncedly
distrustful of translations: “I do not believe that translations are of much account. It is very
difficult for poetry to stand in the rags and tatters of another language.”9 MacLean’s own English
versions of his Gaelic verse, although they are by no means slapdash and many of them stand as
very fine poems in their own right, are sometimes marked by a limited effort on the author’s part
to provide more than a word-for-word transcription of the original. With a poet who maintained
a “very deep-seated conviction that the auditory is the primary sensuousness of poetry”10 and
described his method of composition as “brooding over something until a rhythm comes as a
more or less tight rope to cross the abyss of silence,” a good amount of caution is needed when
approaching and commenting on his poetry in translation. Thomson seems to be a more
“bilingual” writer and the sense of loss in his own translations is less evident than in MacLean’s
case. However, the spellbinding cadences of poems such as “An Uilebheist” (The Monster) or
the precise planing and shaving of words in “Cisteachan-Laighe” (Coffins), cannot be captured in
translation, even when provided by as skilled a linguist as Derick Thomson. The puns and world-

8 Christopher Whyte, “Introduction,” An Cuilithionn 1939 / The Cuillin 1939 & Unpublished Poems, ed. Christopher
Whyte (Glasgow: Association for Scottish Literary Studies, 2011) 25.
9 MacLean’s statement quoted in: David Morrison, “The Kernel and the Husk,” Scotia 6 (June, 1970): page
unnumbered.
10 Sorley MacLean, “My Relationship with the Muse,” Ris A’ Bhruthaich: The Criticism and Prose Writings of Sorley
MacLean, ed. William Gillies (Stornoway: Acair, 1997) 13.
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play of Thomson’s later works will be also at least partly lost on a reader who approaches them in
English. An effort has been made to compensate for the losses inherent in the choice of English
by including both Gaelic and English versions of the poems and by commenting on some aspects
of the Gaelic originals that are not captured in the translations. Being a learner of Gaelic, I of
course consulted the translations and I generally refrained from venturing into commentary on
the more technical aspects of the poems, but I did my best to base my thematic analysis on the
originals.11

1.3 Theoretical Frameworks
One of the main sources of theoretical observations on places employed in this thesis is
Edward Tilley’s Phenomenology of Landscape which comments on personal and cultural identity as
bound up with place and proposes a concept of “topoanalysis”: “exploring the creation of selfidentity through place.”12 I found other inspiring concepts and ideas in Lucy Lippard’s book The
Lure of the Local and in Yi-Fu Tuan’s Topophilia and Space and Place. Lippard, an art critic with a
deep interest in places and regional issues, comments on the role of place in what she calls a
“multicentered society.” Tuan was one of the human geographers who developed the idea of
place as “a central meaningful component in human life”13 and was mainly concerned with the
“emotional and intimate engagement of people, culture, environment and place.”14 In his writing,
he stresses that places are “created and maintained through the ‘fields of care’ that result from
people’s emotional attachment” and he introduces the concepts of “topophilia” and
“topophobia” for desires and fears associated with specific places.15 I found “topophilia,” defined
by the author as “the affective bond between people and place or setting,” especially profitable in
relation to MacLean’s and Thomson’s writing.16
Another theoretical text which seemed to be a beneficial framework for reading some of
MacLean’s works is Michel Foucault’s lecture “Of Other Spaces” (Des Espaces Autres, 1967).

11

Note on names, titles and formatting: names of people and places are given both in English and in Gaelic, then the
English equivalent is used throughout. For titles of books and poems, Gaelic is prioritized, as it was the chosen
medium of both poets, with English translations provided in brackets. Poems are quoted in both Gaelic (first) and
English. The endeavour to include the Gaelic original and the English translation side by side, without grave
distortions of the original arrangements of the poems, is, when necessary, given preference over formal
arrangements, such as the left indentation of longer quotations.
12 Christopher Tilley, A Phenomenology of Landscape: Places, Paths and Monuments (Oxford: Berg, 1994) 15.
13 Tim Cresswell, Place: A Short Introduction (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2004) 49.
14 “Yi-Fu Tuan,” Key Thinkers on Space and Place, ed. Phil Hubbard, Rob Kitchin and Gill Valentine (London: SAGE
Publications, 2004) 306.
15 “Editor’s Introduction,” Key Thinkers on Space and Place, ed. Phil Hubbard, Rob Kitchin and Gill Valentine (London:
SAGE Publications, 2004) 5.
16 Yi-Fu Tuan, Topophilia: A Study of Environmental Perception, Attitudes, and Values (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1974) 4.
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After commenting briefly on the history of space in Western civilization and pointing out the
persisting duality in the perception of space based on the idea of the sacred, Foucault proposes
that there are two exceptional types of space which have “the curious property of being in
relation with all the other sites, but in such a way as to suspect, neutralize, or invert the set of
relations that they happen to designate, mirror, or reflect” – utopias and heterotopias.17 Utopias
are “sites with no real place” and have a “general relation of direct or inverted analogy with the
real space of Society.”18 They present either an ideal or a topsy-turvy vision of the society, but in
both cases, utopias are unreal and their location cannot be pinpointed on the map of the actual
world. Heterotopias, on the contrary, are real places that, according to Foucault, are a human
constant, existing in every culture and even forming one of its defining constituents. Theatre,
with unrelated places appearing subsequently on the stage, is a heterotopic space, and so is the
cinema, where three-dimensional phenomena are projected on the two-dimensional silver screen,
or the traditional oriental garden with elements representing the different parts of the globe.
Foucault defines a heterotopia as a place where “all the other real sites that can be found within
the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted,” and explains that
heterotopias are “capable of juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces, several sites that are
in themselves incompatible.”19 In MacLean’s poetry, some specific sites in the Highlands assume
distinctly heterotopic qualities.

1.4 Theoretical Approaches to Places
In “Of Other Spaces,” Foucault argues that while the nineteenth century was obsessed
with time, with history and its cycles, the twentieth century is “the epoch of space.”20 The space,
according to Foucault, “takes for us the form of relations among sites” and we understand the
world as a network of interconnected sites, rather than as a phase in a process of historical
development heading from one point to another.21 Foucault supports his argument about the
predominantly spatial orientation of Western civilization in the twentieth century by explaining
how its concerns and anxieties are essentially linked to space. He does not suggest that time has
been effaced from human perception of the world altogether, but that “time probably appears to
us only as one of the various distributive operations that are possible for the elements that are

17

Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” transl. Jay Miskowiec, Diacritics 16.1 (Spring 1986): 24.
Foucault 24.
19 Foucault 24-25.
20 Foucault 22.
21 Foucault 22.
18
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spread out in space.”22 Phil Hubbard and his colleagues also point out that in the second half of
the twentieth century, the cultural, social and literary studies underwent the so-called “spatial
turn” and space and place came into focus of many disciplines.23
What then is a place? As many theoreticians acknowledge, place is an essential and
prodigiously common term in many disciplines and in daily life, but as a concept it remains
“diffuse, ill-defined and inchoate.”24 One of the briefest definitions offered is “meaningful
location,”25 a segment of space, an elusive entity that emerges when people invest it with
meaning, often also with a name. Place represents, in some views, “a distinctive (and a more-orless bounded) type of space that is defined by (and constructed in terms of) the lived experiences
of people,” expressing “a sense of belonging for those who live in them, and are seen as
providing a locus for identity.”26 In the theories of Henri Lefebvre and Edward Soja, for instance,
place emerges as “a particular form of space, one that is created through acts of naming as well as
the distinctive activities and imaginings associated with particular social spaces.”27 Other
theoretical views of places argue that they are “complex entities situated within and shaped by
forces from well beyond their own notional boundaries” and alert us to the fact that places
should not be “romanticized as pre-political entities but that they are shaped by often oppressive
institutional forces and social relationships.”28 In these approaches, the “open and porous
boundaries of place” are recognised and places are seen as “results of particular arrangements of
power” – “relational, contingent, […] multiple, contested, fluid and uncertain” rather than being
“fixed territorial units.”29 The postmodern and poststructuralist theories highlight the fact that
places are “real-and-imagined assemblages constituted via language” and their “seeming solidity,
authenticity or permanence” is viewed as a temporary configuration of “cultural systems of
signification that are open to multiple interpretations and readings.”30 Place is thus “always
becoming, in process and unavoidably caught up in power relations,”31 it is never finished and
complete but “constantly being performed.”32
An important strategy in the creation of places is naming.33 As Christopher Tilley explains,

22

Foucault 23.
“Editors’ Introduction,” Key Thinkers on Space and Place, 2.
24 “Editors’ Introduction,” Key Thinkers on Space and Place, 6.
25 Cresswell 7.
26 “Editors’ Introduction,” Key Thinkers on Space and Place, 5.
27 “Editors’ Introduction,” Key Thinkers on Space and Place, 5.
28 “Editors’ Introduction,” Key Thinkers on Space and Place, 6.
29 “Editors’ Introduction,” Key Thinkers on Space and Place, 6.
30 “Editors’ Introduction,” Key Thinkers on Space and Place, 7.
31 “Editors’ Introduction,” Key Thinkers on Space and Place, 10.
32 Cresswell 37.
33 Cresswell 9.
23
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through an act of naming and through the development of human and mythological
associations such places become invested with meaning and significance. Place
names are of such vital significance because they act so as to transform the sheerly
physical and geographical into something that is historically and socially experienced.
The bestowing of names creates shared existential space out of a blank environment.
[…] By the process of naming places and things they become captured in social
discourses and act as mnemonics for the historical actions of individuals and
groups.34
Place names, the results of this process, appear frequently in MacLean’s and Thomson’s poems
about places and present a number of interesting theoretical problems. As Alan Gillis suggests,
regional places in Scottish and Irish poetry (and not only there) have two basic functions: “they
can create an effect of verisimilitude, rooting a poem in the actual and making it concrete” and
they become “a means of asserting the cultural and artistic validity of erstwhile marginalised
places and traditions.”35
According to Edna Longley, “the fact that place names often defy ‘translation’ [...] gives
them a quasi-autonomous status.”36 The lexical meaning of place names is often employed in
Thomson’s poems and when a reader coming from a different geographical context stumbles
over them, it will be lost on him, unless the author or an editor comes to his rescue with a
footnote. However, in such a case the pleasure of understanding is rendered unauthentic.
MacLean’s employment of place names is different. In Gillis’s view, place names are “portals of
contentless, connotational energy […] capable of evoking ghosted communal emotions and
associations” and can “create an aesthetic texture, in poems, which enables self-assertion through
searching expression and rooted engagement with ourselves and our place, reality and dream,
desire and loss, the known and the unknown.”37 MacLean’s poems rely heavily on this
“connotational energy” of place names, not on their lexical meanings but on their association
with historical events and figures, and they form the very texture of his writing and thinking.
It has been noted that human perception is essential in the creation of places. Places,
however, also contribute to the creation and maintenance of human identity, both personal and
collective, so the relationship, as Christopher Tilley points out, is reciprocal:
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The place acts dialectically so as to create the people who are of that place. These
qualities of locales and landscapes give rise to a feeling of belonging and rootedness
and a familiarity, which is not born just out of knowledge, but of concern that provides
ontological security. They give rise to a power to act and a power to relate that is
both liberating and productive. [...] Human activities become inscribed within a
landscape such that every cliff, large tree, stream, swampy area becomes a familiar
place. Daily passages through the landscape become biographic encounters for
individuals, recalling traces of past activities and previous events and the reading of
signs – a split log here, a marker stone there.38
They are important both for the creation and development of personal identity and for the
functioning of society. As the poems will prove, places have an important role in the construction
and maintenance of private and public histories. According to Edward Casey,
it is the stabilizing persistence of place as a container of experiences that contributes
so powerfully to its intrinsic memorability. An alert and alive memory connects
spontaneously with place, finding in it features that favour and parallel its own
activities. We might even say that memory if naturally place-oriented or at least placesupported.39
The link between place and history leads to another significant area, to the relation between
places and patriotism, which is of great importance to both poets. Yi-Fu Tuan notes that “to
enhance loyalty, history is made visible by monuments in the landscape.”40 He further
distinguishes two kinds of patriotism, local and imperial, where “local patriotism rests on the
intimate experience of place, and on a sense of the fragility of goodness: that which we love has
no guarantee to endure” whilst the imperial patriotism does not attach itself to “anything
concretely geographical.”41
Places and the relationship to them have been of immense importance for the individual
and the society. However, in the modern world, the attachment to place has become
problematized – Cresswell writes about the “general condition of creeping placelessness marked
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by an inability to have authentic relationships to place” and about the widespread inability to
become “existential insiders.”42 Manifestations of these phenomena and comments on them are
pronounced in Thomson’s works. It seems that despite (or perhaps precisely because of) the
“multicenteredness”43 of the modern world where people move and travel extensively and do not
become locally attached, the attraction of the local place, what Lippard calls “the lure of the
local,” seems to increase.44

1.5 Poetry of Place
All poems arguably have a location: they “take place” somewhere and do not exist in a
vacuum. This location may be the speaker’s mind, an unspecified room, an imaginary place or a
particular, named and traceable location, such as a mountain, a village or a street in a city. Is there
any limit to what a place can be then? It seems that the only condition is that it has to be
perceived as distinct place by someone. The relevance and significance of these segments of
space may be completely private (not any more after the composition of the poem though),
public, or both. Lippard defines a place as “a portion of land/town/cityscape seen from the
inside, the resonance of a specific location that is known and familiar” and maintains that “places
are entwined with personal memory, known or unknown histories, marks made in the land that
provoke and evoke.”45 The inside perspective is essential. Poetry of place is then poetry written
about these meaningful locations and also poetry where the place serves as a paradigm by means
of which something else is discussed and interpreted. I would also argue that there is a difference
between nature poetry and poetry of place – nature poetry focuses on the natural space and its
features and does not create a place out of it. Poetry of place may of course and often does
contain passages of natural descriptions, but these will be bound to a particular location. As
Lippard observes, the expression “sense of place” is often used “as though it were only
applicable to small towns or to ‘nature’, but urban and industrial environments are also places”46
– and especially Thomson’s writing vindicates this point. I attempted to select poems from across
MacLean’s and Thomson’s oeuvre where they discuss places that already have been established,
carve places out of space, and where the place serves as a cognitive paradigm, as a means of
seeing and interpreting the world. More often than not, these places have names and can be
located on the map. By incorporating the places in their works, MacLean and Thomson also
42
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contributed to the perpetuation of the place, to its performative becoming, and sometimes
endowed it with an entirely new meaning.

1.6 Places in the Gaelic Literary Tradition
As Donald MacAulay explains, “in the Gaelic tradition, there are many poems and songs
about places”47 and this spatial preoccupation of Gaelic literature has been also noted by other
scholars, such as John MacInnes, Moray Watson and Michelle MacLeod.48 This prominence is,
according to MacInnes, age-old and he argues that throughout centuries, a special from of
sensibility to places has developed in the Gaelic poetry:
The native Gael who is instructed in this poetry carries in his imagination not so
much a landscape, not a sense of geography alone, nor of history alone, but a formal
order of experience in which these are all merged. The native sensibility responds not
to landscape but to dùthchas. And just as “landscape,” with its romantic aura, cannot
be translated directly into Gaelic, so “dùthchas” and, indeed, “dùthaich,” cannot be
translated into English without robbing the terms of their emotional energy. The
complexity involved can be appreciated by reflecting on the range of meaning:
dùthchas is ancestral or family land; it is also family tradition; and, equally, it is the
hereditary qualities of an individual.49
It is the frequent recurrence of place names and also the profound link between the place and the
community that will inform the modern poetry about places, although it is in many other respects
starkly different from the traditional writing.
Another prominent feature of the Gaelic literary tradition is poetry of praise: subjects of
praise include women, ships, guns and also places, but the most common object of the traditional
praise poetry is naturally the aristocrat, the patron of the poet who, by celebrating his patron and
the values he stands for, helps to consolidate and reinforce the social order. Often, the praise
poetry also employs specific locations. In his ground-breaking essay on the Gaelic praise poetry,
“The Panegyric Code,” MacInnes points out the chief, the subject of the praise poem, is
47
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frequently addressed in a way which involves place names, “so that if certain chiefs’ names come
to mind their territorial styles come to mind also, in the manner of patronymics.”50
In the eighteenth century, all three greatest Gaelic poets – Alexander MacDonald (Alasdair
mac Mhaighstir Alasdair), William Ross (Uilleam Rois) and Duncan Bàn MacIntyre (Donnchadh
Bàn Mac an t-Saoir), composed poems in praise of places. The prominent feature of eighteenthcentury Gaelic poetry in general, poetry on places included, is detailed observation and carefully
wrought description. As Thomson notes, “detailed observation is the essence of this poetry”51
and Meek calls such poems “verbal videos.”52 MacDonald’s “Allt an t-Siùcair” (A Song for a
certain village called Coire-Mhuilinn, in Ardnamurchan, and for a burn that flows through the
village, namely Sugar Burn) ends with five stanzas in praise of the corrie.53 The same applies to
the works of Duncan Bàn, one of the most famous authors of poetry praising places and nature
in the Gaelic tradition. His most impressive achievement is considered to be “Moladh Beinn
Dòbhrain” (The Praise of Ben Dorain), a poem dedicated to a mountain in Argyll, featuring
minute descriptions of the deer, the flowers and other features of the place. MacInnes praises it
as “a poem of extraordinary sophistication and sensibility, realising physical nature with a bold
sweep of perception but also with a minute, precise, sensual delicateness: the lines of the
landscape, the movement of deer, the qualities of vegetation of the moor. It is a visual
documentary, invented before the camera.”54 An extract from “Beinn Dòbhrain” may give an
idea of this kind of verse:
An t-urram thar gach beinn

The prize above each ben

Aig Beinn Dòbhrain,

Is Ben Dorain’s,

De na chunnaic mi fon ghrèin

Of all I’ve ever seen

Si bu bhòidhche leam:

To me she was loveliest:

Munadh fada rèidh,

Moorland long and smooth,

cuilidh ’m faighte fèidh,

Store where deer were found,

Soilleireachd an t-slèibh

The brightness of the slope

Bha mi sònrachadh;

Is what I pointed to;

Doireachan nan geug,

Groves of branching trees,

Coill’ anns am bi feur:

Woods containing grass:

S foinneasach an sprèidh

Well-favoured is the stock
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Bhios a chòmhnaidh ann

That makes its dwelling there55

Inseparable from the praise of place was the praise of its people. The beauty and the dignity of
the women, the generosity and hospitality of the company, the convivial social life – all these are
stressed in MacIntyre’s poems, in Ross’s “Moladh Geàrrloch” (The Praise of Gairloch), and in
the traditional songs, such as “Moladh Uibhist” (The Praise of Uist) by Derick MacKay (Ruaraidh
MacAoidh).
This preoccupation with places was further stimulated and transformed by the turbulent
history of the region in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, featuring massive migration from
the Highlands and Islands to the lowland cities, emigration to America, Canada and Australia,
and the Clearances. As Meek points out, it is in the nineteenth century that the poetry of cianalas,
longing for home, is established:
In the Highlands and Islands, the natural landscape had been blighted by clearance
and social change, and could not be accepted at face value any longer. Poets who
celebrated their homelands (an increasingly dominant theme among the exiles)
tended to look back longingly to a pre-clearance ideal when the natural rhythms of
the community were positive and inclusive. The re-imagined homeland thus came to
incorporate, or indeed to represent, a set of emotional and moral values which
provided a new focus for eulogy, and also a potent stimulus for political activism by
the last quarter of the century.56
Most of the famous nineteenth-century poets wrote about places: Mary MacPherson (Màiri Mhòr
nan Òran), Neil MacLeod (Niall MacLeòid), Ewen MacColl (Eòghan MacColla), Dr John
MacLachlan

(An

Lighiche

Iain

MacLachlainn)

and

William

Livingstone

(Uilleam

MacDhunlèibhe). The nineteenth and early twentieth century poetry on place is discussed in
greater detail in Chapter 2.
As MacAulay points out, places also feature prominently in modern Gaelic poetry, “though
not in such a high proportion and certainly to a different purpose,” and he suggests that the
attention of poets writing about places in the twentieth century turns mainly towards “the
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problems of identity and location.”57 In An Introduction to Gaelic Poetry, Derick Thomson makes a
similar point when he observes that
nowhere is the change of direction in the poetic tradition so starkly shown as here,
with the new poetry leaning no longer on simple nostalgia or on melodic sweetness,
but bringing to bear a complex set of emotions, analyses and rationalizations to
describe the poet’s relationship to his theme. The modern fashion of introspective
analysis, with various degrees of conscious sophistication, adds a new dimension to
poetry of this kind, and the relative freeing of personal inhibition makes this poetry
on an old theme very different to the old poetry.58
Thomson also mentions the important general difference between the traditional poetry and the
so-called new poetry (nua-bhàrdachd): in the approach to many themes, a personal attitude of the
poet comes forward in the new poetry, which would have been inconceivable in most of the
traditional verse where the poet was often speaking on behalf of the community. This is also true
of poems dealing with places.59 Thomson further notes that, as in other areas, there is a shift in
the structure of Gaelic poetry, the structure of the traditional poetry being linear, “based largely
on concepts of description” and attempting to “fit facets of the theme into a composite picture,
which could be assessed as a photograph is assessed.”60 The modern poetry is non-linear,
fragmented and often more oblique and difficult to approach.

1.7 The Poets
As Ronald Black observed in his study “Thunder, Renaissance and Flowers,” “there are
two poets [...] who brought Gaelic poetry forward in the twentieth century to the extent that one
is at a loss to imagine how it might have looked without them. One is MacLean, the other Derick
Thomson.”61 Thomson was influenced by MacLean at the beginning of his own writing career,
but soon, their voices became distinct and unmistakeable. Their diction, formal inclinations, lives
and experiences were markedly different: whilst Thomson grew up in a “comfortably bilingual
household” in Lewis, MacLean’s childhood in Raasay was prevalently Gaelic. MacLean spent
most of his life in the Highlands and Islands, whilst Thomson settled in Glasgow. Thomson, a
57
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trained linguist educated in Aberdeen, Cambridge and Wales, is duly recognized as one of the
most influential Gaelic scholars and activists of the twentieth century, author of books and
articles dealing with numerous aspects of Gaelic literature, culture and language. MacLean,
although also a university graduate and a holder of first-class honours from the University of
Edinburgh, represents a more traditional kind of a Gaelic scholar, knowledgeable in place names,
songs and genealogy, drawing on the immense richness of his family heritage.62 Thomson spent
most of his time as a university lecturer, MacLean worked as a head teacher in the Plockton high
school. Thomson published eight poetry collections whilst MacLean’s production had been
rather spasmodic and there was a gap of more than thirty years between Dàin do Eimhir and his
next book, the selected poems Reothairt is Contraigh.63 Thomson introduced free verse into Gaelic
poetry, a device MacLean never approved of.64 There is also a striking difference in tone. As
Christopher Whyte puts it:
Thomson is more plangent, more inward-turning. If one were to speak in terms of
dynamic range, then Thomson moves between a pianissimo and a mezzo piano, very
occasionally rising to a mezzo forte, while MacLean not infrequently pulls out all the
stops to attain a fortissimo or even further.65
Both of them were concerned with the threatened position of Gaelic. Thomson sought to
promote the language by his numerous publishing, journalistic and scholarly activities; MacLean
taught Gaelic to pupils in Plockton and campaigned for its recognition in the education system.
Both had patriotic reasons for writing in Gaelic.66 MacLean explained in an interview: “I was
obsessed with the probable demise of Gaelic, and I shuddered to think of a day when the great
Gaelic songs could not be heard properly because there wouldn’t be people to speak the
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language.”67 Thomson refers to nationalist grounds for his choice of language in an interview
with Andrew Mitchell.68
The Gaelic poetry and the Gaelic world in general benefited immensely from both of them
and, as Black notes, it would be difficult to imagine what the state of Gaelic would have been
today without them. MacLean and Thomson, the two agents of the Gaelic poetical revolution,
opened new themes and formal approaches and pointed to new directions in which other poets
followed. Both of them, each of them in his own, idiosyncratic manner, were deeply interested in
places and contributed to the transformation and further development of place poetry in Gaelic.
MacLean, apart from being the author of the famed “Hallaig,” also composed “An Cuilithionn,”
a long modernist poem in Gaelic connecting the landscape of Skye with urgent political content.
One of his greatest achievements is a composition entitled “Coilltean Ratharsair” (The Woods of
Raasay) and place names appear constantly in his poems.
Thomson, especially in his first three collections, was preoccupied with his native island,
Lewis. As Michel Byrne points out, the theme he is chiefly associated with is “the difficult
relationship of the exile to his or her native place” and although Byrne warns against the risks of
narrowing the richness of Thomson’s symbolism and the variety of his poetry, he concludes that
“no other Gaelic poet has explored the theme in such depth or developed such an extensive
poetic vocabulary for treating it without resorting to cliché.”69 In his later collections, he also
devoted a great deal of attention to Glasgow and is acknowledged as one of the most important
Scottish poets of this city in the twentieth century.
MacLean and Thomson were intimately acquainted with the Gaelic literary tradition and it
informed their own works. However, as Thomson opined, “if Gaelic speech is to live, it must be
written and read, and the idiom of speech and thought that belongs to our time must find some
expression in it.”70 It indeed found expression – in his own works and in MacLean’s. Both of
them transform the traditional poetry of place into something new, rich and strange, and
combine

the

old

sensitivity

to

place

and

67

landscape

with

modern

concerns.
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2. Context
During the nineteenth century, the environment and culture of Gaelic Scotland were
influenced by a number of socio-political phenomena whose result was depopulation of the area,
a substantial weakening of the position of the Gaelic language and a society which was largely
impoverished and hindered by internal conflicts, external pressures and imposed policies. These
trends, continuing well into the twentieth century, shaped both the physical landscape and the
demography of the Highlands and Islands and fundamentally influenced the relationship of the
people to the affected regions. Thomson and MacLean, who both grew up in the Western Isles in
1910s and 1920s, witnessed the effect of these phenomena on the communities and later on
responded to them in their poetry. In this chapter, a brief overview of emigration, the Clearances,
religious developments and the situation of the Gaelic language is provided in order to facilitate
the understanding of the poems, for both MacLean and Thomson were, each in their own
distinct manner, socially and politically committed writers and frequently engaged with subjects
of broader social relevance in their works. Furthermore, to provide the literary context for
MacLean and Thomson’s work, this chapter is concluded by a brief summary of relevant trends
in nineteenth and early twentieth century Gaelic poetry.

2.1 Emigration
As Derick Thomson points out, “the nineteenth century is above all others the century of
the Gaelic diaspora.”1 The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries witnessed a massive outflow of
population from the Highlands and Islands mainly to the Lowland cities which were attracting
the work force needed for the growing industries, or overseas, to America and Australia where
land was available for settlers. As Kenneth MacKinnon notes, emigration at this time “became a
persistent feature of Gaelic social conditions” and “Gaelic colonies in the Carolinas, Cape Breton
Island, Nova Scotia, Glengarry (Ontario) and Prince Edward Island received substantial numbers
of Gaels throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth century.”2 James Hunter estimates that up to
20,000 people probably left from the Gàidhealtachd in 1803 alone.3 Many instances of emigration
were beyond doubt self-imposed and undertaken with enthusiasm, such as the “outbreak of
voluntary emigration”4 in the eighteenth century, when people became attracted to the prospect
1
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of a new, prosperous life overseas. Other decisions to emigrate were ostensibly voluntary, but
resulted from the poor living conditions in Scotland, often in consequence of the abovementioned socio-economic developments, the evictions, poverty, occasional population
explosions, and unpredictable changes in the possibilities of making a sustainable living in the
Highlands and Islands.5
The interest of many landlords was to remove people in order to make room for sheep
farming or for hunting estates, and some of them actively encouraged emigration and were most
willing to “ship” the redundant population abroad, unless they temporarily needed the people for
a specific purpose, such as for the maintenance of the kelp industry.6 Emigration thus went hand
in hand with the Clearances, but the question of how many of the evicted tenants were physically
forced onto the boards of the emigrant ships, and how many of them were “merely” forced to
leave by the fact that the living conditions back home had been rendered unbearable, will
probably remain impossible to assess.7 It is nonetheless beyond doubt that, whatever the specific
circumstances of the emigration were, a powerful sense of being forced out of one’s homeland,
whether by the greedy landlord or by the adverse socio-economic conditions, emerged in
consequence.
These various instances of dislocation propelled an extensive corpus of poetry and song
dealing with emigration, life conditions in the new environment (the Lowland city, the colonies
overseas) and the feeling of cianalas, a nostalgic yearning for home which became one of the
hallmarks of the nineteenth century Gaelic cultural production.8 Emigration continued even
when most evictions ended after the passing of the Crofting Acts in 1886 and 1892, and caused
further weakening of the original communities and of the Gaelic language.9 However, it also led
to the creation of new Gaelic communities in Scotland. As Thomson points out, it was these
“lines of connections and tension between the various old and new Gaelic communities, and
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between these and the new host-communities” that facilitated innovation the Gaelic poetry of
this period.10

2.2 The Clearances
In the context of the Gaelic Scotland, the Clearances (Fuadach nan Gàidheal) is a term
signifying “the forcible removal of native people from their ancestral lands.”11 Although this
complex set of events and social and economic developments took place mostly in the latter half
of the eighteenth and in the nineteenth century, it continues to provoke heated debates12 to this
day – and also responses in art.13 The Clearances have been present in the Scottish Gaelic
consciousness as a major trauma and they have fundamentally influenced the feeling of belonging
to the land and created a thorough sense of dislocation.14 Similar changes in estate management
and relocations of rural populations were not unique to Scotland, but what according to Iain
Grimble set the Highland experience apart was that “it occurred relatively late, and was both
sweeping and brutal because the Highland landlord possessed powers more unrestricted than
those of any other in Europe.”15 The landscape of the afflicted regions bears their traces to this
day: the vast depopulated areas in the Highlands and Islands are scattered with ruins of cleared
townships.
In the period between 1790 and 1890, a substantial part of the rural population in the
Highlands and Western Isles of Scotland was removed from the inland glens and straths in order
to make space for the large sheep-grazing areas.16 As MacKinnon explains, “from 1790 sheep
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13 For example: Neil M. Gunn’s Butcher’s Broom (1934), And the Cock Crew by Fionn MacColla (1945), Iain Crichton
Smith’s novel Consider the Lilies (1968) and his Gaelic play A’ Chùirt (The Court, 1966), Derick Thomson’s poem
“Srath Nabhair” (Strathnaver) and Sorley MacLean’s “Hallaig,” “Sgreapadal” and “An Cuilithionn.”
14 A telling example of how the turbulent history of the Gàidhealtachd in the nineteenth century emerges from
history books and from the folk memory are Calum MacLeod’s Fàsachadh An-Iochdmhor Ratharsair / The Cruel Clearance
of Raasay (Dùn Phàrlain: Clò Àrnais, 2007), Norma MacLeod’s Raasay (Edinburgh: Birlinn, 2002) and Richard
Sharpe’s Raasay: A Study in Island History (London: Grant & Cutler Ltd, 1982). From these it may be seen that the
popular memory may forge different events into one, apparently with no deceitful intention, and how, on the other
hand, the official documents and evidence fail to account for everything the popular consciousness preserved, a
phenomenon easily accountable for by the fact that the affected strata of society were often the less privileged ones,
without means of passing their view on otherwise than in oral tradition.
15 Grimble, “Clearances,” 44.
16 The following summary is based mainly on my reading of: Grimble, Ian. The Trial of Patrick Sellar (London:
Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd, 1962); Richards, Eric. The Highland Clearances: People, Landlords and Rural Turmoil
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farming gained such momentum in the Highlands that the landowners with the prospect of good
profits were enthusiastic in clearing from their lands the native Highland people and their
settlements to enable clear leases to be made available to Lowland graziers.”17 One of the excuses
for the Clearances was the fact that the living conditions of some people in the Gàidhealtachd
would have been unthinkable in other parts of Britain. In the eighteenth century, the numbers of
population were rising, the means of subsistence were getting scarce and famine returned
periodically. The potato became one of the main sources of food, and so the Highland
population was devastated by the Potato Blight in 1846. The reorganizations were presented as
beneficial for all parties involved: for the landlords, the sheep farmers and other entrepreneurs, as
well as for the common tenants. But the removals did not solve the problem, as most of the
evicted people merely continued to be poor elsewhere, and often became even poorer in
consequence. Moreover, since these “improvements” were carried out against the will of many of
the people who felt closely attached to their land and traditional way of life, a powerful feeling of
injustice and trauma emerged and was passed on from one generation to the next. Some of the
people were relocated to the coastal areas where they had to learn how to make a living out of
fishing and kelp gathering, activities most of them were performing for the first time in their lives
and in an unsuitable environment.18 Moreover, the lots granted to them were often inadequately
prepared and later became crammed. Other cleared families went to neighbouring estates or
moved south to the industrial centres that were hungrily absorbing labour. Significant numbers of
the evicted tenants chose or sometimes were forced to emigrate and found a new life overseas,
especially in the United States, Canada and Australia, if they survived the dangerous long passages
and the often appalling conditions on board of the emigrant ships.
The scale and execution of the evictions differed from place to place, so the general term
covers a diverse assemblage of events, but it is the clearances in Sutherland that acquired an
iconic status and provoked a number of responses even in the nineteenth century.19 The
population removals in the most northern area of the Highlands that took place between 1807
and 1821 were large-scale and proverbially ruthless. Richards sums up their progress and
significance in the following manner:

(Edinburgh: Birlinn, 2008); MacKinnon, Kenneth. Gaelic: A Past & Future Prospect and relevant entries in The
Companion to Gaelic Scotland: “Clearances” (Ian Grimble) and “Potato Blight” (Malcolm Gray).
17 MacKinnon, Gaelic, 62.
18 See Ian Grimble, The Trial of Patrick Sellar, 60-64.
19 David Stewart of Garth: Sketches of the Character, Manners, and Present State of the Highlanders of Scotland (1822);
Simonde de Sismondi in his treatises on political economy; Harriet Beecher Stowe: The Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands
(1854); Donald MacLeod: Gloomy Memories of Sutherland (1855).
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Thousands of people were cleared from the inland straths and replaced by great
sheep farms occupied by capitalist graziers who revolutionised land use and
productivity on the estate. It was all done at a velocity and on a scale which were
breathtaking even by the standards of the day. […] Hence the Sutherland clearances
were the most dramatic and sensational of all the removals and they occupy centre
stage in all accounts of the Highland Clearances. They were also very well recorded
because they were planned by an estate bureaucracy which prized planning and
rationality above most other considerations.20
Three historical figures are blamed for the harsh treatment of Sutherland people and their names
often appears in the poetry and songs about the Clearances: Elizabeth Leveson-Gower, the
Countess and later Duchess of Sutherland (1765-1839), was “the principal source of energy and
intellect behind the Sutherland clearances,” whilst her millionaire English husband, Lord Stafford
(1758-1833), later Duke of Sutherland, provided the colossal amounts of money needed for the
reforms of the vast estate.21 The last person immediately associated with the evictions is Patrick
Sellar (1780-1851), a lawyer and sub-factor who carried out some of the most controversial
evictions for the aristocratic couple. 22
Although the claims that the Clearances should be treated as “a Scottish holocaust” tend to
be dismissed as misleading,23 the process and its results are acknowledged as a major trauma in
the national consciousness and in terms of the debates whether they did or did not happen, and
what was their extent, the reflection of the events indeed shares some aspects with the reflection
of the Shoah. One of the most important consequences of the Clearances is their contribution to
the decline of Gaelic language and culture, for the evicted tenants were often Gaelic-speaking,
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Richards 154.
Richards 154.
22 Sellar, originally from Elgin in Moray, was working for the Stafford family from 1810 onwards. In 1813, he became
the owner of one of the great sheep farms, hence his personal interest in the successful execution of the clearances.
The controversies accompanying Sellar’s actions and the public indignation resulted in his incarceration and
subsequent trial. The charge was rather serious, as it included culpable homicide. However, Sellar was found “not
guilty” in the end, as he was acting according to the law and the witnesses were, on the basis of their social status or
language abilities, rendered untrustworthy. Witnesses of the most violent clearances differ in their accounts, but
generally the chief accusation was that Sellar destroyed people’s crops and property without compensation. The main
principle of the evictions was to render the dwellings uninhabitable: the houses were pulled down and often burnt,
so that the people could not but leave. The charge of culpable homicide against Sellar was based on situations where,
according to the witnesses, he evicted people who were in poor health or too old to be moved. When their houses
were destroyed, they were left in provisional shelters or outside, and some of them died in consequence. Sellar
became one of the most contentious characters of modern Scottish history and, in Richards’ words, he “attracted all
the hatred and vilification that the idea of the clearances generated at that time and ever thereafter” (Richards 177189). He is mentioned in Thomson’s poem “Strathnaver.”
23 Richards 12-13.
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hence the accusations of “ethnic cleansing.”24 Obviously, there is material enough to fuel not only
political debates, but also a body of literature dealing with the traumatic events. The first,
immediate literary reactions emerged at the same time as the evictions themselves in the form of
songs and poetry, but the necessity to respond to the Clearances remained strong for decades.25
Literary treatments of the Clearances often involve discussions of the places that were cleared of
their inhabitants, which is true for both MacLean and Thomson. Their approaches will be
discussed in the respective chapters devoted to the poets.

2.3 Religion
Ever since the Reformation in 1560, the Protestant, Calvinist forms of Christianity have
been affecting life in Scotland and have become, in some attitudes, one of the “marks of
Scottishness,” a “means of interpreting cultural and social realities in Scotland.”26 However
treacherous and limiting such an assertion of Calvinism as an essential trait of Scottish national
character may be, the experience with radical Presbyterian Christianity has been one of the
important features of life in most of the Gaelic-speaking areas in the Highlands and Islands. This
was true especially after the so-called Great Disruption of 1843 when the Church of Scotland
Free27 was established as 475 ministers decided to break away from the Established Church in
order to escape the system of patronage by means of which “local dignitaries could ‘intrude’
ministers into congregations against the wishes of the people and the judgement of
presbyteries.”28 As Roderick MacLeod points out, “support in the Highlands was almost total.”29

24 Richards 153. The rhetoric justifying the clearances operated with an idea of the Gaels’ being an inferior race –
idle, incompetent and slovenly, unable to improve their own situation. But the motif fuelling the clearances was not
racial hatred and a desire to eradicate the Gaels, but economic profit and an effort to assimilate the rural Gaelicspeaking population into the industrialized, Anglicized Scotland. The fact that many suffered or died as a results of
these processes, seems to be a side effect that did not bother the improvers, but that it was not their primary aim.
25 Sorley MacLean, “The Poetry of the Clearances,” Ris A’ Bhruthaich: The Criticism and Prose Writings of Sorley MacLean
(Stornoway: Acair, 1997) 48-74.
26 Whyte, Modern Scottish Poetry, 15. In the introduction, Whyte alerts us to the dangers of approaching Calvinism as
homogeneous, constant and unique to the Scottish experience.
27 In 1900, Church of Scotland Free merged with the United Presbyterian Church and formed the United Free
Church. Roderick MacLeod, “Free Church of Scotland,” The Companion to Gaelic Scotland, 88.
28 Roderick MacLeod, “Free Church of Scotland,” 86-87. “Although explained and justified by the secessionists in
doctrinal and religious terms, such explanations were clearly underpinned by a profound unease with the use made
by the authorities of the established church [the Church of Scotland] to sanction the clearances which by the 1840s
had reached their climax” (MacKinnon, Gaelic, 67). For a detailed account of the religious situation in the
Gàidhealtachd, see: Allan W. MacColl. Land, Faith, and the Crofting Community: Christianity and Social Criticism in the
Highlands of Scotland (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2006).
29 Roderick MacLeod, “Free Church of Scotland”, 87. T. M. Murchison lists the following phenomena as possible
causes of this success: “the effect of religious revivals; the increasing alienation between people and clergy, who too
often seemed indifferent to the agrarian injustices of the time; an upsurge of enthusiasm for a cause after the century
of repression (since 1746); rack-renting, evictions, clearances, emigration and abject poverty; a resurgence of the old
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The religious map of the Highlands and Islands became even more complex when, in 1893, the
Free Presbyterian Church seceded from the Free Church. John MacInnes reflects on this groundbreaking series of events in his essay “A Radically Traditional Voice”:
The Evangelical Movement swept through the Highlands in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries and wrought a fundamental transformation in the life of
the tolerant, structurally Calvinist, spiritually lax Established Church of Scotland in
the Gàidhealtachd. Those were the bitter years of the Clearances when the chaos that
the break-up of every traditional society produces was intensified beyond endurance
in the bewilderment of a people attacked by its own natural leaders. This broken
community eagerly accepted the demands of a passionate and uncompromising faith.
Here was a new dialectic, powerful enough to replace the deep loyalties of the
traditional order. It was theology that now supplied an identity, and a world view of
history, partly in millenarian terms.30
Since their establishment, the Free Church and its further offshoots have been arousing strong
emotions and various myths and negative images became associated with them: they entered the
popular consciousness as joy-killing institutions, opposed to the traditional Gaelic culture and art,
forcing all life to freeze on the Sabbath, and by its focus on the afterlife undermining resistance
to the acts of social injustice committed against the Gaelic communities. Although the ministers
indeed sought to turn the attention of the people from the secular arts, which were regarded as
sinful vanities, and in the memories of many – including Thomson and MacLean – the influence
of the Church often emerges as oppressive and disheartening, the reality was, as the poets
themselves acknowledged in their other writings, more complex. It was the Church, as both John
MacInnes and MacLean stress, that ensured the continuity of Gaelic prose, and for some time,
“only in the Church, among major social institutions” was Gaelic treated “not as if it were a
dialect but as a language, and used as a medium of exposition on a par with any other language in
that context.”31 The Free Church established hundreds of schools in the Highlands and Islands
and it also published two Gaelic periodicals: An Fhianuis32 and Eaglais Shaor na h-Alba: Lomradh air

spirit of loyalty to a leader (formerly a chief, now a popular preacher).” T. M. Murchison, “The Disruption,” The
Companion to Gaelic Scotland, 63.
30 MacInnes, “A Radically Traditional Voice: Sorley MacLean and the Evangelical Background,” Dùthchas nan
Gàidheal, 84-385.
31 MacInnes, “Religion in Gaelic Society,” Dùthchas nan Gàidheal, 426. MacLean comments on the influence of the
church in “My Relationship with the Muse.”
32
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<http://www.cairnwater.co.uk/gaelicdictionary/> 19 April 2014.
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Craobhsgaoileadh an t-Soisgeil leis an Eaglais Shaor.33 Murchison goes as far as to state that “since the
Reformation, ministers, members and adherents of the Church of Scotland and its branches have
done more than any other body for the maintenance and promotion of Gaelic language, literature
and culture.”34
The role of the Presbyterian churches in the Clearances has been assessed in vastly
different ways.35 As Sorley MacLean suggests in his essay “The Poetry of the Clearances,” “a
church that considered the world a vale of tears, earthly affairs of little account, and original sin
one of the two central things in human life, could advise only submission and resignation and an
escape to religion.”36 MacKinnon also points out the role of the established church in the
Clearances, arguing that it was
a particularly useful agency of political and social control to the government and the
landowning agencies. A fatalistic, predestinarian theology was preached from pulpits
at the time of harassments and evictions. Acquiescence towards the will of God as
identified with the clearance policy of the landlord was frequently enjoined and
acceptance of punishment for sins and waywardness was propounded.37
John MacInnes, himself born in Lewis and raised in the Free Presbyterian Raasay, comments on
what he to a certain degree considers a dangerous generalization:
The part played by the Presbyterian clergy during the period of the Clearances has
often been described and possibly as often distorted. If it has been distorted, this has
come about by lumping together a heterogeneous group, composed in reality of men
who were frequently of diametrically opposed views and style of life, and
representing them under the figure of “the Calvinist minister.” In the popular
scenario, this grim figure is firmly on the side of the landlord and at the same time
virulent in his opposition to the secular arts, even to the Gaelic language itself.38
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“The Free Church of Scotland: Propagating the Gospel of the Free Church.”
Murchison, “Church of Scotland,” 41.
35 Interesting responses to this problem appear in the novels dealing with the Clearances: Fionn MacColla’s And the
Cock Crew and Iain Crichton Smith’s Consider the Lilies.
36 MacLean, “The Poetry of the Clearances,” 50. It is generally argued that the crofters began to protest against the
treatment they received and agitate for better conditions in a substantial way only in the 1880s (MacLeod, The
Companion to Gaelic Scotland, 24), one possible explanation of the acquiescence being the way of thinking described by
MacLean.
37 MacKinnon, Gaelic, 66.
38 MacInnes, “Religion in Gaelic Society,” 435.
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The Presbyterian churches emerge from these accounts as controversial, many-sided social forces
that shaped the life in the Gàidhealtachd in the nineteenth century – its society, physical
environment and the minds of the people. However, it is also important to bear in mind that this
description does not apply to all the Hebrides: in Barra, Eriskay and South Uist, i. e. in the
southern part of the Outer Hebrides, the Catholic heritage prevails.39
To this day, The Free Church and the Free Presbyterian Church are still quite strong in the
remaining Gaelic-speaking areas, especially in Lewis, although their influence has diminished
substantially when compared to the first half of the twentieth century. Significantly, as MacInnes
points out, it is from these areas with complex religious and cultural background that many of the
leading Gaelic writers of the latter half of the twentieth century emerge.40 Both Thomson and
MacLean fall into the category: MacLean was born and raised in Raasay, which was one of the
strongholds of the Free Presbyterian Church to which his family adhered, and Thomson’s native
isle of Lewis has been famous for the austerity of its Christian congregations and for the strict
observance of the Sabbath, although the poet’s parents belonged to the Church of Scotland.41
Just like many other Gaelic writers, including Iain Moireach (John Murray) or Tormod Caimbeul
(Norman Campbell), the two poets did not persist in the religion of their upbringing: MacLean
famously protested that he became an atheist at the age of twelve and Thomson also did not feel
comfortable about the religious practices of his native environment and became sceptical at an
early age.42 Both of them expressed their disapproval of some activities and opinions of the
Church – MacLean in “Ban-Ghàidheal” (A Highland Woman) or in “Tìodhlacadh sa Chlachan”
(Funeral in Clachan), Thomson in “Ged a Thàinig Calvin” (Although Calvin Came) or “A’ Cluich
air Football le Fàidh” (Playing Football with a Prophet). However, neither of them resorted to
indiscriminating condemnations and bitterness. MacLean, as has been quoted above, stressed in
his essay the immense importance of the Church for Gaelic, and MacInnes makes it clear that
MacLean would not be the “the kind of poet he is, if he had ignored the impassioned eloquence
of the Church” and the “conscience-searching that the teachings of the Church invite.”43
Thomson, in many of his poems, such as “Àirc a’ Choimhcheangail” (The Ark of the Covenant)
reveals a great deal of sympathy and respect for the peculiar Lewis branch of Presbyterian
Christianity, especially for its ordinary followers.
39

MacKinnon, Gaelic, 67.
MacInnes, “A Radically Traditional Voice,” 385.
41 For MacThòmais’s memories, see Taking You Home and the interviews with Christopher Whyte in Glaschu: Baile
Mòr nan Gàidheal. For MacLean’s reflections, see “My Relationship with the Muse” and the interviews with Donald
Archie MacDonald “Sorley MacLean: Church, Poetry and History” and “Buaidh na h-Eaglaise air cànan, ceòl, òrain
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42 Christopher Whyte, “Interviews with Ruaraidh MacThòmais,” Glaschu: Baile Mòr nan Gàidheal (Glasgow: Roinn na
Ceiltis, Oilthigh Ghlaschu, 2001) 239-294.
43 MacInnes, “A Radically Traditional Voice,” 386.
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2.4 Gaelic
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, there were approximately 300,000 monoglot
Gaelic speakers within the overall population of 335,000 in the Gàidhealtachd.44 In 1881, 231,594
people claimed to speak Gaelic on the daily basis, out of the total Scottish population of
3,425,151. In 1911, the year of MacLean’s birth, there were still 202,398 Gaelic speakers, and
158,779 in 1921 when Thomson was born.45 By 1951, the numbers had dropped to 95,447 out of
4,826,814.46 Some reasons for this decline, such as the Clearances and other more or less forced
migrations of the Gaelic speaking population, have already been discussed in the previous
paragraphs. There are of course other causes, such as the disintegration of the clan system or the
attempts of the state authority to eradicate the Gaelic language, which stretch back well into the
eighteenth century and even further. However, the events of the nineteenth century were crucial
for the situation of Gaelic since, as MacKinnon explains, “in terms of the Gaelic speech
community this could be regarded as the removal of its heartland […] reducing the Gaelic areas
to the very fringes of northern and western coastal areas and to the Hebrides.”47
The contact with English and earlier with Scots has been affecting Gaelic for centuries, and
the language started to recede as early as in the twelfth century. Yet, as Thomson points out,
behind the border contact with English, “there were the depths of Gaelic country.” In the
twentieth century, however, he notices
a sense in which we can see these contacts taking place at borders which have
retreated perceptibly to the west and the north over the centuries, and in such a
series we would place the twentieth-century contacts in the far west of the country, in
the Western Isles. This is much the same as saying that English influence has
penetrated to all parts of the Gaelic area. There is now no linguistic hinterland to
which the Gaelic writer can retire, except for that hinterland of the imagination
which can be summoned up at times; though it too needs its defences.48
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MacKinnon, Gaelic, 63. However, as Thomson stresses, census statistics are always somewhat imprecise and prone
to distortions, “arising for example from lack of self-confidence or else from a propagandist boosting of language
proficiency.” Thomson, Why Gaelic Matters (Edinburgh: Saltire Society, 1984) 24.
45 Aonghas MacNeacail, “Questions of Prestige: Sorley MacLean and the Campaign for Gaelic,” Sorley MacLean:
Critical Essays (Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1986) 201.
46 MacKinnon, Gaelic, 90.
47 MacKinnon, Gaelic, 62.
48 Thomson, An Introduction, 250.
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One of the important factors behind this attrition was the 1872 Education (Scotland) Act
which effectively banned Gaelic from schools49 and it is from the end of the nineteenth century,
in MacKinnon’s opinion, that “the survival of Gaelic faced its most crucial challenge: the use of
the schools to rid society of what was termed by one of Her Majesty’s Inspectors of Schools, ‘the
Gaelic nuisance’.”50 Such pressure on the part of the authorities was still felt strongly in the first
half of the twentieth century and in some opinions continued to be applied, although more subtly
and with less open hostility, in the second half.51 Children were discouraged from using Gaelic in
schools, in some cases punished for speaking it, and it was as late as in the 1930s that the use of a
punishment device called “maide crochaidh,” i.e. hanging stick,52 which was a humiliating symbol
hung around a child’s neck for speaking Gaelic, was reported in Lewis.53 It was only after the
1918 Education Act (Scotland) was passed that Gaelic gained recognition by law but, as
MacKinnon notes, due to its “vagueness and brevity,” this piece of legislation had very little real
impact.54
As far as the Gaelic language is concerned, the nineteenth century was a period of
contradictory developments:55 at the same time as some initiatives were actively discouraging the
use of Gaelic (in a number of cases supported in their efforts by the parents themselves who
perceived English education as socially beneficial and Gaelic as hindering advancement in life),
other institutions and individuals were striving at the opposite extreme. Since the end of the
eighteenth century, various societies were founded (Gaelic Society of London 1777; Gaelic
Society of Glasgow 1780; Gaelic Society of Inverness 1871; An Comunn Gàidhealach 1891), the
Chair of Celtic at the University of Edinburgh was established and Gaelic publishing flourished
with the support of the numerous Gaelic urban communities that emerged in Glasgow, Inverness
and other parts of Scotland.56
The trends set up in the nineteenth century continued into the first decades of the
twentieth century. The impact of the First World War on the Gaelic-speaking population was
heavy, its epitome being the loss of HMY An Iolaire when more than 200 soldiers returning back
49

“The Education Act (Scotland) 1872 was passed without recognition that the Highlands [and Islands] were an area
of particular linguistic significance within a national education system” and “no specific references to Gaelic were
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50 MacKinnon, Gaelic, 74.
51 For a personal account, see Aonghas MacNeacail, “Race Against the Dying Of,” Chapman 35-36 (1990).
52 “maide crochaidh,” Am Faclair Beag, <http://dwelly.info> 20 March 2014.
53 MacKinnon, Gaelic, 75.
54 Michelle MacLeod, “Language in Society: 1800 to the Modern Day,” The Edinburgh Companion to the Gaelic Language,
ed. Michelle MacLeod and Moray Watson (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2010) 26; MacKinnon, Gaelic 72.
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to Lewis after the war drowned within sight of their home shore as the ship crashed on the
Beasts of Holm. As MacKinnon points out, drawing on the results of the 1921 census, “the
Gaelic population bore a disproportionate share of war casualties and dislocation.”57 At the time
of Thomson’s and MacLean’s youth and adulthood, it was still several decades before the
fortunes of Gaelic started to turn, as Gaelic medium education was gradually established at all
levels and Gaelic media and arts started to receive more institutional attention and financial
support. Although MacLean and Thomson, as people intimately acquainted with the daily life in
the traditional Gaelic areas, retained a substantial amount of scepticism concerning the future of
the Gaelic language, they both contributed immensely to its promotion. Thomson founded the
Gaelic quarterly Gairm and the associated Gairm Publishing house and worked as a lecturer in
Celtic studies, promoting serious critical study of Gaelic literature and language. MacLean was
involved in campaigns demanding recognition for Gaelic in the education system, and himself
taught Gaelic to learners.58
In the nineteenth century, poems and songs on the present state and the precarious future
of Gaelic are rather frequent, but very few of them escape the pitfalls of clichés and
sentimentality. In the twentieth century, writing in Gaelic about Gaelic gained momentum, but
with different topics included: the issue of bilingualism, the loss of linguistic hinterland as
outlined by Thomson, and the new learners of Gaelic coming from the outside.59 References to
language and its situation are more frequent in Thomson’s work, such as in “An Uiseag”
(Skylark), “Nuair a Dh’fhalbhas A’ Ghàidhlig” (When Gaelic Dies), or in “Cainnt nan
Oghaichean” (Grandchildren’s Talk). In MacLean’s oeuvre, they surface occasionally, such as in
the deep pessimism in the poem LV from Dàin do Eimhir or, in connection with the Clearances,
in the poem “‘Tha na beanntan gun bhruidhinn’,” and his concern for the language is mostly
revealed in his letters and essays.
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2.5 Gaelic Poetry of the Nineteenth Century
Nineteenth-century Gaelic verse has earned the label of being a downswing in a long
glorious tradition, as it in Thomson’s words “largely turns its back on its own relatively learned,
aristocratic tradition, and grovels contentedly in its novel surroundings,”60 although the more
recent critical works, such as John MacInnes’s chapter “Gaelic Poetry in the Nineteenth Century”
in the third volume of The History of Scottish Literature (Aberdeen: Aberdeen UP, 1989) and Donald
E. Meek’s anthology Caran an t-Saoghail, have been trying to introduce a more discriminating and
positive attitude. Weakened by the phenomena outlined above, Gaelic society and its poets
tended to look backwards and inwards, rather than to seek new impulses and approaches. A
significant proportion of nineteenth-century Gaelic poetry was written by emigrant Gaels living
in the Lowlands for other emigrants, so the taste and demands of the audience who bought the
books from the flourishing Gaelic publishing houses and attended the city ceilidh61 performances
governed the form and content of the literary production – one of the most famous exponents of
the popular poetry and song was Neil MacLeod (Niall MacLeòid) from Glendale in Skye, a
prolific author of melodious songs dealing, often jointly, with the love of woman and of
homeland. One of the predictable results of this situation is idealisation of the Highlands and
Islands, of the traditional community and way of life, and a substantial part of the nineteenth
century poetry comes into being, according to Meek, as “a late reflex of the acute cultural
tensions and identity crisis which assailed migrant Highlanders in the Scottish Lowlands.”62 As
Michel Byrne observes, “it is not surprising that the poets created a contrast between the dirty
polluted environment of the city and the free healthy environment of the Gàidhealtachd,
according to the fashions of Romanticism throughout Europe.”63
Both MacLean and Thomson were acknowledged authorities64 on the history of Gaelic
poetry and both expressed their dissatisfaction with a great deal of nineteenth-century Gaelic
verse, which seemed to them weak, sentimental and narrow when compared with the vigorous
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Thomson, An Introduction, 223.
“Ceilidh” originally means a visit, but also a gathering of people where songs would be sung and stories would be
told, an occasion where the traditional oral culture would be practised.
62 Meek, “Introduction,” Caran An-t-Saoghail, xv.
63 Michel Byrne, “‘Chan e chleachd bhith an cabhsair chlach’: Am Bàrd Gàidhlig ’s am Baile Mòr bhon 17mh Linn
chun am 20mh,” Glasgow: Baile Mòr nan Gàidheal / City of the Gaels, ed. Sheila M. Kidd (Roinn na Ceiltis, Oilthigh
Ghlaschu: Glasgow, 2007) 58. Original text: “Cha b’ iongantach ged a chruthaicheadh na bàird iomsgaradh eadar
àrainneachd shalach thruaillte a’ bhaile mhòir agus àrainneachd fhallain shaor na Gàidhealtachd, a rèir nòsan na
Romansachd air feadh na Roinn Eòrpa.” Translation mine.
64 Thomson published An Introduction to Gaelic Poetry, the only comprehensive history of Gaelic poetry in English so
far, a bilingual anthology of eighteenth-century Gaelic poetry and an edition of poems by Alasdair mac Mhaighstir
Alasdair, the eighteenth-century Jacobite poet. MacLean’s essays on Gaelic poetry include a ground-breaking essay
on the poetry of the Clearance, on realism in Gaelic poetry and comments on a variety of eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century poets, such as Sìleas na Ceapaich, William Livingstone or Mary MacPherson.
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eighteenth-century tradition with which they identified much more strongly.65 Yet their own
works are bound to the preceding century – if not by adherence to this tradition then by denial
and a conscious decision to take up approaches different from those of their predecessors. In
some respects, they take up and develop trends that originated in the nineteenth century; in other
cases, it was the perceived flatness, monotony and limited range of the nineteenth-century verse
that provoked the radical innovation in their own works.
In the nineteenth century, poems in praise of places are very common. One of them is Neil
MacLeod’s “Fàilte don Eilean Sgitheanach” (Salute to the Isle of Skye) which earned praise even
from Thomson and MacLean, other examples may include Ewan MacColl’s (Eòghan MacColla)
“Moladh Abhainn Ruaile” (In Praise of the River Ruel), “An t-Eilean Mhuileach” (The Isle of
Mull) by Dugald MacPhail (Dùghall MacPhàill) and “Soraidh le Eilean a’ Cheò” (Farewell to the
Misty Isle) by Mary MacPherson (Màiri Nic a’ Phearsain, the so-called Màiri Mhòr nan Òran,
“Big Mary of the Songs”). The list could be very long indeed. As Meek points out, “the homeland
is a dominant theme in nineteenth-century Gaelic verse, and it flourished largely in the context of
exile,” and he further explains that “the exile’s re-imagining of the region, in the light of youthful
associations now lost through the age and separation, lies at the heart of much of the extant
verse.”66 This situation of writing about home from exile is something especially important for
Thomson and for MacLean to a certain extent: before the nineteenth century, much Gaelic
poetry was written by poets who were still living in the Gaelic areas and were part of the
community and its ordinary life. Thomson left Lewis in his twenties and settled permanently in
Glasgow. MacLean later came back to live in Lochalsh and Skye, but he also spent a significant
number of years in the Lowlands, so this exile’s perspective writing about their home from a
distance of space and time is significant for both of them.
In his comments on the nineteenth-century Gaelic poetry, Meek further notes that “many
poets look back to their childhood and (often) their homeland as an age or area of innocence.”67
This observation seems to be valid for the poetry of Mary MacPherson or Neil MacLeod. In
comparison with their verse – MacPherson’s “Eilean A’ Cheò” or “Nuair a Bha Mi Òg,” or
MacLeod’s “An Gleann san Robh Mi Òg” – the twist in modern poetry about home becomes as
striking as it was for a readership used to the nineteenth-century standards that continued well
into the 1930s. In the traditional poetry about home, the distinction between the idyllic past and
the bleak present is usually very clear-cut, and the factors that brought about the change are
sometimes named, sometimes passed over: in MacLeod’s famous song “An Gleann san robh mi
65 MacThòmais acknowledged his affinity with Alasdair mac Mhaighstir Alasdair, while MacLean seems to draw
strongly on the tradition of the panegyric poetry, on the eighteenth century laments and the traditional song.
66 Meek, “Introduction,” Caran an t-Saoghail, iii.
67 Meek, “Introduction,” Caran an t-Saoghail, xxxi.
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òg” (The Glen where I was young), the reader encounters an Eden-like vision of the now extinct
community, but the reasons why the place is deserted now are only hinted at and the fact that the
author himself left the island and spent most of his time in the Lowlands working in business is
not mentioned at all.68 Verse of this kind proved very popular among the city Gaels who still
cherished an idealized vision of home, while living a very different life from that of the
communities celebrated in the popular songs. In the modern poetry about the lost home in the
Highlands and Islands, the home itself and its value is problematized, and the fact that the
communities suffered from many problems, some self-inflicted and some coming from the
outside world, is very clear. Although the longing to come back, which runs through many a song
and poem of the nineteenth century, is not completely absent, poets such as Thomson, Crichton
Smith or MacAulay, go as far as to imply that return is impossible – and even undesirable.
When Meek comments on the change between the nineteenth-century poetry and the
preceding tradition, he observes that “the most obvious change in the content of nineteenthcentury verse is that feeling and subjectivity take over from observation and objectivity as the
main concern of the poets” who begin to comment on “how it feels to see a deserted landscape,
where there was once a lively community; how it feels to be in an emigrant context, far from
home.”69 This is not to say that the previous centuries of Gaelic poetry were impersonal and void
of feeling, but the change of scope and focus is distinct. As Meek puts it, “the poetic artefact
generally becomes smaller, the horizon narrower, the personal response more dominant” and the
“large-scale, eighteenth-century landscape portraits” gradually shrink to “nineteenth-century
emotional vignettes.”70 This inward turn was deepened by the modern poets, but arguably this
deepening would not be possible without the without the first steps taken by the nineteenthcentury poets.
In the nineteenth century, certain poetical practices emerged that the modern poets later
transformed, in some cases ironized and variously adapted for their own purposes. It is at this
point that the codes and signals of the poetry of cianalas are established.71 According to Michelle
MacLeod, this “cianalas code” involves melancholy, the weakening state of the individual caused
by his separation from home, desire to return, difficulties in the new environment, dreams and
visions about home, expressions of affinity to the homeland and reminisces of the happy past.72
A trend connected with the poetry of cianalas which appears in poems by MacPherson, MacLeod
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Only a slight hint on a new social arrangement appears in strophe 5: “Ach an-diugh tha maor is lann / Air gach
alltan agus òb; / Chan eil saorsa sruth nam beanntan /Anns a’ ghleann san robh mi òg” (Caran an t-Saoghail, 56-57).
69 Meek, “Introduction,” Caran an t-Saoghail, xxvii.
70 Meek, “Introduction,” Caran an t-Saoghail, xxviii
71 Meek, “Introduction,” Caran an t-Saoghail, xxviii
72 Michelle MacLeod, Cianalas Redefined, 2.
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and Duncan Bàn, who belongs mainly to the eighteenth century but lived until 1812, is the
situation of “caochladh,” which Meek describes as “before and after” scenario.73 The poet revisits
the place he or she once knew and comments on its change, a change which is usually for the
worse, as far as both the place and the human observer are concerned – an example of this
situation is MacIntyre’s “Cead Deireannach nam Beann” (Last Leave-taking of the Bens, 1802).74
Both MacLean and Thomson employed this motif in their works. Another important subcategory of the nineteenth-century homeland verse is the poetry which deals with the Clearances
and social change in a more pronounced and specific manner, for instance in some poems by Dr
John MacLachlan (An Lighiche Iain MacLachlainn) or William Livingstone (Uilleam
MacDhunlèibhe), who, with their open statements on social and political iniquities, form a part of
the long tradition of politically committed Gaelic verse – a tradition MacLean and Thomson
developed further in the twentieth century.
In terms of personal preferences for nineteenth-century poets, MacLean could frequently
identify with the works of the already mentioned Mary MacPherson. The Skye-born MacPherson
was a politically committed poet who played an important part in the period of land agitation,
encouraging the crofters in their efforts to gain legal recognition of their rights to the land after
the Clearances. It is easy to see why MacPherson, with her deep rootedness in the landscape and
culture of Skye and a passionate interest in politics and the rights of those she considered
oppressed and disempowered, appealed to MacLean. In Thomson’s case, one of the closest links
with the nineteenth century appears to be John Smith (Iain Mac a’ Ghobhainn) from Iarsiadar in
Lewis, whose work Thomson praises and comments on extensively in his introduction to Gaelic
poetry. The reasons for this affinity are rather clear: Smith, very much like Thomson later on,
attempted to see the situation of Scotland in a broader, international perspective, criticised the
fragmented religious scene and was painfully aware of the influence of economic phenomena on
the life of the Gàidhealtachd. When Thomson praises Smith’s “deep and bitter anger, finely
controlled,” “humour with a clear, hard bite,” and his “robust expression, realist detail, and
original turns of thought,” one may argue Thomson lists the features of his own poetry at its
best.75 Another nineteenth-century poet both MacLean and Thomson appreciated is the Islayborn William Livingstone, famous for his radical political opinions and interest in the heroic past
of the Gàidhealtachd.76 Also, as Donald Meek points out, the “caochladh” of landscape and
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75 Thomson, An Introduction, 237-240.
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society is one of Livingstone’s principal topics77 and in this way he is akin to the two modern
poets who commented on such changes in their own time and in history.
The label of the nineteenth century is slightly vague and imprecise. As Thomson points
out, the preferences and paradigms of the nineteenth century “spilled over into the twentieth
century” 78 and it was the First World War which marked the beginning of new developments in
Gaelic verse, although poetry in the more traditional vein of course continued to be written after
1918. MacLean and Thomson were to become two of the most distinct proponents of the new
“poetry of innovation,” also in the area of the poetry of place.
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Donald E. Meek, commentary on William Livingstone, Làrach nam Bàrd, BBC Alba
<http://www.bbc.co.uk/alba/foghlam/larachnambard/poets/uilleam_macdhunleibhe/cuspairean> 25 May 2014.
78 Thomson, An Introduction, 248-249.
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3. Sorley MacLean
“... gu treunmhor chithear an Cuilithionn / ’s e ’g èirigh air taobh eile duilghe”
... heroic, the Cuillin is seen / rising on the other side of sorrow1

3.1 Biographical Background
Sorley MacLean was born in the township of Òsgaig in the isle of Raasay (Ratharsair), on
26 October 1911.2 His native island, together with the neighbouring Skye where he spent a
considerable part of his life, occupies a major position in his works. As John MacInnes explains
in his essay on MacLean “A Radically Traditional Voice,” it seems as if he had been shaped for
his ground-breaking role in Gaelic poetry by the richness of his family background and of his
native environment where he was subject to diverse influences all of which refined his command
of the Gaelic language and increased his knowledge of Gaelic literary tradition and history.3 The
MacLean family was a Gaelic-speaking one and the poet only learnt English when he went to
primary school, although both languages were spoken in the island at this time. Maclean himself
often mentions the abundance of traditional song and folklore coming from different parts of the
Gàidhealtachd which he heard from different family members and he recalls his father’s interest
in Gaelic poetry and in the phonology and vocabulary of Gaelic dialects.4 Moreover, MacLean’s
maternal uncle was Alexander Nicolson (Alasdair MacNeacail), author of the definitive History of
Skye who was praised as “perhaps the greatest living authority on Scottish Gaelic and certainly the
greatest authority on the island of Skye.”5

1

Sorley MacLean, “An Cuilithionn,” An Cuilithionn 1939 / The Cuillin 1939 & Unpublished Poems, ed. Christopher
Whyte (Glasgow: Association for Scottish Literary Studies, 2011) lines 362-363. All future references will be to this
edition.
2 The following summary is based, apart from the sources mentioned in the footnotes, on the biography at the Sorley
MacLean official website: “Sorley MacLean – Biography,” Sorley MacLean Online / Somhairle MacGill-Eain air loidhne,
<http://www.sorleymaclean.org/eachdraidh_beatha.htm> 25 May 2014.
3 The poet himself commented on these influences extensively in “My Relationship with the Muse” and in several
interviews, for example in conversation with Donald Archie MacDonald “Some Aspects of Family and Local
Background”, published in Sorley MacLean: Critical Essays (Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1986), and in an
interview conducted by Joy Hendry, published in Chapman 66 (Autumn 1991).
4 “My father too had a great interest in language for its own sake. He was keenly and sympathetically aware of
phonological and semantic variations in Gaelic dialects and remembered very well the usages of the innumerable
ministers and ‘men’ whom he had heard expounding at the Raasay communions. […] My father’s interest in all kinds
of Gaelic poetry was very great. Among my earliest memories was arguments between him and Alexander Nicolson,
the eldest of my mother’s seven brothers, on the relative merits of Duncan MacIntyre, William Ross and Alexander
MacDonald.” Sorley MacLean, “My Relationship with the Muse,” 7.
5 “Alexander Nicolson: Skye Historian,” Pròiseact Chaluim MhicGillEathain /The Calum MacLean Project, 15 February
2014 <http://calumimaclean.blogspot.co.uk/2014/02/alexander-nicolson-skye-historian.html> 20 April 2014.
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Raasay at that time was one of the strongholds of the Free Presbyterian Church,6 its
influence pervaded all spheres of life on the island and MacLean was deeply affected by it.7 “The
awful lot of Gaelic preaching” he was exposed to, thorough reading of the Bible and the
communion meetings where people from different regions would meet and discuss theological
issues, undoubtedly enriched his Gaelic,8 but the Church’s pessimism, focus on sin and the
uselessness of human efforts may be held responsible, as MacInnes suggests in “A Radically
Traditional Voice,” for the troubled introspection and deep pessimism that is all-pervasive in
MacLean’s poetry. MacLean did not adhere to the religion of his upbringing and, according to his
own statement, gave up Calvinism and became a socialist at the age of twelve.9 This early kindling
of political radicalism may be also ascribed to his native environment. As Hendry points out,
“not only were the Clearances a living memory, but MacLean grew up surrounded by visible
existence of them everywhere – ruined crofting townships, people crowded onto infertile strips
of land near the sea.”10 In 1880s, the crofters’ resistance started to be more pronounced,
culminating in the so-called Battle of the Braes in 1882.11 MacLean’s maternal ancestors lived in
Braes and his grandfather’s brother took part in the events which soon assumed legendary status
in the Highland radical tradition.12
In 1929, MacLean moved to the Lowlands and decided to study English at the Edinburgh
University, since a degree in Gaelic would have been less reliable in terms of securing a
permanent occupation.13 During his studies, he became acquainted with Hugh MacDiarmid
whose personality, political commitment and poetry made a huge impression on the young writer.
The friendship lasted until the older poet’s death in 1978, although the admiration on MacLean’s
part became more discerning throughout the years. After achieving a first-class degree and
completing a teaching course at Moray House, MacLean started to work as a teacher of English
in the Western Isles, commencing his career in Portree High School, later moving to Mull and
then to Edinburgh and Hawick in the Borders.
6 When the Free Presbyterian Church (An Eaglais Shaor Chlèireach) broke away from the Free Church (An Eaglais
Shaor) in 1893, the then Free Church minister in Raasay, Donald MacFarlane, was instrumental in this event.
7 MacLean commented on the influence of the Church on the life in Raasay in an interview with Donald Archie
MacDonald: “Buaidh na h-eaglaise air cànan, ceòl, òrain, is eile” (see Bibliography – recordings).
8 Donald Archie MacDonald, “Some Aspects of Family and Local Background,” 216.
9 MacLean, “My Relationship with the Muse,” 10; “Poetry, Passion and Political Consciousness,” an interview with
Sorley MacLean, also featuring John MacInnes, Hamish Henderson, Donald MacAulay and Iain Crichton Smith,
Scottish International 10 (May, 1970): 14.
10 Joy Hendry, “The Man and His Work,” Sorley MacLean: Critical Essays, ed. Joy Hendry and Raymond J. Ross
(Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1986) 11.
11 Battle of the Braes (Blàr a’ Chumhaing) in 1882 was an upsurge of the crofters’ protest against increased rents and
loss of grazing rights. The violent conflict, although more of a skirmish than a battle, was one of the first significant
acts of resistance on the part of the crofters and it gained a significant symbolical status. The event is commemorated
in a song by Mary MacPherson (“Òran Beinn Lì”) and referred to in several poems by MacLean.
12 Hendry, “The Man and His Work,” 11.
13 MacLean, “My Relationship with the Muse,” 10.
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When the Spanish Civil War broke out in 1936, MacLean was considering enlisting on the
Republican side. However, family reasons prevented him from fighting against Franco’s forces
and he only got to know the battlefield in the Second World War in 1941 when he was sent to
Egypt as a member of the Signal Corps. While MacLean was fighting in the North Africa, his first
individual collection was being prepared for publication.14 When he returned from the war in
1943 after being seriously injured at the battle of El Alamein on 2 November 1942, he resumed
his teaching career and lived with his family first in Edinburgh, later in Plockton where he
worked as a secondary-school headmaster, and after his retirement, in the Braes in Skye. He was
personally involved in many activities concerned with the revival of Gaelic in the Hebridean and
Highland communities, especially in the campaign for a Higher Leaving Certificate examination
paper designed particularly for Gaelic learners, the so-called “Learner’s Paper.”15 During the
1970s and 1980s, MacLean was in great demand as a reader of his own poetry at various festivals
and the appreciation of his works grew, resulting in the awarding of honorary degrees and
numerous other tributes, until his death on 24 November 1996.

3.2 MacLean and the Poetry of Place
Ceathrar ann dhan d’ thug mi luaidh,

Four there are to whom I gave love,

Do cheathrar seirbheis caochladh buaidh:

to four service of varying effect:

An t-adhbhar mòr agus a’ bhàrdachd,

the great cause and poetry,

An t-Eilean àlainn ’s an nighean ruadh.

the lovely Island and the red-haired girl. 16

In “Dàn XII” (Poem XII) from Dàin do Eimhir (Poems to Eimhir), MacLean lists his four
principal allegiances: the great cause, poetry, the lovely island and the red-haired girl. With
multiplications of the above-mentioned items into several great causes, several women and two
islands, this list holds true for most of his works in general. In the context of the present analysis,
the last item is of particular importance. The two islands are Skye and Raasay which remained,
throughout his career, MacLean’s main sources of symbols. Meg Bateman argues that his writing
would be “painfully abstract if it was not for his use of landscape as symbol” and it indeed seems
that some of the abstract meditations of An Cuilithionn or Dàin do Eimhir are balanced by the firm
14

Before this, MacLean’s poetry appeared in magazines and also in a booklet 17 poems for 6d (Edinburgh: 1940) where
his poems were published together with the works of the Scots poet Robert Garioch.
15 “Sorley MacLean – Biography: Plockton 1956-1969,” Sorley MacLean Online / Somhairle MacGill-Eain air loidhne
<http://www.sorleymaclean.org/english/plockton.htm> 21 April 2014.
16 MacLean, “Dàn XII,” Caoir Gheal Leumraich / White Leaping Flame. Sorley MacLean / Somhairle MacGill-Eain: Collected
Poems, ed. Christopher Whyte and Emma Dymock (Edinburgh: Polygon, 2011) 106-107. All MacLean’s poems will
be, with the exception of “An Cuilithionn,” quoted from this edition.
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rootedness in the specific landscape of the Hebrides.17 His poems are “studded with place
names” and the local references are often so specific that their full appreciation requires an
intimate knowledge of the geography of the two islands, although they, according to Bateman,
work even for those not acquainted with them, as they show these locations were once significant
to the people.18 Even when not dealing with a place as the primary topic, MacLean’s poems
involve a great number of place names – strings of names, of both people and places, are one of
the characteristic features of his works. The fact that MacLean’s collected poems were
complemented by detailed maps of the two islands and that the first collection of critical essays in
the poet’s honour is concluded by eight pages of explanatory notes concerning place names, is a
telling illustration of this tendency.
MacLean’s poetry, described by Ronald Black as “radiating from the Highlands and taking
in the entire world,”19 is proudly local and audaciously universal at the same time, moving from
Blaven to Nanga Parbit and from the Braes to Leningrad in the space of one strophe.20
According to Emma Dymock, it is “by employing symbols that have a direct link to familiar
landscape features” that his poetry can reach “multiple levels of social, political and psychological
meaning.”21 Landscape for MacLean, in Dymock’s view, is “as much a socio-historical signifier as
it is a geographical one.”22 His perception of the places, coming very close to the Gaelic
sensitivity as outlined in the introduction, has been shaped by the local history and as MacLean
himself put it, “when I was up on top of the Cuillin or on Dùn Cana [...], it wasn’t just a case of
scenery, but it was always very much intermingled with the people.”23
In spite of his fascination by the physical beauty of his native landscape, MacLean hardly
ever describes a place for its own sake – it is always in connection with public or private histories
that places appear in his poems. MacLean did not follow the tradition of exact, detailed
description of the poets like Duncan Bàn MacIntyre and although his works abound in
descriptive adjectives, rather than conveying a specific idea of a person’s or a place’s likeness,
they create whirlwinds of associations. MacLean’s approach to places thus seems to be more
symbolist than descriptive in a realist sense. As Bateman puts it, the Isle of Skye in MacLean’s
17 Meg Bateman, “Skye & Raasay as Symbol in the Poetry of Sorley MacLean,” The Storr: Unfolding Landscape, ed.
Angus Farquhar (Edinburgh: Luath, 2005) 95.
18 Bateman 95.
19 Black, “Introduction,” An Tuil: Anthology of 20th Century Scottish Gaelic Verse, ed. Ronald Black (Edinburgh: Polygon,
1999) xxxv.
20 Blaven, a mountain in the Isle of Skye, and Nanga Parbit meet in “Gleann Aoighre,” and Braes and Leningrad are
brought together in “Earrann VI” of An Cuilithionn, lines 182-183.
21 Emma Dymock, “‛Cas agam anns a’ bhoglaich agus cas air a’ Chuilithionn’: Unstable Borders in the Poetry of
Sorley MacLean,” Lainnir a’ Bhùirn / The Gleaming Water: Essays on Modern Gaelic Literature, ed. Emma Dymock and
Wilson McLeod (Edinburgh: Dunedin, 2011) 99.
22 Emma Dymock, “Unstable borders in the poetry of Sorley MacLean,” 87.
23 MacDonald, “Some Aspects of Family and Local Background,” 219.
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poetry is “recognisably itself and a terrible roller-coaster of self-loathing, exhilaration, tenderness
and despair.”24 The poet himself commented on his own approach to symbolism:
I came to maturity at the time of the great symbolist movement in European poetry,
which you’ve got in Yeats, Eliot, MacDiarmid, Blok in Russia and Paul Valéry in
France, and my symbols came mostly from my immediate physical environment,
because in many ways my immediate physical environment was very varied. The
Cuillin naturally became a symbol of difficulty, hardship and heroic qualities as
against, as it were, the softness and relative luxury of the woods of Raasay with all
their contradictions.25
The specific landmarks of Skye and Raasay are thus assigned a meaning in MacLean’s framework
of symbolism. This meaning, chosen by the poet, is sometimes revealed to the reader, but in
other cases it remains hidden. Although it could seem from the explanation quoted above that it
should be easy to decipher what the individual places mean, MacLean’s system of symbols is
unstable and very dynamic: as Bateman observes, meanings can change even within the space of a
single verse and the symbols “simultaneously represent the seeker and the sought.”26 MacLean’s
symbolist practice could be thus read as a comment on the limitations of symbolism as such and
the inherent failure of symbolic communication which is also a source of multiple possible
readings.
3.2.1 Poems: 1932-194027
When MacLean’s collected poems were published in 2011, the volume brought together a
number of previously uncollected poems and those that were published as “Dàin eile” (Other
poems) in MacLean’s first collection. All of these were composed between 1932 and 1940.
Reading the early poems allows one to trace the origins of MacLean’s strategies, favourite themes
and stylistic preferences that were later developed in his great works. Even in his earliest
preserved poems, MacLean hardly ever misses an occasion to be specific in terms of place names,
as if he needed to balance his tendency to abstract images and general statements by local
24

Bateman 92.
MacLean, “Some Aspects of Family and Local Background,” 219.
26 Bateman 93.
27 The following discussion is not organized according to poetry collections, as MacLean technically published only
one collection proper. The chronological organization of his work used in this analysis was adopted from Caoir Gheal
Leumraich, MacLean’s collected poems edited by Emma Dymock and Christopher Whyte.
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rootedness. In “Conchobhar,” he chooses to re-imagine a moment from the Ulster cycle and
relates the tragic conclusion of the story of Deirdre and Naoise from Conchobhar’s point of
view. The main focus of the short poem is dark erotic imagery and an insight into a mind
corrupted by obsessive jealousy, but MacLean still manages to smuggle in two places associated
with the lovers: Gleann Dà Ruadh and Gleann Èite. “Gleann Aoighre” (Glen Eyre) is a reflection
on a personal dilemma which is associated with the place in the speaker’s mind. In a haze of
symbols and abstract utterances, the poem hints at an insurmountable conflict between desire
and the impossibility to fulfil it, and its vagueness and mixture of symbols make the poem rather
difficult to relate to. The only thing that makes it less abstract is the deployment of place names
and of symbols coming from the landscape MacLean uses to describe the speaker’s inner
conflicts and aspirations. The speaker’s abilities, that are however not sufficient to secure what he
desires, are at one point compared to the climbing of Blaven28 whilst his desire dwells on
Kilimanjaro, Matterhorn and Everest. This use of the specific landscape of his native region as a
stage for private conflicts, and the vast geographical scope moving from Skye to the highest
peaks of the world, is something MacLean will develop in his later works.
In a short poem “Fuaran” (A Spring), an unnamed remote place becomes connected with
the speaker’s sweetheart: once they visited the spring together, she looked into the water and her
countenance changed.29 He finds her imprint in the place even when she is gone and he has
returned alone. His inability to unthink her likeness from the place, reminiscent of Hardy’s
poems such as “Beeny Cliff” and “At Castle Boterel,” is contrasted with the glens’ and
mountains’ being unaffected by her one-time presence. The place is not haunted by a spectre
proper but by a mere vision of the past happenings that impose themselves on their previous
location.30 On such occasions of revisiting, either actually or via imagination, the scene has
seemingly remained the same and only the speaker is able to tell the difference. In this way, the
personal focus of the poem is increased. Here, one can trace the private concerns influencing the
perceptions of the place that would later reappear in MacLean’s great poems such as “Cumha
Chaluim Iain MhicGill-Eain.”
“An t-Eilean” (The Island) is MacLean’ s address to Skye, reflecting on the years he spent
there in the 1930s when he finished his studies in Edinburgh and started to teach in Portree High
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A mountain in Skye, 928 metres high.
A similarly mysterious, but far more specific and uncanny transformation of the lover takes places in “Earrann
VII” of An Cuilithionn where she, under the influence of the mountains’ song, turns into a vulture and starts to peck
out the speaker’s liver.
30 Peter Mackay proposes a more gruesome reading and interprets “Fuaran” as “structured around a tale of murder
and a concomitantly haunted landscape” where “the narrator takes his beloved to the spring (with the implication
that she drowns there), and in doing so irrevocably changes the appearance of the place” (Mackay 119).
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School. The fact that Skye is addressed as “the Island” is habitual in Gaelic,31 but it also suggests
that Skye becomes the archetypal island, which is symptomatic of MacLean’s poetry which often
oscillates between the excessively particular and the sweepingly general. The island is addressed
directly, in terms of love and passion which is also distinctly physical: “O Eilein mhòir, m’ Eilein,
mo chiall, / ’s iomadh oidhche shìn mi riamh / ri do thaobh-sa anns an t-suain ud / is ceò na
camhanaich gad shuaineadh!” (O great Island, my Island, my love, / many a night I lay stretched
/ by your side in that slumber /when the mist of twilight swathed you).32 Skye is delineated
through place names and MacLean captures it through a network of specific locations – “o
Shròin Bhiornaill gus a’ Ghàrsbheinn [...] o Ròmasdal gu Bràigh Aoineart” (from Stron Bhiornaill
to the Garsven [...] from Romisdale to Brae Eynort) – and it gradually emerges from the poem as
a geographical entity, but also as a great bird whose beautiful wings are spread “mu Loch
Shnitheasort ’s mun t-saoghal” (about Loch Snizort and the world).33 In the first three stanzas,
the Island is a rich source of life and potential, providing the poet with valuable gifts and
inspiring, in his imagination, even the ocean with love. However, in the last stanza of the poem,
its tone changes abruptly, Skye becomes “Eilein mo chridhe is mo leòin” (Island of my heart and
wound) and the troubled local history comes forward. The poet’s love of the island does not
diminish, but he is utterly pessimistic about its future, stating there is no remedy for the past
iniquities: “chan eil dùil gum faicear pàighte / strì is allaban a’ Bhràighe” (it is not likely that the
strife / and suffering of Braes will be seen requited). MacLean also draws attention to emigration:
one source of the Island’s tragedy in the poem is that men do not return when America and
France take them. It is a tragedy of relocation, of foreign places abroad absorbing the Island’s
people. What started as a retrospective celebration of the place and its virtues ends abruptly with
two hard, uncompromising lines where the perspective shifts from Skye to Scotland as a whole:
“Mairg an t-sùil a chì air fairge / eun mòr marbh na h-Albann” (Pity the eye that sees on the
ocean / the great dead bird of Scotland). The Island thus effectively dies during the course of the
poem and the life-giving mythical force at the beginning turns at the end into a dead carcass
floating on the ocean.
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Skye is often referred to as “An t-Eilean” which is an abbreviation of its full Gaelic name: “An t-Eilean
Sgitheanach.” With other islands, there is a possibility to use a full name (Eilean Leòdhais, Eilean Bharraigh) or a
shortened version (Leòdhas, Barraigh), which is not possible with Skye. Private conversation with Mòrag
NicIlleathain, 4 March 2014, Stornoway.
32 Caoir Gheal Leumraich 18-21.
33 There have been theories arguing that the Gaelic name for Skye, An t-Eilean Sgitheanach, might mean “the winged
island,” referring to its many points and promontories. Perhaps this association prompted MacLean’s image of the
island as a great bird.
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“Ceann Loch Aoineart” (Kinloch Ainort) is one of the earliest manifestations of the
dynamic element of MacLean’s place poems. It focuses on the dramatic mountainous landscape
of Skye and the prevailing element is movement:
Còmhlan bheanntan, stòiteachd bheanntan,

A company of mountains, an upthrust of mountains,

còrr-lios bheanntan fàsmhor,

a great garth of growing mountains,

cruinneachadh mhullaichean, thulaichean, shlèibhtean

a concourse of summits, of knolls, of hills

tighinn sa bheucaich ghàbhaidh.

coming on with fearsome roaring.34

As will be argued in this chapter, MacLean’s landscapes are hardly ever static: rather than
conveying material for the reader to reconstruct the exact appearance of the place, MacLean
focuses on animating the landscape and his portrayals of the mountains of Skye are full of speed,
movement and sound. Christopher Whyte’s description of the initial presentation of the Cuillin in
“An Cuilithionn” as “a series of waves which surge, yawn and swell” seems to be fitting for
“Ceann Loch Aoineart” as well.35 Physical locations are often used as projection screens for the
introspection and violent emotional conflicts which MacLean’s poetry so often revolves about,
but in “Ceann Loch Aoineart,” no private feelings or symbolical meanings are attached to the
restless movement of the mountains yet. Nonetheless, as Herdman notes, even here “the
thrusting mountains are striving towards consciousness, or at least towards animation.”36 This
promise will be developed in “An Cuilithionn,” in Dàin do Eimhir and also in “Coilltean
Ratharsair.”
3.2.2 “Coilltean Ratharsair” (Woods of Raasay)
“Coilltean Ratharsair” (Woods of Raasay),37 a long poem which appeared as one of the
“other poems” in the 1943 volume, is, as the title indicates, rooted in the landscape of MacLean’s
native island, yet it is very much unlike the “verbal videos” of the nineteenth-century poets.
Although descriptive adjectives abound throughout the poem, they are not used in an attempt to
convey a distinct image of the place and its qualities. These adjectives, which refer mostly to
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Caoir Gheal Leumraich 20-23.
Whyte, “Introduction,” An Cuilithionn, 7.
36 John Herdman, “The Ghost Seen By the Soul,” Sorley MacLean: Critical Essays, ed. Joy Hendry and Raymond J.
Ross (Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1986) 169. Peter Mackay traces political undertones in the poem: in his
view, the rising mountains “tentatively suggest the Jacobite insurrections of the eighteenth century” and are
important as a “possible political symbol” (118-119).
37 Following quotations are taken from: Caoir Gheal Leumraich 54-69.
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colours, sounds and unexpected features of the landscape, transform the wood into an
intoxicating maze, slowly whirling up associations and promises of symbolic meaning:
Gallain a’ ghiuthais

Straight trunks of the pine

air lùthadh an fhirich;

on the flexed hill-slope:

gorm-chlogadan suaithneis,

green, heraldic helmets,

muir uaine gun dinneadh;

green unpressed sea;

treun, aotrom, ceann-gaothail,

strong, light, wind-headed,

neo-shaothrach, gun shireadh,

untoiling, unseeking,

a’ choille mhòr ghuanach,

the giddy, great wood,

ruadh, uaine, dà fhilleadh.

russet, green, two plaitings.

(lines 1-8)

The first part of the poem devoted to the wood has a distinct, mesmerizing rhythm, full of
repetitions and slight variations. The wood is addressed directly with the intimate, informal form
“thu,” just like Skye in “An t-Eilean,” and it is hailed as a source of gifts and energy for the
speaker: “thug thu dhomh clogadan, / clogadan buadhmhor,/ clogadan mireanach, buidhe is
uaine” (you gave me helmets, / victorious helmets, / ecstatic helmets, / yellow and green, lines
17-20). It also provides protection and nourishment for the speaker’s intellectual activities:
“sgeadaich mi aignidhean / beadarra luineach: / sgeadaich nad bhrataichean / buidhe is ruadha”
(I clothed pampered / volatile thoughts: I clothed them in your / yellow and red banners, lines
29-32). Significantly, “a wood” in Gaelic is of feminine gender and it is indeed presented in the
poem as a regenerative feminine entity.38
The first breach of the idyll occurs in stanza 11 where the gift of the helmets suddenly
becomes disconcerting: “clogadan ùrail / gam chiùrradh le buaireadh, / clogadan àrdain / gam
mhàbadh le luasgan” (new helmets / hurting me with temptation, / helmets of pride / maiming
me with unrest, lines 85-88), and a face, probably a woman’s face, disturbs the peace of the
tranquil landscape: “bhuair aodann sàmhchair choilltean” (a face troubled the peace of the
woodlands, line 89). Whilst the landscape has been mostly sunlit so far, the poem at this point
changes into a nocturnal mood in lines 91-94. The speaker, aroused from the innocence of the

38 As Sealy notes, in a later poem “Eadh is Fhèin is Sàr-fhèin” “the woods appear to stand for all the rich, unworked
material that lies in the bottom of the poet’s mind, the humus of the imagination.” Douglas Sealy, “Literature,
History and the Poet,” Sorley MacLean: Critical Essays, ed. Joy Hendry and Raymond J. Ross (Edinburgh: Scottish
Academic Press, 1986) 65.
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woods by the face and the desire and pride it provokes in him, embarks on a journey across the
sea and the scene changes from Raasay to mountainous Skye.39 As Meg Bateman puts it:
After the carefree security afforded by the woods, the demands of the intellect
appear as the Cuillin seen through the trees. The Cuillin is both a fire-dragon and a
beautiful white unicorn, reflecting the double-edged sword of the intellect which
brings both understanding and dissatisfaction.40
The rugged, firm landscape of rocks and peaks represents ambition and desire and contrasts with
the soft, incessantly moving woods and the sea. According to Máire Ní Annracháin, “the
traditional female personification of the land is expanded here [...] and elsewhere in MacLean's
poetry by a more masculine language of thrustings and pinnacles.”41 What MacLean mentioned in
the comment on his native symbolism quoted above is fulfilled in “Coilltean Ratharsair”: “The
Cuillin naturally became a symbol of difficulty, hardship and heroic qualities as against, as it were,
the softness and relative luxury of the woods of Raasay with all their contradictions.”42
When the speaker returns to Raasay, the archetypal wood of the first stanzas evolves into a
much more specific image: “cladh air dà shlios dheas an fhirich, / dà cladh saidhbhir leth mo
chinnidh” (graveyard on each slope of the hillside, / the two rich graveyards of half my people,
lines 113-114). The peaceful vision of the wood then returns for a while as the wood becomes
“mo chiall cagarain, / mo leanabh cadalach” (my whispered reason, / my sleeping child, lines
123-124), but is soon disrupted by more menacing images: “dhùisg an nathair ’na lùisreadh, / [...]
’na geugan duilleagach gu ciùrradh, / gath a’ chràdhghal anns an t-sùgradh” (the adder awoke in
its rich growth, / [...] among its leafy branches to wound, / the venom of the cry in the lovemaking, lines 129-132). The hazy paradise of the opening part is lost and the place emerges as
much less idyllic and much more actual. The perception of the wood has changed in consequence
of the journey – it is the wood that gives “the kiss of unrest,” and later on the speaker also
wonders “dè na tha ’na doimhne dhoilleir! / Mìltean nathraichean ’na lùisreadh: / an t-aoibhneas
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Ní Annracháin points out an interesting substratum of meanings implied in this fatal departure: “As far as we can
tell, the speaker abandoned the edenic island of Raasay of his own volition, subject to no external pressure. He did
not suffer a forced expulsion. His seemingly willed exile is all the more poignant given the long shadow the Highland
Clearances cast over Scotland in general and MacLean’s poetry in particular. The speaker’s sea journey, although
freely chosen, leads to death and destruction in a manner comparable to the involuntary exile of the cleared
communities.” Máire Ní Annracháin, “Sorley MacLean’s ‘The Woods of Raasay’,” Lainnir a’ Bhùirn / The Gleaming
Water: Essays on Modern Gaelic Literature, ed. Emma Dymock and Wilson McLeod (Edinburgh: Dunedin, 2011) 79.
40 Bateman 94.
41 Ní Annracháin, “Sorley MacLean’s ‘The Woods of Raasay’,” 75.
42 MacDonald, “Some Aspects of Family and Local Background,” 219.
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’s e briste brùite” (how much there is in her dark depths! / Thousands of adders in her rich
growth: joy broken and bruised, lines 203-205).
A retrospective explanation of the previous development comes in lines 165-176 where the
speaker expresses his longing for something that would be accessible, complete and timeless: “’s
e bhith creidsinn le feòil, / le eanchainn ’s le cridhe / gu robh aon nì coileanta / àlainn soruighinn” (to believe with flesh, / with brain and heart, / that one thing was complete /
beautiful, accessible, lines 165-168). In the next stanzas, this ideal is specified as love for a
woman, which also implies, in connection with the face that disturbed the peace of the woods,
that it was love and erotic desire that lured the speaker out of the peaceful woods to the pinnacles
of the Cuillin. The speaker comes to the conclusion that even if love were given “cho coileanta /
ri gaisge ’n aghaidh chàs” (as perfect as heroism against circumstances, lines 177-178), it would be
to no avail, and he continues his desperate queries:
Dè fàth bhith toirt do dhòchas

What is the meaning of giving hope

gaol steud-crodhanta crò-dhearg,

a steed-footed blood-red love,

bhith liubhairt do àird a’ Chuilithinn

of offering to the Cuillin’s height

gaol a nì strì thar gach duilghinn?

a love that will strive over every difficulty?

Dè fàth adhradh do Nàdar

What is the meaning of worshipping nature,

a chionn gur h-i choille pàirt dheth?

because the wood is part of it?

(lines 185-190)

The tragedy of unspoiled but lost and unattainable love is then aligned with the collapse of the
Cuillin itself and the speaker assigns these failures to the fact that both his love and the heroism
of the Cuillin rise “às an doimhne thruaigh reubte” (from the miserable torn depths, line 196),
probably of the human mind and heart. The failure and unattainability of the ideal thus emerges
as the inevitable human condition. The two final stanzas state the impossibility to foresee the
outcomes of one’s feelings and actions and the course of life is presented as unpredictable and
beyond control: “Chan eil eòl air an t-slighe / th’ aig fiarachd cham a’ chridhe / ’s chan eil eòl air
a’ mhilleadh / don tàrr gun fhios a cheann-uidhe” (There’s no knowledge of the course / of the
crooked veering of the heart, / and there is no knowledge of the damage / to which its aim
unwittingly comes, lines 216-219).
Although the two locations – the wood and the mountain – are specific, their symbolic
employment coincides with what Yi-Fu Tuan explains as a general tendency in human perception
of space: “open space signifies freedom, the promise of adventure, light, the public realm, formal
and unchanging beauty; the enclosed space signifies the cosy security of the womb, darkness,
44

biological life.”43 This would correspond with Ní Annracháin’s suggestion that the subject of
“Coilltean Ratharsair” is mythical, “namely the loss of paradise and the encounter with evil and
death.”44
“Coilltean Ratharsair” introduces in a mature form the technique that will recur throughout
MacLean’s works: places are employed as symbols of private experiences which are however
never discussed in great detail and which have been distilled instead into general questions and
dilemmas. The landscape of Raasay and Skye is drawn into the discussions of love, sacrifice and
the ultimate value of human efforts, and it is against these recognisable places that the desires and
disappointments of humankind are measured.
3.2.3 “An Cuilithionn” (The Cuillin) 193945
As Ní Annracháin notes, a similar “complex of terror, an awakening of violent sexual
feeling and the landscape” that informed “Coilltean Ratharsair” was also taken up in “An
Cuilithionn,” MacLean’s experiment with the long modernist poem.46 In 1938, MacLean started
to consider the creation of an extensive composition. According to his own remarks, it was
MacDiarmid’s The Drunk Man Looks at the Thistle – “the greatest long poem of the century that I
have read”47 – that inspired his own enterprise in the genre: “it converted me into the belief that
the long medley with lyric peaks was the great form of our age [… and] it made me want to write
a long medley with as many lyric peaks as might grow out of it.”48 In “My Relationship with the
Muse,” MacLean further outlines the context in which the idea of “An Cuilithionn” originated:
It was in Mull in 1938 that I conceived the idea of writing a very long poem, 10,000
words or so, on the human condition, radiating from the history of Skye and the
West Highlands to Europe and what I knew of the rest of the world. Its symbolism
was to be, mostly, native symbolism.49
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Tuan, Topophilia, 27-28.
Ní Annracháin, “Sorley MacLean’s ‘The Woods of Raasay’,” 71.
45 The following comments concern the 1939 version of the poem, as reconstructed in Christopher Whyte’s 2011
edition. An overview of the poem’s complex publication history can be found in Whyte’s introduction (1-3). The
quotes from the poem are also from this edition.
46 Ní Annracháin, “Sorley MacLean’s ‘The Woods of Raasay’,” 75.
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The fact that MacLean started to develop this idea during his year in Mull is significant, as he
himself acknowledged: “I think Mull had much to do with my poetry: its physical beauty, so
different from Skye’s, with the terrible imprint of the clearances everywhere on it, made it almost
intolerable for a Gael, especially for a one with the proud name of MacLean.”50 MacLean stated
that in Mull, one was “living with the Clearances”51 on a daily basis and the use he makes of the
Clearances and the visible and imagined traces of history on actual places is a very important
aspect of the poem.52
The resulting poem, consisting of seven parts, is agitated, highly-strung and tempestuous,
yet carefully organised and orchestrated.53 Its title introduces a distinct location – the spectacular
mountain range in the south-west of the Isle of Skye which has already appeared in “Coilltean
Raasay” as a symbol of heroism, ambition and sexual awakening, and as the counterpart of the
wood. As Ní Annracháin points out in her commentary, the image of the Cuillin range here
“becomes not just the site, but the content of the vision, as both subject and object” and the
account of it is “partly metaphoric, partly ruminative, partly visionary, partly apostrophic and
partly descriptive.”54 The mountain is a living, moving organism, a geographical fact and a symbol
of new hope for humankind, at once bleak and beautiful, frightening and auspicious.
The rugged, diverse, inaccessible Cuillin ridge naturally seems to invite heroic
associations.55 Still, MacLean’s choice of symbolism can be also interpreted as a manifestation of
a broader tendency which gives the particular symbol its universal appeal. The mountain is, in YiFu Tuan’s theory, one of the aspects of nature that “defy easy human control” and were regarded
with awe in the ancient times as places where the boundary between heaven and earth was
located.56 In his theory of space in human experience, Tuan suggests that “vertical elements in the
landscape evoke a sense of striving, a defiance of gravity”57 and that the concepts of the vertical
and the horizontal invite a tendency to “see them symbolically as antithesis between
transcendence and immanence, between the ideal of disembodied consciousness (a skyward
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spirituality) and the ideal of earth-bound identification.”58 The ascetics were seen as those who
longed for the desert or “some other harsh setting, in which they may know reality’s merciless
hardness and naked splendour” – in this context, the speaker of the poem may be seen as one of
their company.59 Journey to the mountains which he undertakes and the vision he receives in
exchange for the physical exertion in the austere mountainous realm may be viewed in the
context of the Biblical (and not only Biblical) tradition where “the epiphanies and
communications with the Divine take place in the wilderness60 or indeed on the mountain tops.
The Romantic poets, as Tuan points out, saw in mountains as sublime, as “the closest thing on
earth to the Infinite,”61 and given MacLean’s acknowledged interest in Wordsworth and Blake, it
is possible that their views influenced him as well.
In “Coilltean Ratharsair,” MacLean used the wood and the mountain range as counterparts.
In “An Cuilithionn,” there is a similar opposition between a bog standing for capitalism, greed
and oppression, and the heroic mountain symbolising liberation and new hope for humankind.
As Raymond J. Ross notes, MacLean was “a dialectician of the first creative order”62 and “An
Cuilithionn” presents a dialectic view of its topics and it abounds in images of two contradictory
forces engaged in a fateful conflict: the morass versus the mountain; capitalism versus
communism; the exploiting bourgeoisie versus the exploited common people; Lenin, Marx and
John MacLean versus the perpetrators of the Clearances; the oppressive states, England, France
and Germany, versus the oppressed Scotland and Poland. The tone is often visionary and
millennial, prophesying the victory of the human spirit over suffering and injustice, but in the
next moment full of despair and troubled with the individual’s impotence in the face of evil and
decay.
In accordance with MacLean’s style, the poem is exceedingly specific in terms of place
names. This conveys a sense of very tight grasp of the location, although MacLean once again
avoids descriptive passages that would attempt to convey the actual appearance of the place.
What his descriptions convey is mainly the sense of movement and incessant flux. As
Christopher Whyte puts it,
while taking a geological formation as its basis, the poem creates a pervasive
impression of movement, specifically of dancing. One may therefore talk about a
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combination of “choreography” and “oreography,” of carefully organised and
orchestrated movement and detailed description of mountain or mountains.63
This dance of the mysterious, ungraspable mountain which is treated almost like a deity
permeates the whole poem. Places have various other functions in the text: some of them
become shorthand for historical events, such as Braes (A’ Bhràighe) which refers to the already
mentioned battle of 1882:64 “’S mo thìr fhìn, Bràighe Chloinn MhicNeacail, / far na dh’ùraich an
treòir sheacte, / far an tugadh aon ionnsaigh / a thug Alba gu car dùsgaidh”(and my own
country, the Braes of Clan Nicol / where the vigour was renewed, / where one onset was made /
which brought Scotland to a turn of wakening, lines 61-64). On the other hand, Dunvegan
Castle, the ancestral home of the clan MacLeod in the north-west of Skye, becomes a symbol of
the avaricious landlords and the social system that allows and generates exploitation.
“An Cuilithionn” begins with a “Coisrigeadh” (Dedication) where MacLean proposes that
had he at least a fraction of Hugh MacDiarmid’s great spirit and of Alastair mac Mhaighstir
Alastair’s vigour, he would put “an Cuilithionn iargalt / ’na theine-sionnachain san iarmailt / ’s
gun toirinn air an Eilean èigheach / a dhèanadh iolach dàin sna speuran” (the awful Cuillin / in
phosphorescence in the sky / and I would make the Island shout / with a cry of fate in the skies,
lines 5-8), and that he would keep “an clàr-Sgìthe òirdheirc / ceann-caol ri tuinn àr na h-Eòrpa”
(noble Skye / head on to the waves of Europe’s battle, lines 11-12). The dedication thus ushers in
the essential features of the whole composition: the politically radical content, as both
MacDiarmid and mac Mhaighstir Alastair were unrelenting in their commitment to the cause they
decided to support; its blend of the native Gaelic tradition and the influences from the Lowland
Scotland and beyond; and the desire to position the Gàidhealtachd, its history, politics and
literature, in a European context.
“Earrann I” sets off as an invocation of the Cuillin and as an account of the speaker’s
combat with the mountain as he climbs up. The mountain is addressed directly and throughout
the poem, it emerges as a living entity which is at the same time transcendental and
overwhelmingly physical. In the first stanza, the focus is on the tangible reality of the mountain
and the speaker’s intimate engagement with it. As he ascends, the perspective widens and he sees
the island spread before him. With a reference to “eachdraidh bhrònach an eilein àlainn” (the
woeful history of the beautiful island, lines 29-30), the historical dimension of the place which
will shape the poem is outlined.
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“An Cuilithionn” is on one level an account of historical injustices committed against the
common people, in Scotland and abroad, especially of the Clearances. The speaker refers to Mary
MacPherson, the famous Skye poet who concerned herself with the Clearances and their
consequences. The evictions transformed the physical and social realities of the Highlands and
Islands and when the speaker stands on the peak of the Cuillin, he sees below him a landscape
scarred by the absence of people, of people he feels bound to by kinship: “Mòran fhuaran ’s
gainne fhiùran / an-diugh ’s an-dè ’s a-raoir gam dhùsgadh, / call dòrainneach luchd ar dùthcha,
/ togail tuatha, fògairt, spùilleadh” (multitude of springs and fewness of men / today, yesterday
and last night keeping me awake, / the miserable loss of our country’s people, / clearing of
peasants, exile, exploitation, lines 35-38). As Whyte observes, this adroit pun on “mòran fhuaran ’s
gainne fhiùran” makes the move “from the landscape perceptible by the naked eye to what it
represents, that with which the inner eye can people it.”65
Later in “Earrann I,” the particular peaks of Skye become populated with historical figures,
as the speaker summons a ghostly Sabbath of those who were once connected to the places and
left their appalling mark on them through clearance and other acts of oppression: “air gach
baideal den Chuilithionn / bha riochd spùillear-sluaigh a’ tulgadh” (on every pinnacle of the
Cuillin / the image of a people’s spoiler rocking, lines 204-205), among others the lairds of
Dunvegan and George Rainy, the once proprietor of Raasay. This ghostly gathering begins to
dance and their racket mingles with the lament (corronach) of the evicted people leaving their
homes. From overseas, perpetrators of similar crimes, such as Francisco Franco and Neville
Chamberlain, answer and the assortment of local place names is complemented by a more
international medley: “Calcat, Boraraig is Lunnainn” (Calcutta, Boreraig and London, line 253), in
keeping with the initial design to keep Skye “head on to the waves of Europe’s battle.” As
MacLean explained, the Spanish Civil War seemed to him very similar to the Highland
Clearances: “Franco and his landowners and big capitalists and the Catholic church looked to me
awful like the landlords of the Clearances and Church of Scotland at that time.”66
At the beginning of “Earrann II,” the physical, erotic relationship of the speaker with the
Cuillin is developed:
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A’ chiad là dhìrich mi do mhùr dubh

The first day I ascended your black wall,

shaoil leam am Breitheanas bhith tùirling;

I thought the Judgement was descending;

a’ chiad là phòg mi do ghruaidh

the first day I kissed your mouth,

b’ e choimeas fiamh an Tuile Ruaidh;

its likeness was the face of the Great Flood;

Whyte, “Introduction,” An Cuilithionn, 8.
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a’ chiad là phòg mi do bheul

the first day I kissed your cheek

dh’fhosgail Iutharn a dhà ghiall;

Hell opened its two jaws;

a’ chiad là laigh mi air d’ uchd-sa

the first day I lay on your breast

ar leam gum faca mi an luchdadh

I thought I saw the loading

aig na speuran troma, falbhaidh

of the heavy swift skies

gu crith sgriosail na talmhainn.

for the destructive shaking of the earth.

(lines 3-12)

This first encounter of the speaker with the mountain is rendered in fierce terms of sexual
awakening and the Cuillin takes on the shape of a woman complete with “bial,” “uchd,”
“slèistean,” “cruachann” and “glùinean” (mouth, breast, thighs, hip and knees). As Ní
Annracháin notes, “this personification is metaphoric, the mountain the tenor and the female
body the vehicle, implying that the mountain is like a terrifying female.”67 She also points out that
this sexualisation of the mountain leads to two different interpretative directions. The first one
would be to read this as a “metaphor for the female sexuality and for the sexual initiation and
subsequent erotic experiences of the speaker.” The other direction, which is not mutually
exclusive with the first one, accentuates the concept of the “relationship of the king, or indeed
the people with the land as marriage [...] organised metonymically in terms of the pathetic fallacy,
whereby nature operated as a function of human life.” This belief, according to Ní Annracháin,
forms a “crucial substratum in MacLean’s poetry.”68
At the end of “Earrann II,” the counterpart of the Cuillin appears: the Mararaulin morass,
both an actual place and a symbol of the greedy bourgeoisie. As Emma Dymock points out, “the
marsh becomes less of a specific local landmark of Skye and takes on more of a metaphorical
function within the poem. Just as the Cuillin becomes the universal mountain, this local morass
likewise spreads across the whole world, taking in Europe, America and Asia.”69 In “Earrann
III,” the bog is addressed in a mock paean praising its vitality and continuing expansion. An
apocalyptic image of the bog spreading over the world is presented, drowning even the Cuillin,
Scotland and every effort to remedy the depravities of the world. The bog also seizes the Stallion,
the third component of the symbolic framework of places in the poem. MacLean, as Whyte
explains, “ever attentive to the topography and toponymy at his disposal,” chooses as his symbol
of courage, vigour and heroism a “cliff formation near Neist Point in the West of Skye known as
‘an t-Àigeach’, literally ‘the Stallion’.”70 Although the Stallion is castrated by the bourgeoisie and
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bailiffs and the situation looks utterly dismal, the speaker manages a glimpse of hope at the end
of “Earrann III,” a vision of the bog retreating and a new dawn breaking on the Cuillin.
In “Earrann IV,” the speaker mourns his own weakness and inability to act against what he
perceives as wrong and this self-deprecating meditation is projected onto places. He views
himself as torn between the mountain and the morass: “cas agam am Mararabhlainn / agus cas
air a’ Chuilithionn” (I have a foot in Mararaulin / and a foot on the Cuillin, lines 29-30). He
thinks his spirit and heart have been too infected by the bog which prevents him from reaching
the peaks: “Cha ruig mi mullach a’ Bhidein / gun tighinn idir air Blàbheinn / chan fhaicear mi
bho Sgùrr nan Gillean / air àird nam binnean gus a’ Ghàrsbheinn” (I shall not reach the summit
of Bidean, / not to mention Blaven / I shall not be seen on the pinnacled height / between Sgurr
nan Gillean and Garsven, lines 49-52). The following “Earrann V,” however, opens with a more
hopeful prospect of liberation and renewal. The Stallion returns triumphantly, leaps from one
mountain peak to another – all of these are of course precisely named – and defeats the
quagmire. What follows is an ecstatic invocation of the victorious Stallion and the speaker
expresses the hope that the Cuillin will triumph in the end: “Chithear an Cuilithionn / ’na iolair
iomaluath, / ’na leòmhann suilbhir, / ’na bheithir dheirg” (The Cuillin will be seen / a multi-swift
eagle, / an affable lion, / a red dragon, lines 139-142). Still, this imagined victory is not easy and
its laborious progress is compared to the ascent of the Cuillin: “’s fhada sligh’ a’ Chuilithinn/ is
tulgadh bhur strì-se” (long the way of the Cuillin / and the rocking of your strife, lines 149-150).
In “Earrann VI,” new voices complement the speaker’s account and relate the hardships
brought on them by the greed and harshness of the ruling classes. The first one is a young
woman of Skye (the so-called “Gesto girl”) kidnapped and forced on board of a slave ship. The
end of her monologue is a very convincing echo of the traditional emigrant song where the
speaker remembers the lost pleasures of home and laments his present state. MacLean thus
incorporates into the polyphony of his poem the voice of traditional poetry and song related to
the homeland and its loss. Mentioning the specific places he or she was attached to is an essential
feature of these songs and in the monologue of the Gesto girl, MacLean’s own relish in roll-calls
of place names and a trait of the traditional poetry come together. The second voice is that of a
man drowned when the emigrant ship Annie Jane was wrecked in 1853 near Vatersay. His brief
monologue is followed by a chorus of local incarnations of Clio, the muse of history. There is a
Clio of Skye, a Clio of Harris and a Clio of Mull, all recounting the suffering of their people.
After them, the voices of the Clio of Italy, Spain and Ireland, and in the end of the Clio of the
world are heard relating the stories of failed revolutionary enterprises: the rebellion of Spartacus,
the Spanish Civil War, the Easter Rising of 1916. The socialist revolution is presented as a
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remedy to these ills and the face of Georgi Dimitrov is imprinted into the Cuillin: “a shàir
Dimitrov, bha t’ aodann / gèarrt’ an gnùis nam mullach aosta” (excelling Dimitrov, your face /
was cut in the face of the ancient summits, lines 261-262).
“Earrann VII” introduces the image of Prometheus, imprisoned for his heroism and love
of mankind on a mountain, and the speaker himself assumes some promethean features. In one
of the most disquieting and mysterious moments of the poem, he mentions a visit to the Cuillin
with his loved one. In “Earrann III,” she was able to resist the morass, but now she turns into a
vulture under the influence of the mountains:
Chaidh mo ghaol leam air a’ bheinn

My love went with me on the mountain

fiach an cluinneadh i an t-seinn

so that she might hear the singing

a bh’ air stùcan nam ceum gàbhaidh;

of the peaks of dangerous steps.

chual’ is leth-thuig i ’m mànran,

She heard and half-understood the melody,

agus air ball bha cruth na biataich

and straight the form of the vulture

air a bòidhchid ghil chianail

had taken her white sad beauty

agus ’s ann tholl i mo chliathaich.

and she holed my side.

(lines 41-47)

It is not clear whether the reason for this disquieting transformation is the woman’s halfunderstanding of the melody, or something else. However, it accentuates the overall ambiguity of
the mountains which was first hinted at in the violent eroticism in “Earrann II” and is reinforced
further in “Earrann VII.” Then a procession of heroes starts to assemble on the mountain, a
counterpart of the ghastly gathering of offenders in “Earrann II” and “Earrann III.” As Whyte
notes, this congregation, “with a love of abstraction typical for MacLean, involves both men and
events”:71 Christ, Lenin and James Connolly, the Commune of France and funeral of John
MacLean, to name just a few of the select company. Yet, for all his relish in heroic figures,
MacLean does not forget “mìltean gun ainm no eachdraidh, / curaidhean gun ghiamh gun
sheachnadh / a choimhead air a’ bhàs ’s air àmhghar / ’nam ballachan dìon nan àrd bheann”
(thousands nameless without history, / heroes flawless, unyielding, / who looked on death and
agony / in the ramparts in the great hills, lines 126-129). When this assembly of living dead
assumes its place on the slopes, the poem moves to its climax. The mountain is seen rising in
victory and it is multiplied: there is not only the Cuillin of Skye, but also the Cuillin of Scotland
and the Cuillin of the world. Still, this glorious vision gets interrupted by less heartening images –
“snighe dubh air an stalla” (black ooze on the rock-face, line 178) and “duilleagan an ròis iargailt
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/ ’nan trom-laighe air an iarmailt” (leaves of the terrible rose / a nightmare on the firmament,
lines 192-193). This ambiguity of the mountain, which has been indicated throughout the poem,
does not recede even in the following exalted paean.
In the next section of more than a hundred lines (starting with line 194), the Cuillin is
invoked and celebrated in its multiple guises and transformations: it is hailed as “ghaolach”
(beloved), “glòrmhor” (glorious) and “àrsaidh” (ancient), “crìoch ànraidh dhùilean” (end of
hope’s agony) and “inntinn shìorraidh” (eternal mind), but also as “meall dorcha dùdlachd, / a
dhuibhread smùidrich / thar lùths ghil grèine” (dark mountain of dead winter, / smoking
blackness / beyond the sun’s white strength, lines 257-259). These multiple addresses of the
mountain may point to the fact that language is not able conceptualise the mountain in all its
complexities, that the Cuillin resists being trapped in the discourse of human language. The
invocation is followed by one of the most mysterious and impressive parts of the poem. In a
series of questions, the speaker is trying to identify a figure he sees walking on the mountain: “Cò
seo, cò seo oidhche dhona / cò tha coiseachd air a’ mhonadh?” (Who is this, who is this on an
evil night? / Who is this walking on the moor?, lines 328-329). He describes this apparition as
“anam leis fhèin a’ falbh air slèibhtean / ag iargain a’ Chuilithinn ’s e ag èirigh” (a soul alone,
going on mountains, / longing for the Cuillin that is rising, lines 354-355). The identity of the
seeker, “am falbhan / a’ sireadh a’ Chuilithinn thar fairge” (the journeying one, / seeing the
Cuillin over the ocean, lines 350-351) is not established with certainty, but the Cuillin is indeed
imagined in triumph:
Thar lochan fala clann nan daoine,

Beyond the lakes of blood of the sons of men,

thar breòiteachd blàir is strì an aonaich,

beyond the frailty of plain and the labour of the mountain,

thar bochdainn, caithimh, fiabhrais, àmhghair,

beyond poverty, consumption, fever, agony,

thar anacothruim, eucoir, ainneirt, ànraidh,

beyond hardship, wrong, tyranny, distress,

thar truaighe, eu-dòchais, gamhlais, cuilbheirt,

beyond misery, despair, hatred, treachery,

thar ciont is truaillidheachd, gu furachair,

beyond guilt and defilement, watchful,

gu treunmhor chithear an Cuilithionn

heroic, the Cuillin is seen

’s e ’g èirigh air taobh eile duilghe.

rising on the other side of sorrow.

(lines 356-363)

Although the Cuillin itself has been endangered by the morass during the course of the poem and
is portrayed as a dangerous entity by the speaker (the bleakness and cold of the mountains for
example are repeatedly emphasised), it still “comes as close as anything in the poem to being a
symbol of redemption.”72 It is the only place where “tuigse Lenin is taobh dearg Chrìosda” (the
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intellect of Lenin and the red side of Christ, lines 195-196) may be reconciled. The mountain
range, the subject and main symbol of the poem, is also its main enigma. By the breach of
boundaries between the past, the present and the future, in “juxtaposing in a single real place
several spaces,” the Cuillin, in MacLean’s poem, assumes distinctly heterotopic qualities.73 The
Cuillin refuses to stay male or female, positive or negative, reassuring or threatening: according
Ní Annracháin, “Cuillin refused to allow itself to be confined and construed according to the
needs of the speaker: it remains, neither figured nor figuring, but literally itself, transcendent.”74
“An Cuilithionn” is a poem torn between timelessness and tendentiousness. It was shaped
by the time when it was produced and readers probably will tend to assess the political arguments
it makes through their knowledge of twentieth-century history. However, as Whyte suggests, its
atemporal qualities seem to become more evident in time.75 Some of these qualities reside in
MacLean’s original, radical use of symbols. As Dymock suggests, “by employing symbols that
have a direct link to familiar landscape features, his poetry can access multiple levels of social,
political and psychological meaning and will ensure that poems such as ‘An Cuilithionn’ can
never be assumed to be simple political rhetoric.”76 “An Cuilithionn” is undoubtedly one of the
most daring experiments of the place poem in MacLean’s oeuvre and in twentieth century
Scottish poetry (in all its three languages). Indeed, it probably has few rivals in the European
context.
3.2.4 Dàin do Eimhir (Poems to Eimhir)
Dàin do Eimhir agus Dàin Eile (Poems to Eimhir and Other Poems) appeared in November
1943 – a book that was, in Donald MacAulay’s words, “a breathing of new life into the ancient
art of Gaelic poetry” and according to many the single most important volume of Gaelic poetry
published in the twentieth century.77 As Christopher Whyte points out in his thorough annotated
edition (ASLS 2002; Polygon 2007), the publication history of this milestone of Gaelic literature
is extraordinarily complicated.78 In the following discussion, the cycle is treated in what has been
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so far established of its entirety in Whyte’s edition: as an entity where the links between individual
items can be just as important as the meaning of the individual poems.
At the time of their first publication, the poems were stunningly innovative in terms of
both form and content, but at the same time they exhibited a deep rootedness in the Gaelic
tradition and an abundance of self-assured, matter-of-fact references to European literature, be it
Yeats, Alexander Blok or Bertran de Born. The loose cycle of poems discusses a presumed
conflict between love and political commitment, love in its different forms, criticism of the past
and present social iniquities in Scotland and in the world, and also the questions of creative
activity. Involvement with places is not as pronounced in this sequence as it was in “Coilltean
Ratharsair,” which appeared in the same volume, or in An Cuilithionn, but Skye and Raasay, and
also for the first time the city, still have an important role, although their presence is not as
overwhelming as in the previously discussed works.
The Eimhir of the title is not a single person whose identity may be easily established – she
seems to be an amalgam of at least two women MacLean was attracted to throughout the 1930s
and early 1940s, and of legendary figures from the Ulster cycle, such as Deirdre and Eimhir. She
is also the muse inspiring the literary creation itself. Of the two real women, one is fair-haired and
Irish, the other one red-haired and Scottish. The relationship to the first one is a platonic,
idealized one, unfulfilled but also unspoiled by later disappointment. The involvement with the
Scottish woman emerges as much more real and complex: in the poems, her body is presented as
wounded and impaired, and this injury in turn cripples the love affair and generates more distress
in the speaker who has as his share of the woman “ceann grinn is colainn reubte” (a beautiful
head and a torn body).79 It would be unwise to read the sequence as an autobiographical
statement, as MacLean transformed his tormenting experiences into a more general and partly
fictionalized account. Yet, as Iain Crichton Smith observes, it is at this time of traumatic amorous
involvements that landscape, more than ever, becomes the poet’s refuge.80
In the very first item of the cycle, “Dàn I,” some of the crucial themes are introduced:
notably, “an tòir” (the pursuit), the problematic, unfulfilled relationship to the female addressee
and her captivating beauty. The setting is pronouncedly the landscape of MacLean’s home, with
“linne Ratharsair” (the Sound of Raasay) and “Dùn Cana,” the highest mountain on Raasay, and
it is in this familiar environment that the speaker ruminates over his unrequited love. His sorrow,
his pursuit, and he himself in physical terms are far away from the woman he longs for and she is
unaware of his plight. Raasay, the sunlit paradise of the opening of “Coilltean Ratharsair,” seems
79 “Dàn XLVI,” Caoir Gheal Leumraich, 146-147. For the most exhaustive account of the biographical background of
the sequence, see the introduction to Whyte’s commented edition of Dàin do Eimhir (ASLS 2002; Polygon 2007).
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to be gloomy and isolated in this context, corresponding to the speaker’s mood: mist creeps over
Dùn Cana, the moor grass and bog cotton are “frionasach” (fretful) and the poem in general
gives an impression of dusk closing in on the place and on the speaker’s hope. “Dàn I” is thus
another manifestation of the diversity in MacLean’s employment of the same landscape. Peter
Mackay suggests that the music the speaker aches for comes “from the geographical (and
cultural) landscape rather than any woman” and that the figure of the girl may be a
personification for his love for the place, the people and the way of life, rather than a specific and
tangible female object of desire.81
It is quite early in the collection that Edinburgh is for the first time introduced as its second
location. From biographical information, one can assume that many of the encounters with the
two women did actually take place in Edinburgh,82 but even when judging the text alone, the city,
either Edinburgh itself or city space in general, emerges as an inconspicuous but important
counterpart of the two islands, as the other concealed location of the sequence. “Dàn XXIII,” for
example, apparently takes place in a concert hall. Together with the short poem “Calbharaigh”
(Calvary) which offers a glimpse of the poverty and squalor of the city, Dàin do Eimhir thus seems
to be one of MacLean’s most urban creations.83 Just as the vision of Skye was inseparably tied to
the people, the perception of the city in “Dàn XI” is essentially connected with Eimhir:
Tric ’s mi gabhail air Dùn Èideann

Often when I called in Edinburgh

baile glas gun ghathadh grèine,

a grey town without darting sun,

’s ann a lasadh e led bhòidhche,

it would light up with your beauty,

baile lòghmhor geal-reultach.

a refulgent, white-starred town.84

The grey city is brightened up, transformed by Eimhir’s grace and splendour. Whilst the Irish
woman lights the city up, the frustrated relationship with the Scottish woman casts a shadow over
it. “Dàn XLVI” is the second item distinctly located in the city and it pronouncedly situates the
speaker’s troubled relationship with the red-haired Scottish woman in Edinburgh:
Tha sinn còmhla, a ghaoil,

We are together, dear,

leinn fhìn ann an Dùn Èideann, [...]

alone in Edinburgh, […]

Tha agamsa mar chuibhreann dhìot

I have as my share of you
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ceann grinn is colainn reubte. [...]

a beautiful head and a torn body. […]

ach le do thruaighe-sa tha m’ ghaol

but with your misery my love

air dhol ’na chaoir ghil leumraich,

turns to white leaping flame,

a’ losgadh am bruaillean mo chinn

burning in the turmoil of my head

mo chuimhne air an tèile,

my memory of the other,

air tè nas rathaile ’s nas bòidhche

of a more fortunate and more lovely one

’s i pòsta thall an Èirinn.

who is married over in Ireland.85

Whilst the Irish woman, the more fortunate and lovely one, is married and distant, Edinburgh
darkens under the weight of the Scottish woman’s misery. The only source of light is her face,
eclipsed by her wounds, and the “caoir gheal leumraich” (white leaping flame) blazing in the
speaker’s mind. Although references to the city are not frequent, the idea arises that it is indeed in
the city where most of the collection takes place, and the imagined trips back to the Hebrides
function as a refuge from the emotional turmoil of Edinburgh and the political turmoil of
Europe.
In “Dàn XLII: Tràighean” (Shores), the speaker imagines a return with his beloved one to
the Western Isles where they would visit different shores – Talisker and Mol Stenscholl in Skye,
Calgary shore in Mull and Moidart in Lochaber. Words such as “gu sìorraidh” (forever) and “gu
luan” (till doom), “bhiothbhuan” agus “sìorraidheachd” (eternity) recur throughout the poem as
the speaker wishes to spend an eternity with her, contemplating and renewing his love and
protecting it against the passing of time. Again, he does not fantasize about taking his lover to an
unspecified island or to a general “shore”: it is the very particular places that he envisages as
locations for the eternal preservation of his love. As Peter Mackay suggests, in this poem his love
for Eimhir “merges into love for the Highlands until the Highlands themselves become the
expression of the narrator’s love for Eimhir.”86 It is also worth noting that the landscape here is
threatening, austere and violent: on the Talisker beach, “the great white mouth opens between
two hard jaws” (am beul mòr bàn / a’ fosgladh eadar dà ghiall chruaidh), the shore is bare and in
Staffin, the “unhappy surging sea” (an fhairge neo-aiobhneach) is imagined as dragging boulders
and throwing them over the couple.87 These ominous associations possibly reflect the conflicts
involved in the love affair and in the speaker’s feelings.
In “Dàn XLIII,” he acknowledges how much his obsession with Eimhir influences the
perception of the places back in Raasay and Skye:
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Mur b’ e thusa bhiodh an Cuilithionn

But for you the Cuillin would be

’na mhùr eagarra gorm

an exact and serrated blue rampart

a’ crioslachadh le bhalla-crìche

girdling with its march-wall

na tha ’nam chridhe borb.

all that is in my fierce heart.

Mur b’ e thusa bhiodh a’ ghaineamh

But for you the sand

tha ’na Talasgar dùmhail geal

that is in Talisker compact and white

’na clàr biothbhuan do mo dhùilean,

would be a measureless plain to my expectations

air nach tilleadh an rùn-ghath.

and on it the spear desire would not turn back.88

Were it not for his experience of her, the places would have sufficed for him: the Cuillin as a wall
guarding his heart, the sands of Talisker a vast space for his expectations, the sea that would both
agitate and calm his mind. But Eimhir put her own rule (“riaghladh”) over them, or “edict,” as
MacLean’s own translation has it, and it is her face that becomes the speaker’s reason (“mo
chiall”) and assumes the central position in “Craobh nan Teud” (the Tree of Strings), a symbol of
poetry and art, especially when resulting from pain and loss.89
References to various places appear throughout the collection. In “Dàn XLIX” the physical
distance between places is used to measure ambition: the speaker imagines himself in a boat with
his beloved in the Sound of Raasay. The speaker states that “nan robh an cùrsa ud / gu mo
cheann-uidhe deòin” (if that course had been / to the destination of my desire), not even the
distant Butt of Lewis, the northernmost part of the island, would have been enough for the scope
of his ambition, represented by the sailing of the boat.90 The course is predictably the direction
the relationship takes, but the seeming hapinnes of the vision is quickly undermined by the “if”
and revealed as an improbable fantasy. In “Dàin LIV,” the beloved and the landscape merge as
the speaker compares her to “camhanaich air a’ Chuilithionn” (dawn on the Cuillin) and “latha
suilbhir air a’ Chlàraich” (benign day on the Clàrach), and the two manifestations of MacLean’s
sensitivity to physical beauty, the obsession with Eimhir’s face and with the landscape of Skye
and Raasay, unite in a tranquil, gentle profession of love for both. “Dàn XXXIV” feels very close
in its imagery to “An Cuilithionn,” as it contains both the loathsome morass and the heights of
the Cuillin from which a promise of hope can be glimpsed. When he speaks of his beloved’s face,
it almost seems as if he has never witnessed the filthy bog and the social injustices it represents,
but the end of the poem negates this “if”: he has seen both the mountain and the morass, and he
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knows “seirbheachd gheur an spiorad” (the sharp bitterness of the spirit) better than “aoibhneas
luath a’ chridhe” (the swift joy of the heart).91 The face, which haunts the speaker incessantly and
becomes his reason, triumphs and towards the end of the sequence, Eimhir’s beauty and poetry
prevail over political commitment: in “Dàn LVII: An Tathaich,” the splendid face is nearer to his
heart than the Red Army and its struggle at the banks of the Dnieper. In “Dimitto,” which closes
the book, the speaker addresses his creation: “thalla, a leabhair bhig neo-euchdaich” (go, little
ineffective book),92 in contrast to the self-assured statements that the poems have given Eimhir
immortality and are going to withstand the passing of time even when her body is rotting in the
grave.93 But in the last line, he sees his poems, although lame (“bacach”), going over mountains:
which is indeed what happened after the publication of the sequence.
On one level, Dàin do Eimhir may read as a journey starting in the Hebrides and moving to
the city where the speaker undergoes a trial of emotional and political distress. This distress
moves him to poetry, “making a poet of him with sorrow,”94 and he embarks on a creative quest
which is completed at the end of the book. Although the quests for heroic political action and for
erotic fulfilment end in failure, the artistic enterprise is brought to completion. As Peter MacKay
suggested in his commentary on the sequence in relation to “Tochmarc Emire,” “MacLean
imposes this narrative on the sequence to the extent that the poems themselves become the quest
in which the poet proves his prowess and skill […] Unlike Cuchulainn, however, the poet is not
rewarded with Eimhir’s hand. Instead, it is the poetry itself, and not a successful conquest, that is
the poet’s reward.”95
After Dàin do Eimhir, MacLean did not publish another collection of poetry for a long time,
the next being his selected poems, Reothairt is Contraigh (Spring Tide and Neap Tide) in 1977. In
the meantime, however, his poems appeared in a number of magazines, such as in Lines Review,
Chapman and Gairm. Chronologically, though, the next distinctive phase in MacLean’s oeuvre is
his war poems.
3.2.5 War Poems
From December 1941 to March 1943, MacLean was stationed as a soldier in Egypt and
was fighting, together with the Royal Horse Artillery, against Rommel’s forces.96 He composed
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six poems dealing with this experience. Here as elsewhere, places are present and they help the
poet to process the alien reality of the desert war which Mackay describes as “an abstracted warzone, a no-place which appears to be set aside solely for fighting [...] a dislocated landscape.”97
There is again the compulsion to name places, to give exact locations – in “Glac a’ Bhàis,” the
location is “fo Dhruim Ruidhìseit” (below the Ruweisat Ridge), where the narrator of the poem
ponders over a dead body of a young German soldier. The place name appears at the beginning
and is also the last word of the poem – it anchors it on the map and in the real world, making the
death of the anonymous boy about whose history the speaker ruminates more actual by giving it
a particular location. The same urge to be specific in terms of places appears in the poem
“Alasdair MacLeòid” (Alasdair MacLeod) where the speaker remembers and praises for a friend
lost in action. His own location is exact, “eadar Tobruch is Bior Haicheim,”98 but he is not certain
about Alasdair, whether he was lost in Germany or in France, and this seems to increase his
disconcert: there is no specific place to be associated with the death of the excellent young man.
The same point is developed in the poem “Curaidhean” (Heroes) where a brave, yet
common-looking, unattractive English soldier is compared to a parade of heroes of the Gaelic
martial tradition whose heroic deeds are recalled by means of place names – Ratisbon, Auldearn,
Culloden. The location of his heroic deeds is the desert of Egypt, there is going to be no place
name connected to his name and to the story of his impressive courage. This poem thus seems to
be another comment MacLean makes on the selectiveness of history, on the numberless
forgotten heroes with no story and no place in the memory of their nation. “Dol an Iar” (Going
West), as Mackay puts it, uses “specific place names and precise locations to create a sense of
dislocation, emphasising the distance between MacLean’s (Gaelic) readers and the conflict”99:
’S fhada bhuamsa an t-Eilean

Far from me the Island

is gealach ag èirigh air Catàra,

when the moon rises on Quattara,

’s fhada bhuam an Àird Ghiuthais

far from me the Pine Headland

is rudhadh maidne air an Fhàsaich.

when the morning ruddinness is on the Desert.

[…]

[...]

’S fhada bhuamsa an t-Eilean

Far from me the Island

agus gach ìomhaigh ghaoil an Alba,

and every loved image in Scotland,

tha gainmheach choigreach anns an Eachdraidh

there is a foreign sand in History

a’ milleadh innealan na h-eanchainn.

spoling the machines of the mind.100
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The war poems reveal that MacLean’s spatial sensitivity was not limited to the Gàidhealtachd –
the need to locate remained just as strong in the African desert. Places from home are still
present, serving as a measure of the distance between his current position and his native
environment and as a means to vanquish the disorientation of the war.
3.2.6 “Hallaig”
When “Hallaig” was published in the eighth issue of Gairm in 1954, sharing the double page with
an advertisement for The Windsor Restaurant in Perth (see figure nr. 7), its first readers probably
would not have guessed that they were encountering what was going to become the mesmerizing
and problematic emblem of twentieth-century Gaelic poetry as a whole. “Hallaig” is, according to
Peter Mackay, “by far MacLean’s most famous and best-loved poem (as well as being the most
anthologised)”101 and Ní Annracháin also refers to its iconic status.102 It was republished in Lines
Review 7 in 1955 and also in its anniversary issue in 1992, as well as in Calgacus 1.2 in summer
1974, accompanied by John MacInnes’ commentary. It was included in Four Points of a Saltire
(1970) and in the anthology Nua-bhàrdachd Ghàidhlig (first published by Southside in 1976). There
are two films entitled “Hallaig”: a short musical video by Neil Kempsell employing Martyn
Bennett’s music and the 1984 documentary film on MacLean by Timothy Neat. The recording of
the poet’s own unique recitation which underlines the supreme sound qualities of the poem,103
together with the poignant story of the cleared village, seem to be responsible for the fact that
“Hallaig” is so well-known and widely liked, although it is perhaps not so widely appreciated in its
complexities. Its popularity also results in a distorted perception of MacLean’s oeuvre and of
modern Gaelic poetry as a whole. Ronald Black, for example, opted not to include “Hallaig” in
An Tuil, his anthology of twentieth century Gaelic verse. As Mackay puts it,
MacLean’s work is often included in anthologies or histories as a token example of
Gaelic poetry; if “Hallaig” is taken to be representative of MacLean’s work then it is
also representative of twentieth century Gaelic poetry as a whole. There are problems
with this: if all you know is “Hallaig,” then Gaelic poetry as a whole is easily figured
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or dismissed as nostalgic, spiritual, traditional, and tied to a culture inextricable from
the landscape.104
This equation of “Hallaig” with MacLean’s oeuvre is understandable but also surprising at the
same time, for in the context of MacLean’s poetry, “Hallaig” is arguably rather atypical. It could
be argued that “Sgreapadal,” a poem inspired by another cleared village on Raasay, is in a way
much more akin to the rest of his works.105 These disputations, however, do not diminish the
qualities of the poem. “Hallaig” is generally agreed to be one of MacLean’s finest achievements
and it is also, as its title indicates, one of his major poems dedicated to a place. Moreover, the
place here is not primarily a symbol, although the cleared township is certainly elevated to
something more general, but it is the centre of attention for its own sake – and for the sake of its
people.
As MacInnes notes, MacLean composed his poem exactly one hundred years after the
clearances of Hallaig took place.106 In the 1800s and 1810s, most of the population of Raasay
lived in the south-east area between Hallaig and Eyre.107 In 1833, as Roger Hutchison points out,
the people of Hallaig petitioned the Gaelic Schools Society in Edinburgh for educational
provision, claiming that about sixty pupils would benefit from it.108 In the 1841 census, the
population of Hallaig (Upper and Lower) was estimated at 129 inhabitants.109 The first clearances
took place under MacLeods about 1842-1843, but there were still people left in the township and
the main clearances occurred between 1850 and 1854 when the merchant George Rainy was the
proprietor of the island.110 In 1854, five other families left Hallaig and emigrated to Australia on
the Edward Johnstone. In 1861, only a shepherd and a labourer were living there111 and the very last
people left Hallaig in the 1880s.112 All the other places MacLean mentions – Suishnish, Leac,
Fearns and Sgreapadal – were also cleared in the early 1850s.113 After the clearances, the fertile
region which used to be most densely inhabited part of the island was mostly deserted, “under
sheep and deer.” The areas in the north of Raasay and on the neighbouring small islands the
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people moved to and where they were living in 1880s were overpopulated and much less suitable
for cultivation.114
There are many aspects of the poem indicating that “Hallaig” grows out of the traditional
patterns of Gaelic poetry: the lists of ancestors and the focus on the connection between the
families and their hereditary homes, the symbolic meaning attributed to different kinds of trees,
and the features it shares with the aisling poem.115 But it is also very modern in its subjective
perspective and ambiguity of message. As MacInnes notes, MacLean fuses in “Hallaig” the
“traditional appreciation that links people and landscape in one humanized environment” and the
Romantic sensibility – “the Gaelic sense of landscape, idealised in terms of society, and the
Romantic sense of communion with Nature, merge in a single vision, a unified sensibility.”116
The opening line of “Hallaig” – “Tha Tìm, am fiadh, an coille Hallaig” (Time, the deer, is
in the wood of Hallaig)117 – announces the radical treatment of time in the poem. Time is no
longer a linear, measurable entity, but a living organism located in a distinct place.118 Hallaig,
situated at what Michel Foucault calls “the fatal intersection of time with space,” becomes a
heterotopic space. According to Foucault, heterotopia begins to function when “men arrive at a
sort of absolute break with their traditional time”119 and another concept Foucault proposes,
“heterochrony,” seems to be a fitting description of the extraordinary time span of the poem.120
“Hallaig” is a dynamic poem shaped by two essential kinds of movement: movement in
space and movement in time. The focus on location and on transfer from one place to another is
remarkable: the poet’s love has always been “eadar an t-Inbhir ’s Poll a’ Bhainne, / thall ’s a bhos
mu Bhaile Chùirn” (between Inver and Milk Hollow, here and there about Baile-Chuirn), and the
girls “’nam badan sàmhach / a’ dol a Chlachan mar o thùs / agus a’ tilleadh às a’ Clachan / à
Suidhisnis ’s à tìr nam beò” (in silent bands / go to Clachan as in the beginning, / and return
from Clachan, / from Suisnish and the land of the living), to list just two examples. The presence
of time adverbs and time conjunctions is also prominent: the beloved has always been between
Inbhir and Poll a’ Bhainne (“’s bha i riamh”), the speaker decides to wait for the birch until it
comes up by the cairn (“gus an tig i mach an Càrn”), the dead are still in Hallaig (“Tha iad fhathast
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ann a Hallaig”).121 The poem fluctuates between times and tenses often in the scope of one
stanza, or, rather, pulls down the boundaries that separate the past, the present, and the future in
the traditional understanding of time, and concentrates all of them in Hallaig.122
Tha bùird is tàirnean air an uinneig

The window is nailed and boarded

trom faca mi an Àird an Iar

Through which I saw the West

’s tha mo ghaol aig Allt Hallaig

And my love is at the Burn of Hallaig,

’na craobh bheithe, ’s bha i riamh

A birch tree, and she has always been

In accordance with the whole poem, the first stanza presents a contrast between change and
eternity, temporality and timelessness. The speaker can no longer see the West,123 for his vision is
obstructed by the board nailed across the window. The boarded-up window is a synecdoche for
the abandoned house and it becomes, as Emma Dymock points out, a symbol of the Clearances,
exile and emigration.124
In the next stanza, the connection of the beloved to various places on Raasay is developed,
together with her identification with different kinds of trees which introduces another important
strategy of “Hallaig” – the profound, eerie link between the people and the trees. The borders of
the human and the natural are blurred and the poem presents one landscape where these two
merge freely and are not even perceived as distinct categories. The third stanza follows this motif
and broadens the scope:
eadar an t-Inbhir ’s Poll a’ Bhainne,

Between Inver and Milk Hollow,

thall ’s a-bhos mu Bhaile Chùirn:

Here and there about Baile-Chuirn:

tha i ’na beithe, ’na calltainn,

She is a birch, a hazel,

’na caorann dhìrich sheang ùir.

A straight, slender young rowan.
In Screapadal of my people

Ann an Sgreapadal mo chinnidh,

Where Norman and Big Hector were,

far an robh Tarmad ’s Eachann Mòr,

Their daughters and their sons are a wood

tha ’n nigheanan ’s am mic ’nan coille

Going up beside the stream.

a’ gabhail suas ri taobh an lòin.
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The process in which the young people of Raasay become the wood presents Hallaig as a unique
kind of humanized landscape and by accentuating the deep connection between the people and
their environment, the poem evokes the bygone way of life as a time when there still existed, in
Foucault’s term, “the space of emplacement.”125 This sense of belonging is developed further
when particular ancestors of the poet are located in Sgreapadal, another cleared village north of
Hallaig. MacLean is here drawing on a traditional pattern of Gaelic poetry in which “the poet’s
ancestors are named and located in a particular area, and this is used by the poet as a means of
placing himself in the network of his people.”126 This approach to family and landscape made
people aware of their position in a coherent hierarchy of relationships within the family and
within the environment. The safe space in which both people and locations are where they are
expected to be is mourned in the poem which assumes a clearly elegiac tone. The speaker
imagines the girls of Hallaig as they used to be before the removals, “a chuile tè òg uallach /
gun bhristeadh cridhe an sgeòil” (young and light-stepping / without the heartbreak of a tale).
Instead of the young people taking up the crofts of their parents, the new generations are only
present as trees, for the continuous human presence in Hallaig has been severed by the
Clearances. But, despite the traumatic events, the place lives on. As Ní Annracháin points out,
the trope of nature in sympathy with humans appears in ironic form: the normal
pattern is reversed, insofar as nature is flowering in spite of the loss of the people,
and, worse, it is the very trees that usurped the place of the people that are used as
vehicle for the redemptive vision, suggesting a form of personification that tragically
subverts the traditional female personification of the land.127
The speaker states that if the birch wood does not cover the whole ridge,128 he will go down to
Hallaig “a dh’ionnsaigh sàbaid nam marbh, / far a bheil an sluagh a’ tathaich, / gach aon
ghinealach a dh’fhalbh” (to the Sabbath of the dead / where the people are frequenting / every
single generation gone). At this point, the other, spectral Hallaig is conjured up:
Tha iad fhathast ann a Hallaig,

They are still in Hallaig,

Clann Ghill-Eain ’s Clann MhicLeòid,

MacLeans and MacLeods,

na bh’ ann ri linn Mhic Ghille Chaluim:

All who were there in the time of Mac Gille Chaluim:
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chunnacas na mairbh beò.

The dead have been seen alive.

Na fir ’nan laighe air an lèanaig

The men lying on the green

aig ceann gach taighe a bh’ ann,

At the end of every house that was,

na h-igheanan ’nan coille bheithe,

The girls a wood of birches,

dìreach an druim, crom an ceann.

Straight their backs, bent their heads.

In Christopher Whyte’s words, the poem is an act of “writing about absence, about that which is
no longer there.”129 When faced with this painful void, the poet’s response is not speaking about
the bygone way of life solely in the past tense – he chooses to act and (re)create, rather than
merely recount what once existed, and thus a new Hallaig is brought to life. The ghosts establish,
as Dymock puts it, “a timeless space within the landscape.”130 In its preoccupation with the
consequences of a crisis, “Hallaig” again encounters Foucault’s theory of other spaces. According
to the third principle listed by Foucault, “the heterotopia is capable of juxtaposing in a single real
place several spaces, several sites that are in themselves incompatible.” In the poem’s heterotopic
space, the resurrected Hallaig in which the dead remain where they have always been, shares its
location with the real site where rectangular ruins mark the former houses, and the absence
coexists with a lively ghost village.
The juxtaposition of temporality and eternity permeates the poem from the beginning: the
poet’s beloved one has always been between Inbhir and Poll a’ Bhainne, the girls of Hallaig “a’
cumail na coiseachd gun cheann” (keeping up the endless walk), and the dead are still in Hallaig.
As MacInnes observes, “this dialectic movement, so very characteristic of MacLean’s mind, can
be followed throughout the structure of the poem, at different levels of analysis.”131 The poem
opens with the image of “time, the deer” and at the end, it completes the circle by coming back
to this extraordinary creature:
’s nuair theàrnas grian air cùl Dhùn Cana

And when the sun goes down behind Dun Cana

thig peilear dian à gunna Ghaoil;

A vehement bullet will come from the gun of Love;

’s buailear am fiadh a tha ’na thuaineal

And will strike the deer that goes dizzily,

a’ snòtach nan làraichean feòir;

Sniffing at the grass-grown ruined homes;

thig reothadh air a shùil sa choille:

His eye will freeze in the wood,

chan fhaighear lorg air fhuil rim bheò.

His blood will not be traced while I live.
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As Dymock puts it, “time is brought down by the gun of love and thus time is stilled and the
eternal takes over. By stilling time and ending the linear movement of history the poet succeeds
in preserving his sense of place and the emotion of the people and the land.”132 Interestingly, the
poet states precisely when the decisive shot will be fired (when the sun goes down behind Dùn
Cana), but the action itself, similarly to the poet’s attendance at the spectral gathering, is only
foretold and not executed in the poem: he will go down to Hallaig to the Sabbath of the dead
(“theàrnas mi a Hallaig / a dh’ionnsaigh sàbaid nam marbh”) and the bullet will come from the
gun of love (“thig peilear dian à gunna Ghaoil”). The resolute ending is thus both present and
absent at the same time – it is clearly planned, but not carried out, and thus the fate of the
spectral “Hallaig” remains unresolved. The poem’s paradoxical conclusion brings together
violence and regeneration, death and rebirth. The bullet from the gun of love is said to have the
capacity to kill the time that brought about the fatal change of Hallaig, but this rebirth of the
cleared village is only sustainable whilst the speaker is alive. The survival of Hallaig is linked to
subjective, individual awareness. As MacInnes suggests,
the entire poem projects a vision which is tragic and redemptive. Tragic in that the
reality of time, of history, what actually happened in that particular place, Hallaig,
“the heartbreak of the tale,” is inescapable. Redemptive in that destructive time is
itself destroyed in the vision of love that transmutes experience into the timelessness
of art; but tragic, too, in that this transcendence is bound by mortality.133
According to Foucault’s fifth principle, “heterotopias always presuppose a system of opening and
closing that both isolates them and makes them penetrable. In general, the heterotopic site is not
freely accessible like a public place.”134 On the one hand, the real Hallaig is open to everyone:
there are no fences and no entrance fees, no opening hours. On the other hand, there are also no
signposts marking the ruined village, so only those aware of the poem may enter the other Hallaig
and they need to know exactly where to look for it; otherwise the place seems just a slope with a
stream and several man-made formations of stones, so Hallaig exhibits a certain degree of the
exclusiveness Foucault ascribes to a heterotopia.
Hallaig seems to materialize and disappear at the same time. What makes its lingering
presence substantial is the text, the poem without which Hallaig would have been just one out of
132
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many lost townships in the Highlands and Islands. The poem is not a mere statement and it
transcends the traditional scope of an elegy which aims at remembering, not at resurrection. It is
an act which keeps Hallaig, however briefly, still alive. Throughout the decades after its
publication, “Hallaig” the poem has earned a place of its own on the island and even the tourist
map of Raasay features a quote from the poem (see figure nr. 10). As Angus Peter Campbell
noted, “I cannot think of Raasay without thinking of the poet. I cannot think of Raasay without
Hallaig, the poem I mean, not the place.”135 What the visitor encounters at the site of the cleared
village itself is not an information board that would acquaint him with the place in its preclearance form, the number of inhabitants and the time and reasons of their departure, no
drawings indicating where the houses used to stand. There is a memorial cairn dedicated “To
Sorley MacLean” – “erected in the memory of the other people of Hallaig and other cleared
townships” and featuring the full text of the poem in Gaelic and in English (see figure nr. 3).
However, “Hallaig” is, especially for MacLean, remarkably apolitical and he does not mention
any details of the Clearances, so the poem keeps the memory of the place alive, but without
direct references to the events and their causes.
Were it not for MacLean’s visionary composition and its canonical status in twentieth
century Gaelic literature, the heterotopic potential of Hallaig would be perhaps realized in the
mind of an imaginative visitor, but it would not have become an intrinsic part of the place itself.
MacLean’s poem has transformed the site and endowed it with a great deal of subversive
meaning. “Hallaig” oscillates between presence and absence, transience and permanence,
temporality and eternity, extinction and regeneration. It functions as a keystone joining together
the past, the present and the future in one fascinating tangle. As MacInnes puts it, the poem
evinces “such a sense of completion at the symbolic level, such a sense of incompletion at the
level of history” – “Hallaig is a strange compound of dialectic and dream.”136
Reading MacLean’s “Hallaig” alongside Foucault’s lecture yields some interesting new
perspectives on the poem, especially in terms of its treatment of space and time. Hallaig, being
what Seamus Heaney calls “an uncanny zone, somewhere between the land of heart’s desire and a
waste land created by history,”137 fulfils many of Foucault’s requirements for a heterotopic space:
135 Angus Peter Campbell: “Cha b’ urrainn dhomh smaoineachadh air Ratharsair às aonais a’ bhàird. Cha b’ urrainn
dhomh smaoineachadh air Ratharsair às aonais Hallaig, an dàn, tha mi a’ ciallachadh, ’s chan e an t-àite.” Translation
mine. “Cuairt nam Bàrd gu Ruige Hallaig. Aonghas Pàdraig Caimbeul, Aonghas MacNeacail, Maoilios Caimbeul,”
Prògram Choinnich 22. 11. 2005, 56 min, Tobar An Dualchais
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it is located at one of the fatal “intersections of space and time,” it is a real place outside all the
other sites, it is formed by layers of mutually incompatible spaces, it is at the same time open to
everyone and exclusive.138 The last principle Foucault suggests is that heterotopias have “a
function in relation to all the space that remains,” and that this function “unfolds between two
extremes poles,” the “heterotopia of illusion” and “the heterotopia of compensation.”139 The first
category of heterotopias has the ability to render all the other sites as illusory, and the second
type creates a perfectly organized, neat alternative to the chaotic, disorganized world. Hallaig,
arguably, exhibits certain features of both. The spectral village that both is and is not there points
out how impermanent the human presence in a landscape is, and how a way of life and a culture
may be erased. In this respect, the small cleared township, a product of specific historical
conditions of Scotland in the eighteenth and nineteenth century, is connected with similar places
in other cultures, such as the abandoned settlements in Australia, North Wales, or New Zealand,
or some parts of the Sudetenland.140 In relation to the second heterotopic function, Hallaig, as
constructed in the poem, compensates for the real and irretrievable loss by filling in the painful
absence with at least spectral and verbal presences. Hallaig, as constructed in the poem, presents
a manner in which this loss may be overcome in terms of art and culture: by passing on the
memory, the place names, the poem and its language.
3.2.7 “Cumha Chaluim Iain MhicGill-Eain” (Elegy for Calum I. MacLean)
In 1960, MacLean’s younger brother Calum Iain MacGilleathain, a renowned folklorist
who worked in Scotland and Ireland for many years, died of cancer at the age of forty-four. The
elegy MacLean wrote for him is one of the greatest of his later poems and another manifestation
of his vision of landscape as being inseparably tied to people, in this case his own family and
ancestors. In its deployment of place names it seems to be a very appropriate lament for a man
who spent his life working in various remote parts of Scotland and Ireland, striving to preserve
the richness of local folklore and with them the “genius loci.”
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Of course, there are also problems arising from reading “Hallaig” through Foucault’s theory of heterotopias: the
cleared village is a very specific phenomenon, and although it has been undoubtedly created by a culture, it came into
being rather as an unwanted by-product and not as one of the cultural institutions Foucault lists in his paper – the
theatre, the brothel, the cemetery and the colony. Cleared townships definitely perform a distinct role in Scottish
culture, being material reminders of what has become one of the phantoms of Scottish history; however, it would be
excessive to present the cleared village as a distinct function of the Scottish culture.
139 Foucault 27.
140 The first three locations are mentioned as parallels of cleared settlements in Scottish Highlands and Islands by
Eric Richards (xi-xii). The Sudetenland is my own surmise.
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The elegy draws on the long Gaelic tradition of poetry composed on the death of
important personalities, especially clan chiefs, commemorating their deeds and qualities,
especially prowess in fight and skill in hunting, generosity and physical beauty.141 It is especially
the laments for Iain Garbh Ratharsair142 that come to mind, and a line from Màiri nighean
Alasdair Ruaidh would have fitted quite naturally in MacLean’s poem: “An fhear ghleusta ghràidh
/ bha treun ’san spàirn / is nach faicear gu bràth ann an Ratharsaidh” (the well-loved deft man /
that was strong in conflict / and shall be seen in Raasay nevermore).143 Such echoes of the
traditional songs seem especially fitting in the commemoration of one who might himself have
collected some of them. As John MacInnes points out in “The Panegyric Code,” the chief in the
traditional poetry may be referred to in terms of the “name of his homestead combined with an
epithet,” or “the homestead may appear without the chief’s name.”144 The firm association of
Calum with the places where he worked and gained love and esteem of the people, and of the
places connected with his family, draws on this traditional practice.
MacLean retains the heroic imagery that was one of the principal components of traditional
elegies, but these are not connected to heroism in fight and hunting, but to heroism of dedicated
work, of a truly heroic strife to preserve what was left of the disappearing Gaelic lore, and of
enduring a mortal illness with good humour and without telling family members about it:
Is daor a cheannaich thusa ’n t-uabhar

You dearly bought the pride

a cheannaich sinne ’nad bhàs:

that we bought in your death:

fad cheithir bliadhna gun àrdan

for four years without hauteur

chleith thu do chinnt air do chàirdean

you hid from your kin your certainty

cho faisg ’s a bha do bhàs.

that your death was so near. 145

Yet, for all its similarities to the traditional elegy, the poem starts in a subversion of one of the
conventional patterns: as Ní Annracháin notes, nature would often respond to the death of an
important person, “sometimes falling silent, sometimes screaming in pain.”146 But in “Cumha
Chaluim,” nothing in the natural world changes after Calum’s death: “tha an saoghal fhathast
141 For example, “Marbhrann do dh’Ailean Dearg” (An Elegy for Red Allan) by John MacDonald (Iain Dubh mac
Iain mhic Ailein), the lament for Alexander of Glengarry (Alastair à Gleanna Garadh) by Sìleas na Ceapaich in the
eighteenth century (see Ronald Black, “Introduction,” An Lasair) and the seventeenth-century lament
commemorating Iain Garbh of Raasay by Màiri nighean Alasdair Ruaidh. Traditional elegy would sometimes take the
form of a pibroch tune, and MacGill-Eain’s elegy, with its repeated motifs, might also be related to this tradition.
142 Iain Garbh was a seventeenth-century MacLeod chief of Raasay who drowned in 1671 after his ship had been
wrecked in a sea storm. Several elegies were composed for him.
143 Gaelic Songs of Mary MacLeod, ed. J. Carmichael Watson (Glasgow: Blackie & Son Ltd, 1932) 26-27.
144 MacInnes, “The Panegyric Code,” 278.
145 “Cumha Chaluim Iain MhicGill-Eain,” Caoir Gheal Leumraich 276-289.
146 Ní Annracháin, “Sorley MacLean’s ‛The Woods of Raasay’,” 71.
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àlainn / ged nach eil thu ann” (the world is still beautiful / though you are not in it). MacLean
then imagines possible locations in which his brother could have been buried and where he
would have been placed among his ancestors: Clachan or Cnoc an Rà in Raasay, Braes in Skye or
Clachan in Lochalsh:
Nan robh thu anns a’ Chlachan

If you were in Clachan

no air Cnoc an Rà,

or on Cnoc an Rà,

bhiodh tu am measg leth do chàirdean,

you would be among half your kin,

am measg nan daoine dìreach còire,

among the straight generous people,

brod nan Leathanach ’s nan Leòdach.

choice MacLeans and MacLeods.

Chan eil an duslach lag.

The dust is not weak.

The connection between the families and their traditional homes is underlined here. Calum was
buried in South Uist, in Hàlainn, and MacLean presents the burial of his brother’s corpse as a gift
to the island and its people, as Calum’s remains will become part of the island’s soil and of the
place itself: “on bu toigh leinn riamh Clann Dòmhnaill / thug sinn dhaibh a’ ghibht bu chòire /
nuair chuir sinn thu ’nan ùir” (since we always liked Clan Donald / we gave them the most
generous gift / when we put you in their dust).
In “Part II,” MacLean gives an account of his brother’s achievements: again, an
“impressive roll-call of place names”147 is used, this time to indicate the vast scope of Calum’s
travels, work and influence ranging from Mull to Barra and from Ireland to Sweden. At this
point, the elegy for Calum becomes also an elegy for the tradition-bearers he interviewed and
who are now dead as well, and, in a broader sense, also for the disappearance of one era of the
Gaelic world Calum strove to preserve, although even according to his own opinion, he was sixty
years too late.148
Calum’s life and death influence the speaker’s perception of landscape – and arguably here
that voice is very close to MacLean’s own rather than being a persona. He climbs the highest
point in Raasay, Dùn Cana, and – most unusually in MacLean’s case – he forgets the Cuillin, for
his eyes are fixed on the hills of South Uist. These are objectively not very majestic or prominent,
but because it is the place where Calum is, they suddenly grow high:
Dhìrich mi Dùn Cana

I went up Dun Cana

147Whyte

and Dymock, “Notes on ‘Chumha Chaluim Iain MhicGill-Eain’,” Caoir Gheal Leumraich, 475.
“Tha fhios agam gu bheil sinn tri fichead bliadhna ro anamoch gu tòiseachadh air an obair seo, ach dh’fhaoite gu
sàbhail sinn rud air chor eigin fhathast, mun téid a uile a dhìth…” “Eachdraidh-beatha Chaluim MhicGilleathain,”
The Calum MacLean Project <http://www.calum-maclean-project.celtscot.ed.ac.uk> 23 April 2014.
148
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Dihaoine ro do bhàs,

on the Friday before your death,

cha robh mo shùil ach air Uibhist

my eye was only on Uist

– cha b’ ionann ’s mar a b’ à’ist –

– not as it used to be –

dhìochainich mi ’n Cuilitheann

I forgot the Cuillin

’s mo shùil air a’ Bheinn Mhòir,

looking at Ben More,

air Teacal is air Stadhlabhal.

at Hecla and Staolaval.

’S ann dh’fhàs iad uile mòr.

They all grew big.

In “Cumha Chaluim,” MacLean arguably produced one of the greatest of his later poems, if not
the greatest. Its rhythm is regular and placid, and its tone, for all the emotions involved, serene
and perfectly controlled. A little detail – the image of the ancestors moving to make a place for
Calum among them, as if they were in a pub or a ceilidh house and not in a grave (lines 29-35) –
gives one an idea of the tone of the whole elegy: MacLean mourns his brother, but his admirable
achievements and strong character seem to assure him he is going to be welcome wherever he
goes in the afterlife, just as he was greeted with delight everywhere he went during his life. Once
more, MacLean uses landscape and place names as points of reference to which he fastens his
feelings and ideas. It is perhaps the focus on one specific person, “fear beag a’ chridhe mhòir”
(the little one of the big heart), and the fact that the places here are of personal importance rather
than symbols of general concepts, that give the elegy its power and poignancy which however
never sinks into sentimentality. It is in “Cumha Chaluim” and in “Hallaig” that MacLean’s
deployment of place names seems to be at its most natural and effective. As Ní Annracháin puts
it, “if history and intimacy clashed in the early poetry, they come together to take the sting from
death in this most exceptional poem.”149
MacLean used a similar technique in other later poems remembering specific people, such
as in “Cuimhne air Alasdair MacNeacail, Bràthair Mo Mhàthair” (A Memory of Alexander
Nicolson, One of My Uncles), in his tribute to the nineteenth-century poet Iain MacLachlainn
(An Lighiche), and in the poem “Do Uilleam MacMhathain” (To William Matheson). In all of
these compositions, places become the vehicle for discussing the achievements and features of
the people and the historical evocativeness of landscape is constantly underlined.
3.2.8 “Sgreapadal” (Screapadal)
Whilst “Hallaig” remains probably the best known poem by MacLean and one of the most
famous Gaelic poems of the twentieth century, “Sgreapadal,” MacLean’s discussion of another
149

Ní Annracháin, “Sorley MacLean’s ‛The Woods of Raasay’,” 86.
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cleared village on the east coast of Raasay,150 is much less known and remains in the shadow of
“Hallaig.” It was written much later and published for the first time in 1982 in the magazine
Cencrastus, it has not been republished in magazines and anthologies so often and although a
recording of the poet reading “Sgreapadal” is featured in Timothy Neat’s film, it seems it never
reached as much of an audience as the recording of “Hallaig.”151 Arguably, “Sgreapadal” also
lacks the hypnotising qualities of its predecessor, but is nonetheless interesting in its own right.
While “Hallaig” is tranquil and timeless, “Sgreapadal” is, as Ray Burnett notes, a “scathingly
ironic contemporary poem” and it is from these features that its merits and problems arise.152
“Sgreapadal” begins in an idyllic manner: “Sgreapadal a tha cho bòidheach / cheart cho
bòidheach ri Hallaig. / Cha chuirear briathran air bòidhche, / cha dèanar dealbh no ceòl no dàn
dhi” (Screapadal that is so beautiful, / quite as beautiful as Hallaig. / No words can be put on
beauty / no picture, music or poem made for it).153 It is set in May when the young bracken is
growing, but it is precisely this reference to bracken that may be read as the first sign that the
beautiful image is going to be disrupted. Bracken is, together with nettles, one of the plants
associated with the Clearances – when people were evicted, the formerly inhabited and cultivated
places became covered with bracken. The stone walls of Screapadal are mentioned in the third
stanza and the next stanza reveals that it is only the ruins that are left of the township.
In “Hallaig,” MacLean does not mention any details of why the people are no longer living
in Hallaig and in the other townships he names. There are certain elements which may be read as
covert political comments, such as the proud pine trees that stand for the new management of
the island, and the deer, as the creation of a hunting estate was one of the reasons behind the
Raasay clearances. “Sgreapadal,” in contrast, seems to be much more in tune with MacLean’s
usual commitment to name and condemn what he perceived as acts of oppression and social
injustice. In “Sgreapadal,” he mentions some very specific historical details, such as the fact that
the financial troubles on the island were to be blamed mainly on the MacLeod chief, Seumas
MacGhille Chaluim XII who spent a fortune on the improvements of the Big House on Raasay
according to contemporary European fashion.154 When his son, Iain MacGhille Chaluim XIII,
was unable to cope with the inherited debts and emigrated to Australia, Raasay was put on the
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Screapadal is a township on the east coast of Raasay, between Hallaig and the Brochel Castle. According to the
1841 census, there were seventeen families (101 people) living in Screapadal. In 1861, the census states there was no
human habitation. Hutchison 9; David Paterson and David Creig, Glens of Silence (Edinburgh: Birlinn, 2004) 115.
151 Neat, Hallaig: The Poetry and Landscape of Sorley MacLean, 1984.
152 Burnett 18.
153 “Sgreapadal,” Caoir Gheal Leumraich, 320-328.
154 Calum MacLeod 8.
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market by his creditors in 1843 and purchased by George Rainy155 who is perceived as the main
agent of the devastation of the island’s native community:
Taigh Mòr a’ Chlachain ’s na fiachan

The Big House of Clachan and the debts

a thug e air Mac Ghille Chaluim

that it brought on Mac Gille Chaluim

trom air tuath gach baile;

heavy on the tenantry of each township;

agus Rèanaidh diadhaidh,

and godly Rainy,

ged nach robh esan anns na fiachan

though he was not in such a debt

leis na chuir an fhearas-mhòr

as the social climbing put

sac air Seumas Mac Ghille Chaluim

with its burden on James Mac Gille Chaluim

agus fògairt air a mhac

and brought exile on his son,

agus a’ mhiad is aig an loinn

with the largeness and the beauty

a chuir iad an Taigh Mhòr.

that they added to the Big House.

MacLean also mentions Rainy’s well-known piety, which comes across as hypocritical when
contrasted with his treatment of the people. Rainy supported the Free Church, which the people
of Raasay unanimously adhered to in 1843, in material terms, but did not have much compassion
left for his peasant brothers and sisters.156 Rainy’s counterpart in the poem is “Maighstir
Ruaraidh,” the first Free Church minister on Raasay and a “champion of the common people.”157
MacLean also mentions an exact number of the cleared townships, 14,158 and the fact that the
clearances were executed for the financial benefit of Rainy and Royston Mackenzie who started
to build a vast sheep farm on Raasay.159
Just as it is specific in its historical information, the poem is also unusually detailed in the
description of the landscape, to such an extent that it gives an impression of a hyperrealistic
painting whose seductive surface distracts the attention from an inconspicuous menace. This
menace is introduced in a stanza which begins in a manner very typical of Clearance poetry:

155 As Burnett points out, Rainy was originally from “a staunchly Hanoverian family in Aberdeenshire; Rainy’s father
had been a minister of Creich in Sutherland. In such a location and with such a background, Rainy grew up with
more than a passing familiarity with the process of Improvement and Clearance which was sweeping the north in the
cataclysmic decades at the turn of the century” (17).
156 Burnett 18.
157 Roderick MacLeod, the first Free Church minister on Raasay, a “great evangelist and champion of the common
people” who “often preached in the Giant’s Cave in Rona.” Whyte and Dymock, “Note on ‘Sgreapadal’,” Caoir Gheal
Leumraich 477.
158 The reverend Aonghas Galbraith mentions twelve townships that were cleared between 1852 and 1854: Eighre,
Suidhisnis, Na Feàrnaibh Iarach, Na Feàrnaibh Uarach, Leac, Hallaig Uarach, Hallaig Iarach, An Caisteal, Sgreapadal
a Tuath, Sgreapadal a Deas, Manish and Doiredomhain, and he states that 97 families left these places. Quoted in:
Sharp Raasay: A Study in Island History. Documents and Sources – People and Places 102. MacInnes (“Hallaig: A Note”) also
mentions 12 townships, but 94 families. Calum MacLeod mentions 14 townships (Fàsachadh An-Iochdmhor Ratharsair
2, 13) and adds Satair, Ramasdal, Back Lands of the Castle and counts the two Screapadals as one.
159 As Burnett notes, Mackenzie was also from Sutherland – Ardloch in Assynt (19).
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“dh’fhàg Rèanaidh Sgreapadal gun daoine, / gun taighean, gun chrodh ach caoraich” (Rainy left
Screapadal without people, / with no houses or cattle, only sheep). The next line, however,
ushers in a startling new perspective: “ach dh’fhàg e Sgreapadal bòidheach; / ra linn cha b’
urrainn dha a chaochladh” (but he left Screapadal beautiful; / in his time he could do nothing
else). The poem was published in 1982, still in the years of the Cold War, and it performs another
leap from the Hebrides to the happenings in the world so typical of MacLean’s poetry. The threat
of a greater and more final disaster than Rainy could manage with the means at his disposal
creeps in:
Thogadh ròn a cheann

A seal would lift its head

agus cearban a sheòl,

and a basking-shark its sail,

ach an-diugh anns an linnidh

but today in the sea-sound

togaidh long-fo-thuinn a turraid

a submarine lifts its turret

agus a druim dubh slìom

and its black sleek back

a’ maoidheadh an nì a dhèanadh

threatening the thing that would make

smùr de choille, de lèanagan ’s de chreagan,

dross of wood, of meadows and of rocks,

a dh’fhàgadh Sgreapadal gun bhòidhche

that would leave Screapadal without beauty

mar a dh’fhàgadh e gun daoine.

just as it was left without people.

As Sealy points out, “the Sound of Raasay is the deepest stretch of sheltered water around the
British Isles” and for this reason, “it may be used for testing of nuclear-power submarines.”160
There is also a military base on the depopulated island of Rona north of Raasay. Again, MacLean
embarks from a very specific location in the Western Isles and darts towards the broader world.
The meditation on the Clearances and their consequences leads him to consideration of the
present day which gives violent people in positions of power the means to do harm on a much
greater scale. In one strophe, Brochel Castle on Raasay meets Nagasaki:

160

Tha tùir eile ain linnidh

There are other towers on the Sound

a’ fanaid air an tùr a thuit

mocking the tower that fell

dhe mullach Creag a’ Chaisteil,

from the top of Castle Rock,

tùir as miosa na gach tùr

towers worse than every tower

a thog ainneart air an t-saoghal:

that violence raised in the world:

pearasgopan ’s sliosan slìoma

the periscopes and sleek black sides

dubha luingeas a’ bhàis

of the ships of the death

Sealy 73.
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a mharbh mìltean Nagasaki

that killed the thousands of Nagasaki

The poem ends in a destructive vision imagining the modern weapons of mass destruction
threatening Raasay. Interestingly, at the end of the poem, the landscape of the island itself is
transformed in the apocalyptic future of MacLean’s vision. The hunger and famine are compared
to local rocks and the bracken, green and lush at the beginning, becomes poisonous:
’S e ’n sannt ’s an fhearas-mhòr

Greed and social pride

a dh’fhàg Sgreapadal gun daoine [...]

left Screapadal without people,

agus bann iarainn nan lagh

and the iron band of laws

a chuir grèim-teanchrach air an t-sluagh,

that put a vice-like grip on the people,

a’ bagairt togail os an cionn

threatening to raise above them

Cùirn Mhòra dhubha ’n acrais

the black Carn-Mors of hunger

is Creagan Meircil na gorta

and the Meircil rocks of famine

air am fàs an fhraineach phuinnsein

on which grow the poisonous bracken

on cinn an rocaid mharbhteach,

from which come the deadly rocket,

bom idrigin is neodroin.

hydrogen and neutron bombs.

The beauty of Sgreapadal is an essential concern in the poem. Again, as in “Cumha Chaluim,”
nature does not respond to human tragedy and flourishes, until the very end, in spite of the
suffering of the people. MacLean points out clearly that the Clearances in a way “improved” the
appearance of the places, as the uncultivated landscape fits better into the romantic perception of
the Highlands and Islands than crofts and cottages. But, of course, the lush beauty of Screapadal
is in MacLean’s vision problematized by history and he brings forward the question of the
difficult relationship of beauty and ethics in the poem. From the opening lines, the beauty of
Screapadal is emphasized, yet the poem makes it clear that the calm “inviolate” beauty of the
place, like the beauty of the Big House, results from ugly deeds that complicate and prevent the
enjoyment of it, just as the serene descriptive passages are constantly undermined by references
to past and future catastrophes. As in “Dàn XXXVII” in Dàin do Eimhir, the physical beauty of a
person or a place seems to be inseparable from ethical issues: and the ethical modifies the
perception of the physical.
“Sgreapadal” focuses on the historical dimension of the place, as it brings together Maol
Rubha, the seventh-century Irish missionary who founded a monastic community in Applecross
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across the Sound of Raasay,161 the medieval Viking lords of Raasay, MacSweens and MacLeods,
the perpetrators of the Clearances, George Rainy and Royston MacKenzie, and the Free Church
champion of the common people Roderick MacLeod. The poem also comments on the selective
nature of historical memory: whilst the name of Maol Rubha, the medieval monk, is at least halfdead, the names of those who were affected by the Clearances are dead beyond redemption.
Even the poem does not mention them by the name: there were too many of them and there are
too few surviving references to them at our disposal. The cleared people are thus remembered as
an anonymous collective, which presents the Clearances as basically wiping out whole
communities, their dwellings, their culture and even their names:
Tha cuimhne leth-mharbh air Ma Ruibhe,

There is a half-dead memory of Maol Rubha

gun ach ainmean sgrìobhte marbh

but only the dead written names

air a’ chloinn ’s na fir ’s na mnathan

of the children, men and women

a chuir Rèanaidh às an fhearann

whom Rainy put off the land

eadar ceann a tuath na Creige

between the north end of the Rock

’s an Caisteal a thogadh do MhacSuain

and the Castle built for MacSwan

no do Mhac Ghille Chaluim

or for Mac Gille Chaluim

airson fòirneart agus dìon.

for violence and refuge.

“Sgreapadal” seems to follow much more closely the patterns and motifs of the nineteenthcentury verse about the Clearances. Given MacLean’s erudition in the subject, he was
undoubtedly aware of them, if he did not attempt them on purpose in the first place. In its direct
naming of the perpetrators of the Raasay clearances, it resembles “Mo Mhollachd aig na Caoraich
Mhòr” (My Curse at the Big Sheep) by Ewen Robertson.162 The description of the beautiful sunlit
landscape, seemingly untouched, and even, as MacLean implies, facilitated, by the absence of
people, echoes William Livingstone’s “Fios chun a’ Bhàird” (Message to the Poet) where the
wounds in the landscape are hidden under the skin of lush beauty of Islay.163
“Sgreapadal” is much more than “Hallaig” a pronouncedly political poem, with direct
claims about past iniquities and concerns about possible disasters that are yet to come. The
connection between the Clearances and nuclear war may seem implausible and strained, but this
attempt to link the history of the Gàidhealtachd and the world, the past problems with the
161

A peninsula facing Raasay from the east. The Gaelic name, “A’ Chomraich,” means “sanctuary.” “Comraich,” Am
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162 Included as a supplement in: Ian Grimble, The Trial of Patrick Sellar, 157-160.
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present ones, is a strategy characteristic of MacLean’s writing in general. Could it be that
“Hallaig” with its redemptive vision, however fragile it is, is somehow easier to like than
“Sgreapadal”? MacLean’s second Clearance poem is a disquieting piece of writing: not so
fortunate in its execution as its famous predecessor, but ambitious, daring and full of unexpected
developments, and, in a way, more akin to MacLean’s other works than “Hallaig.”
MacLean also discussed the Raasay Clearances in an unpublished poem “Am Putan Airgid”
(The Silver Button).164 He again indicates the scope of the evictions by mentioning specific places
affected by them and he mentions other historical details, such as the fact that many of the
evicted had no other option but to scrape a living “measg chreagan Rònaigh” (among the rocks
of Rona), on one of the smaller islands north of Raasay which is not suitable for cultivation. In
“Am Putan Airgid,” MacLean also presents a passionate defence of Iain, the last MacLeod chief
of Raasay, claiming he was a far better landlord than the MacDonalds of Sleat or the MacLeods
of Dunvegan. While it is true that most of the clearances took place after Iain’s departure for
Australia, some of the first clearances were indeed carried out under the MacLeods.165 The poem
thus shows that MacLean’s ardent engagement with his topics and his dialectic way of thinking
might at times lead to too great a generalization.
The section of previously unpublished poems in Caoir Gheal Leumraich includes another
poem responding to the Clearances, “‘Tha na beanntan gun bhruidhinn’” (‘The mountains are
speechless’). Here MacLean connects the Clearances, the loss of people and the loss of Gaelic,
which is another frequent feature of the nineteenth-century Clearance poetry. “‘Tha na beanntan
gun bhruidhinn’” is one of his few literary responses to the decline of the Gaelic language. In a
tour across the Highlands and Islands, various places are imagined as becoming dumb if there are
no Gaelic-speaking people living in them and if the knowledge of traditional Gaelic culture does
not survive.
3.2.9 “Festubert 16 / 17.V.1915”
“Festubert” is one of MacLean’s latest poems and it goes back to the time of the Great War
when the dismal news about losses in the eponymous battle reached the home towns and villages
of the soldiers. As MacKinnon notes, the proportion of losses in the Gaelic areas was much
greater than in other parts of Britain and they afflicted the demography of the region for the
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years to come.166 Festubert is itself a place name, one of those immediately associated with
historical events and loaded with meaning and association, and the poem re-enacts the spreading
of the tragic reputation of the French town across the Highlands and Islands. By means of listing
particular place names, MacLean makes these losses much more actual and personal than the
general numbers:
Trì-deug an aon latha

Thirteen on one day

ann am baile beag Phort Rìgh,

in the little town of Portree,

trì fir dheug am Port Rìgh,

thirteen men in Portree

agus ioma fear eile

and many another man

eadar Tròdairnis is Slèite,

between Trotternish and Sleat,

eadar Diùrnainis ’s an Srath

between Duirnish and Strath,

eadar Bràcadal is Ratharsair,

between Bracadale and Raasay,

eadar Minginis is Rònaigh.

between Minginish and Rona,

eadar Uibhist ’s na Hearadh is Inbhir Nis.

between Uist, Harris and Inverness.167

As Mackay notes, the repetition of the individual places and the exact dating of the title prevents
the poem from becoming “an elegy for unknown soldiers,” and the fact that “the world they will
not return to is named so specifically” ensures that they are given a degree of individual
identity.168
The deaths of the men and the terrible news affecting the families are connected by the
image of the door: the door of life is shutting loudly over the men dying in the battle and doors
are shut or opened quietly as boys and girls are taken home from schools when information on
the death of their fathers and brothers arrives: “dorsan gam fosgladh ’s gan dùnadh / gu sàmhach
ann an ioma taigh / agus a’ chlann a’ dol dhachaidh / gu còineadh no gu tosd” (doors opened
and closed / quietly in many a house, / and the children going home / to weeping or to silence).
In the last stanza, the scope again broadens and both the loud doors of death and the quiet doors
of mourning are heard across Europe. Just as in the Clearance poems, place names become vital
elements in the discussion of another critical point in the history of the Gàidhealtachd and
express MacLean’s sympathy for the unnamed heroes and victims and their forgotten deaths, as
manifested earlier in “Làrach Eaglais,” in “Sgreapadal” or in “Curaidhean.”
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3.3 Conclusion
As Seamus Heaney put it, “contrary to the notion of the poet as one who gives to airy
nothings a local habitation and a name, MacLean begins with names and habitations.169 Places,
usually delineated by specific place names, are essential in MacLean’s writing. As John Herdman
observed:
Something is needed to counteract the tendency of MacLean’s subject-matter to
encourage abstraction of language, and two main elements are decisive here, both
drawing their strength from the poet’s topographical and cultural roots: the imagery
of the landscape, and the concepts of the hero and the heroic. These factors (which
are moreover related, since the landscape of Skye and Raasay on which MacLean
mainly draws for his images and symbols is itself a heroic landscape, both by its
physical nature and through its cultural associations) serve to mediate between the
finite realities of the physical world and the ideal realities of the spiritual.170
His poetry seems to be better and more effective when he uses specific locations instead of hazy
and indistinct places, such as in “Eagh, Fhèin is Sàr-Fhèin” (Ego, Id and Superego). It is from the
specific locations that MacLean’s poetry draws its power, although unspecified landscape is also
used to powerful effect, for example in the pair of hallucinatory poems from Dàin do Eimhir, “Na
Samhlaidhean” (The Ghosts) and “Coin is Madaidhean-alaidh” (Dogs and Wolves).171
In the late poem “Festubert,” places are just as important to MacLean’s discussion of his
topic as they were in the early “An t-Eilean.” Throughout his literary career, the poet engaged in
various ways of employing the landscape and places of his native region as symbols. Sometimes
the long strings of obscure place names may seem tedious and occasionally, the links between the
Gàidhealtachd and the broader world the poet sought to forge so assiduously look strained, but
in many poems, such as “An Cuilithionn,” “Hallaig” and “Cumha Chaluim MhicGhill-Eain,” the
deployment of places is a vital component of their success. MacLean stretches the symbolical
potential of places to the utmost limit and in several cases, these experiments prove immensely
fruitful. Yet, however innovative his practice was, it was at the same time deeply rooted in the
traditional Gaelic sensitivity to places. As has been noted, poems such as “Sgreapadal,” “Hallaig”
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and “An Cuilithionn” contain distinct echoes of Gaelic songs and poems, and it is this
allusiveness, reaching both back into the Gaelic tradition and out into the literature of continental
Europe, that gives MacLean’s poetry its richness and self-assurance.
In his commentary on “An Cuilithionn,” Whyte explains why MacLean was such a unique
phenomenon of Gaelic and European poetry and his summary seems to offer a fitting closure to
this discussion. In Whyte’s opinion, MacLean combined “profound familiarity with, and
attachment to, the natural setting, as well as the oral and written traditions, of Gaelic-speaking
Scotland with an instinctive grasp of the Symbolist tradition in the arts and literature which
preceded the modern movement in so many European countries.”172 By this fusion of modern
sensitivity, idiosyncratic symbolist practice and intimate knowledge of his native tradition,
MacLean greatly contributed to the regeneration of Gaelic poetry in the twentieth century and
carried out nothing less than a revolution in one of its most traditional areas: the poetry of place.
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4. Derick Thomson
“… air chor ’s nach fhaic mi bhuam / do chaochladh, eilein chiar”
… so that I may not see there / how you have changed, dark brown island1

4.1 Biographical Background
Derick Thomson was one of the most universal personalities of the Gaelic world in the
twentieth century. Apart from being an influential university lecturer, scholar, translator and “the
father of modern Gaelic publishing,”2 Thomson also contributed to modern Gaelic literature a
total of seven poetry collections: the first one, An Dealbh Briste, was published in 1951; the last
one, Sùil air Fàire, appeared in 2007.3 His career thus spans over almost sixty years and he was, in
Ronald Black’s words, “the long rumble of thunder to Sorley MacLean’s flash of lightning.”4
Most of the numerous activities he undertook during his long and productive life were aimed at
the preservation and promotion of Gaelic as a viable, versatile language.
Thomson was born on 5 August 1921 in Stornoway in the Isle of Lewis and grew up in the
village of Bayble in the Point district on the same island. Technically, his first language was
English, but Gaelic was often spoken in the house and he became bilingual about the age of five.5
Thomson was, as his Bayble compatriot Iain Crichton Smith put it, like many others “educated
out of the village and eventually out of the island itself”6 and studied English and Gaelic at the
University of Aberdeen. He then continued his education at the University of Cambridge and at
Bangor University (Wales) where he pursued his interest in Celtic studies. Together with Finlay J
MacDonald, Thomson co-founded the seminal Gaelic quarterly magazine Gairm (i.e. call, calling,
cock-crow)7 in 1951 and then continued to edit it, almost single-handedly, for another fifty years.8
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In a few years’ time, the magazine was complemented by a publishing enterprise Gairm
Publications. Thomson was also crucially involved the foundation of the Gaelic Book Council in
1968. Another important sphere of his life-long endeavour to preserve Gaelic was his work as a
scholar and lecturer – he taught at the Universities of Edinburgh, Glasgow and Aberdeen. In
1963, he was appointed Professor of Celtic at the University of Glasgow and remained in the
position for nearly thirty years, until his retirement in 1991. His Introduction to Gaelic Poetry and The
Companion to Gaelic Scotland (edited) were crucial in making Gaelic literature and culture accessible
to the English-speaking public and remain the only publications of their kind to this day.
Early on, Derick Thomson consciously decided to write poetry in Gaelic only, for political
and cultural reasons.9 As John MacInnes pointed out, “there are of course areas of his
[Thomson’s] interests both in scholarship and in public affairs that may not appear to have direct
relevance to his poetry [...] But one area where the connection is palpable enough is that of
politics. Derick Thomson has consistently supported the idea of cultural and legislative
independence for Scotland.”10 Thomson was decidedly a political poet and often commented on
the condition of Scotland and its place in Europe, and especially on Gaelic national identity, the
history of the Gaelic areas and the situation of the Gaelic language and culture within Scotland.
As Christopher Whyte points, Thomson’s influence on the younger generation of Gaelic
writers has been “pervasive and more crucial than MacLean’s,” both in terms of form and subject
matter.11 Although more than amply competent to write in regular metres when he chose to do
so, Thomson was the main champion of free verse in Gaelic. In spite of the fact that much of his
poetry is concerned with Scottish or more specifically Gaelic topics and realities, he also enacted
his persuasion that in the case of Gaelic, it is important that “the writer should feel as free to
write about, say, drug traffic or apartheid or space travel, as anyone else who has information and
opinions on these matters.”12 He followed his own advice and, especially in the later collections,
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tendencies that had been showing up throughout my secondary school, nationalistic tendencies if you like, which I
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Taking You Home, 95.
10 John MacInnes, “The Poetry of Derick Thomson: An Introduction by John MacInnes,” CD (Perth: Scotsoun and
Artistes, 2002) pages not numbered.
11 Whyte, Modern Scottish Poetry, 156.
12 Derick Thomson, “Introductory Note,” Towards the Human: Selected Essays by Iain Crichton Smith (Edinburgh:
Macdonald Publishers, 1986) 7.
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there are many poems concerned with manifestly non-Gaelic topics, such as Chernobyl, Händel’s
“Farewell Symphony,” Rwanda and Sigmund Freud. Still, the Highlands and Islands, especially
Lewis, emerge as being at the centre of his attention, later on joined by the city of Glasgow.

4.2 Thomson and the Poetry of Place
As Donald MacAulay puts it, Thomson was one of the poets
who have been transplanted out of their native communities into the ubiquitous
outside world […] Their move into the outside world and their contact with their
contemporaries especially at their universities has given them a broader vision of life
and a greater experience of exotic literary tastes – a new context in which to see their
community and its art. At the same time it created in them a conviction that they
have lost a great deal in exchange for what they have gained. […] They have become
bicultural and it is this situation, a notoriously uneasy one, which creates the tension
from which a great deal of their poetry derives.13
Undoubtedly, many of Thomson’s poems arise from precisely this tension between the years he
spent on the island, surrounded by Gaelic and what was at that time still a rather traditional
community, and the subsequent experiences of living in a city where immigration and popular
culture had started to challenge the older notions of Scottish identity. Apart from producing a
remarkable corpus of poetry dealing with the complicated relationship to his native Lewis, which
culminated in the most extraordinary collection An Rathad Cian (The Far Road), Thomson
became one of the important Gaelic city poets. The focus of his urban poems is Glasgow, the
city which has been for centuries absorbing exiles from the Gàidhealtachd and which became the
poet’s home for most of his life. The perspective of an exile and the acknowledged residence in
the Lowlands set him apart from MacLean who never adopted the outsider’s standpoint when
commenting on the Highlands and Islands, although his view of them was also shaped by the
years he spent away, and whose engagement with the city was very limited.
The large and varied body of Thomson’s poems about places may be seen as advancing in
three general directions. The first would include the psychological explorations of childhood
memories of Lewis and the effects of leaving the island, or, as Michel Byrne aptly described it,
“the more personal wrench of voluntary exile from a place and way of life of crucial
13
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rootedness.”14 These poems are exercises in what Tilley calls “topoanalysis,” a process of
“exploring the creation of self-identity through place.”15 The second group could be defined as
revolving around Glasgow, whilst the third would comprise the more public poems, engaging
with the political issues of Lewis, of the Gàidhealtachd and of Scotland as a whole, by means of
places. Naturally, in some poems these three strains coexist and complement each other. In the
following sections, the individual collections are examined in chronological order, with the focus
being of course on poems that touch upon places. Thomson’s third collection, An Rathad Cian, is
given a special attention and is examined in greater detail, as it is fully devoted to Lewis.
4.2.1 An Dealbh Briste (The Broken Picture)
Thomson’s first collection, An Dealbh Briste, was published in 1951. As Whyte observes,
“the variety of approaches and voices to be encountered in it show the poet still to some extent
in the process of formation, of defining clearly a personality of his own.”16 In the preface,
Thomson expresses his belief that
if Gaelic is to live, it must be written and read, and the idiom of thought that belongs
to our time must find some expression in it. Thus, if both my language and my
subject matter resemble none too closely the language and subject matter of the old
Gaelic bards, I am not, I think, showing in that any disrespect or lack of humility.17
He followed this goal, with variable degree of consistency, from An Dealbh Briste onwards. His
language, although fluent, rich and idiomatic, is civil and conversational. However, in spite of the
initial statement, there are poems that could have arguably passed for traditional Gaelic songs,
such as “Beinn a’ Bhuna,”18 and “Smuaintean an Coire Cheathaich” (Thoughts in Misty Corrie*)19
is also rather traditional in its imagery, its tone and its expression of patriotism. As Whyte notes,
Thomson’s use of rhyme and his metrical patterning here are more conservative than MacLean’s,
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and show “a clear debt to the traditions of nineteenth-century song still very much alive in
Lewis.”20
An Dealbh Briste contains poems dealing with love and disappointment in love (“Na ’m b’ e
ròs do choimeas” / My love, were the rose your likeness), with the situation of Gaelic culture
(“An Tobar” / The Well) and with patriotic feelings (“Faoisgneadh” / Unhusking*).21 Unlike in
some later collections, there is no central focus or thematic structure: it is indeed “a broken
picture,” a collection of fragments that indicate the directions Thomson’s poetry would take.
Interestingly, it contains both the island and the city, so there is no abrupt introduction of the city
to Thomson’s works – both are present from the very beginning, but the focus will shift from
one to the other in the following collections. The poem “’Nam dhachaidh eadar dà dhùthaich”
(In my house between two countries) introduces the exile’s perspective: the two countries here
seem to be the urban Lowlands and the rural Gàidhealtachd, and the city imagery mingles with
the memories of what is most probably Lewis. As Whyte puts it, the speaker finds himself
“trapped between two languages, between images of the seashore and rural purity and others like
that of a prostitute on the corner of a city street.”22
Especially in the love poems, such as “A’ snìomh cainnte” (Weaving words and weaving
dreams), “Mur b’ e ’n saoghal is m’ eagal” (Were it not for the world and my fear) and “’N e so
an dàn deireannach dhut-sa” (Is this the last poem for you), the collection reveals strong
influence of MacLean, an influence Thomson himself acknowledges in the preface.23 Again, we
encounter the image of the Cuillin, the address of the sweetheart whose beauty has been
distracting the speaker from his chosen course of political action, the extreme emotions, the link
between disappointment in love and the writing of poetry, and also the vision of the immortality
of his poetic creations. This influence is also revealed in some poems concerned with places.
In “Faoisgneadh” and “Anail a’ Ghàidheil am mullach” (The breath of the Gael on the
summit*), Thomson’s employment of places comes closest to some of MacLean’s works,
especially to “An Cuilithionn”– in its invocation of a place and in the list of place names.
“Faoisgneadh” starts as an address to the mountains of Killin that are “dorch le dùr-aogas a’
bhròin a laigh air mo thìr” (dark with the intractable countenance of sorrow that has covered my
land)24 and continues as an entreaty to the heart of Scotland which is to be found in the
landscape. Although the mountains are sorrowful and dark, the vision brightens as the speaker
20
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receives “àile na saorsa” (the air of freedom*) and he invokes “teò-chrìdh na h-Alban” (the warm
heart of Scotland) to break its icy husk so that it could absorb the sun, the revival of a nation
being likened to regeneration of nature in spring. The speaker hears the sound of the great
bagpipes over the mountain tops, which is again reminiscent of Dàin do Eimhir and “Craobh nan
Teud” where “Cumha na Cloinne” and “Maol Dunn”25 are heard in the mountains, but
“Faoisgneadh” seems to lack the haunting quality of MacLean’s poems where the music is
specific, not general, and employed for a very definite purpose. The string of adjectives in the
eighth stanza (“tùchanach, tormanach, luaisgeanach, iogalach” / hoarse, murmuring, restless,
light-headed) and the final parade of place names reminds one of MacLean’s technique:
A bheanntan Chill-Fhinn, agus faileas

O mountains of Killin, and the reflection of sun

na grèin oirbh,

on you,

Bheil na neultan ri teicheadh

are the clouds retreating

bho shlinnean Mhill Ghairbh,

from the shoulders of Meall Garbh,

a bheil anart a’ cheò air a thogail

is the shroud of mist lifted

bhàrr uchd Creag na Caillich,

off the breast of Creag na Caillich,

A bheil caithream nan eun ann an

is there triumphant chorusing of the birds on

Coire Fionn Làirig?

Coire Fionn Làirig?*

Just like in “An Cuilithionn,” there is a prophetic vision of spiritual renewal: “èirigh do spiorad”
(your spirit will rise*). However, “Faoisgneadh” does not exhibit the dreamy, even hallucinatory,
quality of “An Cuilithionn” and the ever-changing nature of MacLean’s symbols: it seems much
more straightforward and traditional. Its message is hopeful and positive, whilst the triumph of
the Cuillin is, as has been suggested, much more ambiguous. Moreover, “Faoisgneadh” lacks the
international perspective of “An Cuilithionn” where both the tragedy and the liberation of the
Gàidhealtachd are seen as one with the fortunes of Europe.26
“Anail a’ Ghàidheil am mullach,” taking its title from a Gaelic proverb,27 is another
patriotic poem located in the mountains. The saying provides a departure point for a meditation
on national revival in connection with mountain climbing. The idea of Sysiphus still alive in
Scotland (“tha Sisyphus beò ann an Albainn”)28 and striving with an immense boulder, and the
list of mountains, including Cuillin and Everest, once more remind one of MacLean. The streams
25
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running down from the mountains are imagined as flowing through the centuries of Scotland’s
history, but this connection between history and landmark is left unspecified: the poem refers to
general history and general streams rather than to an individual stream and a particular event.
Again, the vision of spring recurs as bringing new hope for the country. The final stanza
addresses the listener and advises him that if he removes the blinding bandage from his eyes, he
will find Everest in Scotland, he will see Mont Blanc if he looks from the Cuillin and “the heights
of the world” from Meall nan Tarmachan in Perth. This is a strategy different from MacLean’s –
these are not the self-assured jumps from Blaven to Nanga Parbit and back again, or organizing
international revolutionary summits on the crests of the Cuillin; this is a re-appreciation of
Scotland which is claimed to be sufficient. In “Anail a’ Ghàidheil am mullach,” apart from echoes
of MacLean, one finds features that are unmistakeably Thomson’s own, such as the tongue-incheek humour revealed in the upside-down alternatives of the mountaineering proverb:
“ghleidheadh na Gàidheil an comhnard” (the Gaels would keep to the plains) or “seachnadh nan
Gàidheal air beanntan” (the Gaels would avoid mountains). “Faoisgneadh” and “Anail a’
Ghàidheil am Mullach” also introduce Thomson as a poet of yet another location apart from
Lewis and Glasgow: of the mountains of Perthshire which he will revisit in his penultimate
collection Meall Garbh.
“Smuaintean an Coire Cheathaich” is a poem without echoes of MacLean’s influence, but
neither does it resemble Thomson’s later poems. In “Smuaintean an Coire Cheathaich,” the
speaker revisits a place which has already been firmly embedded in the Gaelic literary
consciousness, the Misty Corrie which inspired one of Duncan Bàn MacIntyre’s most famous
creations, “Cumha Coire Cheathaich,” and it is full of echoes of the older poem. Duncan Bàn’s
own poem is not a joyful celebration – it is a comment on a lamentable change in a place the poet
used to know in the days of its glory, but now finds it mismanaged by a new bailiff.29
“Smuaintean an Coire Cheathaich” is thus a caochladh poem taking another caochladh poem as
its point of departure. The speaker addresses Duncan Bàn and contrasts the place as he would
have known it with its present state, and extends the adverse change in the Corrie to the
Highlands and possibly to Scotland as a whole: “do dhùthaich bhith fàs, is ’na dithreabh do
mhòinteach, gun mhàthair ri crònan ach binn-ghlòir nan eun” (your country deserted, and your
moorland a wasteland, no mother’s humming, only sweet sounds of the birds*).30 If Duncan Bàn
found the place changed for the worse, the situation is not any better in Thomson’s poem.
29
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“Smuaintean an Coire Cheathaich” is however also remarkable for the optimism it expresses
about the revitalization of Scotland, and, more specifically, of the Gàidhealtachd and the Gaelic
language. Although, as the speaker complains to Duncan Bàn, there are many who would not
understand his poems and who pollute and renounce Gaelic (“cuid a’ truailleadh do chainnt ’s
cuid de d’ dhaoine ga h-àicheadh”), he expresses his hope that in the end there will be a change
coming over Scotland and the poverty of its lot, and that a new day will break over the rugged
corrie. Such great expectations are noteworthy especially in comparison with poems from
Thomson’s last three collections where his vision of the future is more chilling and gloomy, and
expressed with more humour and ambiguity.
What will become Thomson’s own voice can be heard quite distinctly even in An Dealbh
Briste, for example in “Pabail” (Bayble), “Dà Thaibhse” (Two Ghosts) and “An Tobar” (The
Well), and the beginning of Thomson’s idiosyncratic approach to places is revealed in several
poems. In “Ròghadal, 1943” (Rodel, 1943), the merging of the island and the sweetheart can be
traced for the first time, a trope which will recur in many of Thomson’s Lewis poems. As
Michelle MacLeod points out, the addressee of the poem is a “‘nighneag” (lass) whose eyes turn
the poet’s thought to weakness, and yet, in the third stanza, the poet talks about “geamhradh do
chreagan / ’s glas-reòtachd do lèantan” (the winter of your rocks / and the grey-frostedness of
your slopes).31 This intensely physical personification of the place is developed especially in the
sequence An Rathad Cian.
“Fàgail Leòdhais, 1949” (Leaving Lewis, 1949) introduces the theme of exile which is going
to be essential in Thomson’s works, especially in the next two collections. It is, according to
Michel Byrne, “probably the first non-comic treatment of plane travel in Gaelic poetry” and it
“moves from physical experience (take-off and ascent through the clouds) and emotional tension
(not wishing to leave or to stay) to personal metaphor and then to political allegory.”32 As
Michelle MacLeod points out, the things that were important on the island are becoming smaller
as the plane leaves, and this is demonstrated on place names: “a’ Chearc dol ’na h-isean” (Hen
Rock becoming a chicken).33 This analytic and at the same time playful employment of place
names will be developed in his future writing. The poem also contains some outstanding imagery,
such as “’s cha ghluais m’ inntinn gu beachdaidh / air eagal sluic-adhair a’ bhròin” (and my mind
does not move incisively / in fear of sorrow’s air-pockets),34 which is one of the very specific,
surprising images that will become the hallmark of Thomson’s mature style.
31
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In “Pabail” (Bayble), a short poem named after Thomson’s native village in Point, his
poetry about Lewis starts to emerge as we find it in the two following collections. The realistic
and intimate focus on sensual perception, a feature which will be recognized as characteristic of
Thomson’s poetry,35 becomes prominent here: “tùis an t-samhraidh / ’ga lorg ’s ga chall aig mo
chuinnlean” (the fragrance of summer, / discovered and lost in my nostrils).36 It also contains the
specific, vividly executed images (the plover) and the deft connection between the form and the
subject matter, as the timeless rhythms of the sea and of the regular life in the small community
are mirrored in the regular rhythm of the poem and its repetitions (“a’ ruith ’s a’ stad” / runs and
stops; “’ga lorg ’s ga chall” / discovered and lost). The seamless links between the movements of
the plover, of the sea and of the human life in the village arguably make “Pabail” one of the most
successful poems in the collection.
“Pabail” suggests that Thomson’s poetry of place will be taking a course very different
from that adopted by MacLean in whose works places are almost omnipresent but never put
under such close scrutiny, at once sharp and benevolent. Thomson rather chooses one place and
pays close attention to it, so it emerges as recognisably itself, real and material. He also does not
use places as symbols: he enquires into their history and features, into his own responses to them,
but there is no symbolic apparatus of locations in his poetry. As Ian Smith opined in his review
of An Dealbh Briste, “in Thomson’s poetry, we not only have promise, but achievement, and
achievement of a kind different from that of [George Campbell] Hay and MacLean.”37 His
expectations were not to be disappointed.
4.2.2 Eadar Samhradh is Foghar (Between Summer and Autumn)
Thomson’s second collection Eadar Samhradh is Foghar (Between Summer and Autumn)
appeared in 1967. After the sixteen years that had passed since the publication of the first book,
Thomson returns as a poet with a voice which is unmistakeably his own and characterized by
conversational tone, humour, attentiveness to detail, distrust of easy optimism and level-headed
awareness of the imperfections of life and humanity. The book is divided into five thematic
sections – the first one, “Eilean an Fhraoich” (Heather Isle),38 is concerned with Lewis, while the
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second one, as the name indicates, focuses on “Gàidhealtachd na h-Albann” (The Scottish
Highlands). In the third section, “Air Fàire” (On the Horizon), the scope broadens yet again to
take in, among others, Glasgow and Budapest. The fourth section, entitled “Lus a’ Chorrachamille” (Wild Liquorice), comprises personal reflections. The last one, “Mar Chuimhneachan” (In
Memoriam), often returns to Lewis, especially in memories of deceased relatives and
acquaintances, such as “Alasdair Chaluim Alasdair, Sgiobair na ‘Mùirneag’” and “‘Mucka’,” and it
also features one of Thomson’s most praised creations, “Cisteachan-laighe” (The Coffins), which,
significantly, brings the collection to a close.
The opening poem of the first section is entitled “Sgòthan” (Clouds) and it introduces
topics and motifs that will continue to appear in other collections and poems, especially in An
Rathad Cian. It explores, gently and uncompromisingly, the relationship to the native place and
the painful changes that may disrupt the fiction of home when the location is revisited physically
and not only mentally. Judging by the place names, the island in question, although not named, is
undoubtedly Lewis.39 The tone is very intimate, as the speaker addresses the place directly with
the informal, personal form of “you,” just as MacLean did in “An t-Eilean.” The poem opens
with an expression of his wish to repress the changes that have occurred and this negative
delimitation signals the uneasy attitude to the island:
Brat ciartha air mo shùil

A waxed bandage for my eyes

air chor ’s nach faic mi bhuam

so that I may not see there

do chaochladh, eilein chiar

how you have changed, dark brown island

is m’ iargain ort cho buan

that I have missed so long.40

The use of the word “caochladh” brings to mind the already mentioned genre of the caochladh
poem which ruminates over a negative change in a place, and/or in the observer. When the
speaker declares that he has missed the island, it therefore seems to be rather its non-existing
version, his own mental image of the place that he is afraid to lose in confrontation with its
present, transformed state: as Tilley puts it, “memories continually provide modifications to a
sense of place which can never be exactly the same place twice.”41
The poem as a whole is very much concerned with perception and illusion, with seeing and
seeming, as the two references to “mo shùil” (my eyes) indicate: in the first stanza, the eyes of the
speaker who comes home are fixed on the dark brown island; in the second, which returns back
39 More specifically, places that Thomson would see very often from the township of his upbringing: Hòl, Beinn
Phabail (the Bayble Hill) and Mùirneag, a hill across the bay in the Back area.
40 Creachadh na Clàrsaich 66-67.
41 Tilley 27.
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in time to his departure from Lewis, the eyes are already fixed on the horizon beyond the Outer
Hebrides (“mo shùil air fàire chian / ’s mo cheuman dian ’na tòir”: my eyes on a far horizon /
and my steps pressing on to reach it) probably both in the geographical and metaphorical sense.
Yet, in the next few lines, the horizon is revealed to be illusory, a “bun-sgòth” (cloud-foot) and
the clouds also influence the speaker’s perception of the island. In the following stanzas, he
admits that many places in Lewis still seem close to him, but he realizes he has strayed from
them, so their nearness proves to be another illusion:
Beinn Phabail an seo ri m’ thaobh,

Bayble Hill here beside me,

is Hòl ’na chrùban gu tuath –

and Hòl crouching to the north –

ach chaidh mise bhuap air taod

but I have strayed from them on my rope

cho fada ’s a thèid gaol bho fhuath

as far as love can go from hate.

These places, once known intimately, have left a deep imprint in the speaker’s memory and
appear to be easily accessible, yet his decision to leave Lewis, together with the changes that have
inevitably occurred in his absence, put them beyond his reach. The question remains how long is
this distance from love to hate – it appears to be long and short at the same time, as both love
and hate are present in the speaker’s relationship to the island. The title, “Sgòthan” (clouds),
indicates instability, constant transformation and also the possibility for the human eye to project
into them various shapes of its own fashioning. The clouds that appear repeatedly throughout the
six stanzas may stand for the speaker’s ambitions and ideas about the world behind the horizon
of Lewis, but perhaps the island itself becomes a cloud as well – ungraspable, ever-changing.
Since, according to Tilley, “a sense of attachment to place is frequently derived from the stability
of meanings associated with it,” the shifting meanings of their native places shape the poet’s
ambiguous relationships to them and inspire poems filled with strong, often contradictory
feelings.42 In terms of form, the poem is traditional, but it has, as Black notes, a “very modern
sting in the tail”43 and it provides a telling example of what becomes of the poetry about home in
the works of modern Gaelic poets: other poems dealing with similar issues include, for example,
Iain Crichton Smith’s “A’ dol dhachaidh” (Going home) and Donald MacAulay’s “Comharra
stiùiridh” (Landmark).44
Another remarkable poem dealing with a place in “Eilean an Fhraoich” and very different
from “Sgòthan” is “Mu Chrìochan Hòil” (In the Vicinity of Hòl), one of the most extensive
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poems Thomson ever wrote. Hòl, the hillock which was in Thomson’s youth behind the old
Bayble school, nowadays behind the new building of Sgoil an Rubha, features in several poems in
Thomson’s oeuvre.45 In Black’s words, “Mu Chrìochan Hòil” is “a ‘Cottar’s Saturday Night’ of a
poem, Gaelic seasonal poetry in the best tradition of mac Mhaighstir Alasdair, but in the
mesmeric rhythms of iambic pentameters.”46 The poem indeed seems to be one of the more
traditional of Thomson’s creations, although its metre is an import from English literature.47 It
concerns itself with the daily life of the community and its surroundings and focuses on the
sensual experience – colours, sounds, tastes and feelings. In the context of Thomson’s other
poems dealing with Lewis, it is also remarkably uncomplicated as far as the relationship to the
place is concerned: the place, its people and their life, full and self-contained, moving according
to age-old rhythm of the seasons, are praised and presented as idyllic. However, as Iain Crichton
Smith pointed out, “when Thomson writes a poem such as ‘Hòl,’ it is not in the mood of the
nostalgic poet he writes it: his detail is too exact for that. In a sense he is showing us what
emotional wholeness was before the doubleness was created.”48 The closing stanza points out
how the individual experiences have been telescoped into a general image of the old way of life:
“chaidh Earrach ’s Samhradh ’nan aon latha buan, / Foghar is Geamhradh suainte san aon
oidhch” (Spring and Summer became an everlasting day, / Autumn and Winter wrapped in the
same night).49 In spite of the peaceful overall tone of the poem, the final image is claustrophobic:
a boy sealed up in the stone-walled room of the heart, where the chisel can hardly find the slits
between individual stones. This boy, who has been taking part in the various activities mentioned
in the poem and undergoing all the sensual experiences, is sealed in the speaker’s heart – a
comment on the persistence of the early experiences and their vital importance to the creative
process, and also on the distancing which learning and intellect impose on this immediate
experience of the world.
“Aig an uinneig” (At the window) is an important statement regarding traditional emigrant
verse and song and the attitudes expressed in them – the fact that the speaker imagines his
departure from the island “air a’ Mhetagàma bheag” (in the small Metagama) is a direct reference
to this tradition.50 He professes he is not going to do what many emigrants have been doing:
45 One of the most striking ones, “Hòl, air atharrachadh” (Hòl, changed), is discussed in the section devoted to the
collection Smeur an Dòchais. Thomson talks about Hòl in an interview available at Làrach nam Bàrd:
<http://www.bbc.co.uk/alba/foghlam/larachnambard/poets/ruaraidh_macthomais/cuspairean> 18 June 2014.
46 Black, “Introduction,” An Tuil, xli.
47 I am indebted to Dr Michel Byrne for this observation.
48 Iain Crichton Smith, “The Poetry of Derick Thomson,” Towards the Human: Selected Essays (Edinburgh: Macdonald
Publishers, 1986) 143.
49 Creachadh na Clàrsaich 70-77.
50 Creachadh na Clàrsaich 80-81. Metagama, as Thomson explains in the footnote, was “the most famous of the
emigrant ships which left Lewis in the early 1920s.”
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Ged nach fhaod mi cianalas

Though I may not put longing

a chur ann an ionad beatha,

in place of living,

le stiallagan de sheann bhruadairean

nor arrange shreds of old dreams

a chàradh ri uinneig mo thaighe

against the window of my house,

mar nach biodh saoghal ùr ann

as though there were no new world to reckon with.

Instead of succumbing to nostalgia, he sets off to analyse what the departure from the place has
done to him: “dh’fhàg mi beàrn a dh’fhàg beàrn” (left an empty place that has made an empty
place within me). However, in spite of his decision to live on in his new circumstances and in
spite of the windows of his new house (a metaphor for the speaker’s consciousness) being shut
tightly, scents sneak in and bring him back. Again, the focus on scents and colours in his
memories of Lewis are pivotal and stresses the vividness and strength of these memories.
“Eilean an fhraoich” in general reveals the importance of Lewis as a source of formative
sensual experiences which the speaker keeps returning to. This is very clear in poems such as “An
rathad” (The road). Such direct experience is then contrasted with the world of learning and
intellect, so a link is forged between the island, childhood and the immediate contact with the
world. In the adult world, away from the island, all experience is sieved through learning and
intellectual analysis. This theme is developed in other poems, such as “Raointean eile” (Other
fields) where the sensual world of the native place is contrasted with the constrained, mediated
life in the city, and in “Rathad an Rubha” (The Point Road) where the obliterated ancient roads
of history the speaker became acquainted with during his studies are suddenly easier to trace than
a well-known and very actual road in the Point in Lewis. There is thus a paradox at the core of
many of Thomson’s Lewis poems: the pressing accuracy and sensuality of the memories and at
the same time the acknowledged distance and impossibility of reaching them in an equally
immediate manner. The last poem of the section closes with a sigh “O shaoghail a bh’ ann” (O
world that is gone), once more underlining the impossibility of return.51 This confirms Michelle
MacLeod’s observation that Thomson (and the different personas that speak in his poems) “does
not only miss the place, but the place at a distinct moment of time.”52
The view of a place for Thomson would not be complete without its people. Although this
premise may seem similar to MacLean’s approach, his depiction of the community is very
different from that of the older poet who – apart from his elegies – rarely ventured so close to
the actual, material people. In poems like “Na cailleachan” (The old women), Thomson captures,
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without sentiment and without mockery, the tedious, repetitive daily life of old women in Lewis,
and the poem is full of accurate echoes of everyday speech. In “Clann-nighean an sgadain” (The
herring girls), Thomson pays homage to the courage and strength of the poor, hard-working girls
and women who were employed in the fishing industry. The fortunes of the people are tied to
places just as strongly for him as for MacLean, but rather than conjuring sweeping visions over
centuries and generations, Thomson focuses on glimpses of real people’s lives and allows one to
see the stubby short fingers of the herring girls and to overhear the old women’s endless talk of
cows, people and fish.
In the second section, “Gàidhealtachd na h-Albann,” the focus moves from the
remembrances of things past to the present and when it dwells on history, it is rather the public
history than the private one, and always with relevance to the present state of affairs. The
opening poem “A’ Ghàidhealtachd” (The Gàidhealtachd) presents a gloomy image of a deserted
house filled with rotting furniture which becomes a symbol of the dismal state of the Highlands.
Other poems included in the section, such as “Am Prionnsa Teàrlach” (Prince Charlie),
“Cruaidh?” (Steel) and “Anns a’ bhalbh mhadainn” (lit. “In the dumb morning,” translated by the
poet himself as “Sheep”), comment from various angles on the current crisis in the region and its
historical roots. This section also contains a poem about which Black wrote that it vies with
MacLean’s “Hallaig” for the position of the best Clearance poem of the twentieth century –
“Srath Nabhair” (Strathnaver).53 Given the prominence of “Hallaig” in the previous chapter,
more space will be given to “Srath Nabhair” as well. This poem adopts a different approach to
the topic but it also discusses the Clearances through one specific location. In addition, “Srath
Nabhair” represents the more public, political strain of Thomson’s place poetry and it is arguably
one of the poet’s finest creations in general.
The title announces a distinct location, Strathnaver, and to those acquainted with Highland
history the place name immediately evokes the infamous clearances that occurred on the
Sutherland estate in the first half of the nineteenth century, and the ongoing series of discussions
and accusations they have not ceased to provoke ever since.54 The employment of specific place
names is again essential, although their function is not similar to that of the references to
privately important locations on Lewis in “Sgòthan.” As Paul Basu explains,
in listing the names Somme, Mons, Marne, Arras, Passchendale, etc. we recall not merely
places, nor even moments in history; we evoke an array of images of mud, trenches
and barbed wire that are saturated with both blood and emotion; they are sedimented
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in our national psyche and reverberate in individual family histories. […]To those who
know, the names Kildonan and Strathnaver, Grummore, Grumbeg, Achadh an Eas and Rosal
are equally redolent.55
The poem begins with the speaker looking back on what was probably the clearing of his family
and the burning of their house, as was sometimes the practice during the evictions in order to
prevent the displaced people from returning to their former dwellings.56
Anns an adhar dhubh-ghorm ud,

In that blue-black sky,

àirde na sìorraidheachd os ar cionn,

as high above us as eternity,

bha rionnag a’ priobadh ruinn

a star was winking at us,

’s i freagairt mireadh an teine

answering the leaping flames of fire

ann an cabair tigh m’ athar

in the rafters of my father’s house,

a’ bhliadhna thugh sinn an taigh le bleideagan sneachda.

that year we thatched the house with snowflakes.57

At the very start, the connection between a burning house in the Highlands and a distant star in
the vast night sky gives the scene a universal scope. The idea of thatching the destroyed home
with snowflakes is a moving comment on the helplessness of those affected by the evictions.
This stanza also provides a telling example of what Black calls Thomson’s ability to “paint a clear
picture with a few deft strokes.”58 In the second stanza, the poem proceeds to bring forth the
topsy-turvy priorities of the Clearances and the hypocrisy of their executors by means of referring
ironically to the Gospel of Matthew (8:20): “Foxes have holes, and birds of the air have nests; but
the Son of Man hath not where to lay his head.”59
Agus sud a’ bhliadhna cuideachd

And that too was the year

a shlaod iad a’ chailleach do ’n t-sitig,

they hauled the old woman out on to the dung-heap,

a shealltainn cho eòlach ’s a bha iad air an Fhìrinn,

to demonstrate how knowledgeable they were in Scripture,

oir bha nid aig eunlaith an adhair

for the birds of the air had nests

(agus cròthan aig na caoraich)

(and the sheep had folds)

ged nach robh àit aice-se anns an cuireadh i a ceann

though she had no place in which to lay down her head.

fòidhpe.
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Thomson’s bracketed note on “cròthan aig na caoraich” (folds belonging to the sheep) is a subtle
hint, very typical of the poet, at the fact that the main reason for the Clearances was the
introduction of big and profitable sheep farms and that the needs of the sheep and their owners
were therefore prioritized over the needs of the people.
In the last stanza, the speaker addresses two straths affected by the clearances, Strathnaver
and Strath Kildonan, and points out that the unique, wild landscape of the Highlands and Islands,
void of human presence and so appealing for the visitors today, is a result of painful,
controversial historical events:
A Shrath Nabhair ’s a Shrath Chill Donnain,

O Strathnaver and Strath of Kildonan,

is beag an t-iongnadh ged a chinneadh am fraoch àlainn

it is little wonder that the heather should bloom on your

oirbh,

slopes,

a’ falach nan lotan a dh’fhàg Pàdraig Sellar ’s a sheòrsa,

hiding the wounds that Patrick Sellar, and such as he, made,

mar a chunnaic mi uair is uair boireannach cràbhaidh

just as time and time again I have seen a pious woman

a dh’fhiosraich dòrainn an t-saoghail-sa

who had suffered the sorrow of this world,

is sìth Dhè ’na sùilean.

with the peace of God shining from her eyes.

“Am fraoch àlainn” (the beautiful heather) is hiding the wounds made by the perpetrators of the
Clearances. Evictions of the people who used to live in Strathnaver and Kildonan are presented
as wounds on the place itself and this image of the wounded landscape is another manifestation
of the inseparable link between the place and its people in Thomson’s poetry. The strong
association of Strathnaver, Kildonan and other places with the history of the Clearances supports
Tilley’s argument about the mutual dependence of places and stories: “when a story becomes
sedimented into the landscape, the story and the place dialectically help to construct and
reproduce each other.”60 Strathnaver and Kildonan are locations loaded with historical meaning.
Interestingly, it is an absence that commemorates the traumatic events in Thomson’s poem: the
slopes on which heather covers the “wounds,” i.e. places where human dwellings used to stand,
function as memorials to the evicted communities. The awareness of these voids, of an emptiness
that should not be there, keeps the memory of the Clearances alive. In contrast to MacLean in
“Hallaig” and “An Cuilithionn,” Thomson presents no grand redemptive vision: only a bitter and
resolute statement about an historical act of injustice which should serve as fuel for decisive
political action in the present and in the future, and, in the closing line, a comment on the
strenght and comfort that might be derived from a personal faith.
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“Asnaichean” (Ribs), a short poem also from “Gàidhealtachd na h-Albann,” brings
together the influence of several people on one place: Màiri nighean Alasdair Ruaidh, the
seventeenth-century Gaelic poet famous for her panegyric poetry dedicated the MacLeod chiefs,
and Lord Leverhulme, William Lever, the entrepreneur remembered in the Gaelic world for his
extensive plans to industrialise Lewis and Harris. The poem makes a comparison between the
impact of these two people on a place. The presence of Màiri’s body in the soil of Harris is seen
as natural, native and pleasant: “Ann an Ròghadal na Hearadh, / ann am fearann a sinnsre, / tha
corp prìseil Màiri / a’ cnàmh gu cùbhraidh” (In Rodel in Harris / in her people’s land / Mary’s
precious body / decays fragrantly).61 On the other hand, “on Ob, an iar air, / troimh asnaichean
Bodach an t-Siabhainn, / chì thu Tìr nan Rocaid, / is fàileadh loit dhiubh (from Leverburgh, west
of it, / through the ribs of the Soap Lord, / you can see the Land of the Rockets / with their
stench). Lever’s mark on the place is presented as unnatural, the abandoned buildings being
compared to huge ribs of a decaying body. In the English translation, the contrast is highlighted
by the fact that the English name of An t-Òb was changed from Obbe to Leverburgh when
Lever started his project in South Harris, so his impact on the place is sealed by the place name,
which is not a native name, to use Lippard’s terminology, but an imperial name, reminding
people of “power and property.”62 The Benbecula missile station (Tìr nan Ròcaid) is grouped
together with the traces of Leverhulme’s projects and as Whyte notes, “the stench is all the
stronger for being metaphorical.”63
The third section “Air Fàire” lives up to its title, as the scope of the perspective broadens
further to take in Donegal and Budapest. It also contains a poem entitled “Stràid ann an
Glaschu” (Street in Glasgow) which describes the mundane life in Glasgow and the daily
concerns of its common inhabitants. It is difficult to establish the amount of sarcasm involved: is
the speaker reconciled with observing “na h-inntinnean dripeil / tha cnuasachd na beatha-s’ o
bhracaist gu suipeir” (active minds / that consider life, from breakfast to supper) and resigned, or
is there a call for something deeper than the talk of horses, football and American actresses, a call
which will become unambiguous in Smeur An Dòchais?64 In “Stràid ann an Glaschu,” Thomson
makes the first distinct steps that will later make the city, which had been for centuries a Gaelic
centre in the Lowlands, one of his most important locations and subjects. It also heralds the
manner of its presentation: snapshots of ordinary lives, unappealing and governed by daily needs
and the dubious charms of popular culture.
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Although poems in Eadar Samhradh is Foghar reach far and wide, Lewis seems to be the
most prominent concern of Thomson’s second collection. This deepening focus would reach its
climax in the third book which is, according to Michel Byrne, “the most extraordinary homage to
place in Gaelic literature.”65
4.2.3 An Rathad Cian (The Far Road)66
Thomson’s third poetry collection, An Rathad Cian (The Far Road), appeared in 1970 and is
devoted entirely to Lewis – the dedication even introduces the book “mar thiodhlag do eilean m’
àraich, Leòdhas” (as an offering to the island of my upbringing, Lewis).67 The book contains fiftysix poems exploring different aspects of the island, its landscape, history and people. The local
rootedness of the collection is also manifested in the language, for Gaelic has a very fine shading
of local accents and dialects, delineating not only islands but even villages, and the colouring in
terms of recognisably Lewis Gaelic is fairly strong in the collection.68 As Byrne notes, Lewis in
this book is “not simply the ever-changing Hebridean island to which he [Thomson] would never
permanently return, but the location of lost youth, the repository of a disappearing culture, and
an overwhelming imaginative obsession.”69 Thomson himself commented on the collection:
I have had a long love affair with Lewis, and a long interest in trying to describe and
comment on the experience of living there. It may well have been that round about
this time, in the middle ‘60s, I was coming to the view that central though it was to
my experience, it wasn’t something I was ever likely to go back to in any physical
sense.70
The opening poem, “An uilebheist” (The monster) and the final one, “An Ceann Thall” (The Far
Side) frame the collection as a dialogue with the island and, as Byrne argues, “between these
portals, the monster is drawn into dialogue as lover, as mother, as standing-stone, loom and boat,
and Lewis is conjured and addressed through its history, its successive religions, its birds, cliffs
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and moorlands, boyhood memories and brilliantly realised portraits of individual islanders.”71 The
attempted dialogue – for the speaker does not get any answer form the island – and the address
are two prevailing modes of the sequence. As Whyte notes,
the pronoun “thu” (“you”) recurs again and again, referring to Lewis, to the poet’s
mother, or to a range of figures from the poet’s upbringing in Point […] There is a
sense in which Lewis stands behind all the poems in the sequence as their ultimate
referent or tenor, while different aspects of the island’s history and geography also
function as vehicles for individual items, so that the island Thomson comes from can
be signifier and signified at one and the same time.72
The collection is thus, literally, all about the island, and it is this obsessive unity combined with an
astonishing variety of imagery, tone and point of view that make An Rathad Cian such an original,
haunting sequence and one of Thomson’s major achievements.
The opening poem sets up three essential characteristics of the whole sequence: its
religious dimension, the ambiguous relationship to the island and the therapeutic function of the
collection:
Ag èirigh à muir uaine

As you rise from the green sea

cobhar-shrianagach an Fhoghair,

foam-streaked with Autumn,

air d’ uilinn,

on your elbow,

O uilebheist mo dhomhain,

O monster of my world,

Tha mi tighinn thugad le m’ adhradh,

I come to you in worship,

Le mo shùilean prabach, leis a’ chainnt

With red-rimmed eyes, a language

A dh’ionnsaich mi aig d’ altair,

Learnt at your altar,

Leis na briathran

The words

A choisrig mi ’na do sheirbheis

I consecrated to your service,

leis a’ cheòl

the music

a chuaileanaich na mo chluasan

that stole upon my hearing73

Again, as has been noted in “Sgòthan,” the direct, intimate address to the place recurs and the
word “uilebheist” is, rather unusually,74 treated as feminine in terms of grammatical gender, so it
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might suggest that the island becomes a feminine entity – later in the collection, it is indeed
addressed as a mother and as a lover. Lewis is thus first invoked as a monster arising from the
sea, which is a fitting image for an island, especially given the colour of Lewis, but it also reveals
something essential about the speaker’s relationship to the place. As Thomson commented on
the poem: “[the experience is] monstrous if it becomes obsessive. That is part of the definition of
obsession, something that looms larger than it ought to. Probably the basic idea behind the
monster is that it’s something that is swollen, that has become too all-pervading.”75 The island is
the speaker’s obsession, something that terrifies him but at the same time captivates and binds
him. As D. A. MacDonald points out in his review of An Rathad Cian, Lewis becomes the
speaker’s “Midgardsormr, his world-encircling monster.”76 Indeed, from the opening poem, the
island emerges as an all-pervasive influence, the language of the poem is that which the speaker
learnt at the monster’s altar, the words are consecrated to its service. Yet the words consecrated
to the monster’s service are not going to be ones of easy praise, as the rest of the poem makes
clear:
leis a’ mheirg air mo bhilean,

the rust on my lips,

leis a’ ruithleum, leis a’ bhàs

the élan, the death

a dh’fhuiling mi air do sgàth,

I suffered for your sake,

leis a’ bhrèig, leis an taise,

the lies, the sentiment,

le do mhaise ga mo mhealladh,

your beauty blinding me,

leis a’ chruas, leis a’ chràdh,

the hardness, the pain,

leis a’ chuimhne, leis a’ chridhe,

the memory, the heart

leis a’ chridhe sin a chailleadh,

the heart that I forfeit,

leis a’ chaille-chridhe-bianain,

phosphorescent heart,

leis a’ mharcan-seachran-sìne,

spendthrift spindrift

leis an earball-saillte-sàile,

salt-tail-tangle,

leis an fhuidheall dhe mo ghràdh dhut.

remnant of my regard for you.

The ambiguous relationship to the place is proclaimed at the very beginning. In the list of items
the speaker acquired from the island/monster and which he brings to its shrine, one finds gifts
and blessings, but also restrictions, injuries and deceit. “An fhuidheall dhe mo ghràdh dhut”
(remnant of my regard for you) indicates the uneasiness, the gradual sobering up and tearing the
ties of the obsessive concern; the relationship with Lewis is, in accordance with the author’s
comments, portrayed as a love affair. But the remnant of the regard is still powerful enough to
75
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fuel the fifty-six poems of the collection, which are passionate, tender and sometimes bitterly
critical, but never indifferent.
In the next poem, “Na freiceadain” (The watchmen), the perspective zooms in from the
island viewed as arising in the distance and offers a closer view of the individual landmarks of the
Lewis landscape. The speaker names several specific places in Lewis which are “nam freiceadain
nuair a thilleas m’ anam” (the watchmen when my soul returns).77 “Na freiceadain” is an example
of what Whyte identifies as Thomson’s tendency to think about place names analytically,78 a
tendency which recurs throughout the following collections, especially in Sùil air Fàire. As the
poet points out, Chicken Head (Aird Chirce) and Kirk Head (Rubha na Circe) are one and the
same – the Norse name, referring to a church, became misinterpreted in Gaelic (cearc, gen. circe –
Gaelic for “hen”). Bayble is a Norse name, containing the Norse word for “monk.”79 According
to Edna Longley, this is a play on the “associative dimension of place names”: they do not only
delineate sites and areas, but also evoke things.80 The place names conjure images for the one
who is able to read their semantics: the name Bayble brings to the speaker’s mind an image of
priests singing a mass in Latin, reminding the sternly Presbyterian Lewis of its forgotten Catholic
past.81
In poem 4, “Leannan m’ òige” (Sweetheart of my youth), Lewis emerges in the guise of a
lover, of “a sweetheart without a name,” as Michelle MacLeod puts it.82 The moorland-covered
island is personified as a girl with “chuailean donn” (brown hair) and “sùilean dorcha” (dark eyes)
and its landscape with mounds and hollows becomes a body of a woman, of a lover the speaker
has fallen away from.83 He looks back on those features of “her” he did not know and feel, so the
remembering of the place becomes intensely physical and intimate.84 Interestingly, in poem 4, the
old world is said to had been shattered and in shards even before the speaker left the island, so
the disruption, as Whyte notes, started even before his departure.85 The image of the island/lover
reappears in poem 9, “Chaill mi mo chridhe riut” (I lost my heart to you). This time, the erotic
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meanings are displayed in full. The movement of the seasons and the changes of the place are
paralleled with the progression of a relationship, from the promises of spring to the disillusion
and loss of autumn.
Personification of the island recurs in poem 7, “Dh’fhairich mi thu le mo chasan” (I got the
feel of you with my feet), but this time, Lewis appears as a mother allowing a child to find peace
and security. The poem moves between the island past and the city present. The difference in
lifestyle, environment and age is summed up in the memory of going barefoot: “Dh’fhairich mi
thu le mo chasan / ann an toiseach an t-samhraidh; / m’ inntinn an seo anns a’ bhaile / a’ strì ri
tuigse, ’s na brògan a’ tighinn eadarainn” (I got the feel of you with my feet, / in early summer; /
my mind here in the city / strives to know, but the shoes come between us).86 In this poem, the
possible reconciliation with the place is hinted at:
is bhon an t-saoghal a bh’ againn

and since the world we knew

a leantainn ruinn chon a’ cheum as fhaide

follows us as far as we go

chan fhiach dhomh am poll sin a ghlanadh

I need not wash away that mud

tha eadar òrdagan a’ bhalaich.

from between the boy’s toes.

Agus a-nis aig meadhon latha,

And now, in middle age,

tha mi dol a-steach gha mo gharadh,

I am going to warm myself,

le mo chasan-rùisgte air fàd ri taobh na cagailt.

with my bare feet on a peat beside the hearth.

There is no need to “wash away the mud”: to forget the island childhood is impossible and the
memories can moreover provide warmth, even when the speaker has grown up and left the place.
A similar image appears in poem 34 “Na canadh duine” (Let no one say) where the island again
assumes the guise of a mother. The relationship between the speaker and the island is imagined
as a cord through which he still receives sustenance, so the bond has not been torn altogether
and can still provide nourishment. The bond here becomes much less oppressive and the poem
expresses the idea that it is not beneficial to be breaking the cords. As Whyte suggested to
Thomson, “by expressing the feminine aspects of this attachment you are able to live it in the
happiest way, […] in terms of the women and the younger women of that society, it ceases to be
a tormenting bond,” in contrast to those poems when the island is associated with ministers,
churchmen or elders.87 The poet agreed and the poems provide evidence to the same effect. The
fact that something which might be a resolution of the conflicting relationship occurs very early
in the collection (the seventh poem out of fifty-six) points to the non-linear structure of the
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sequence: An Rathad Cian does not present a story of gradual abandonment, of finding a solution.
It is tied together by repetitions and motifs that are picked up across the fifty-six poems. This
tidal movement of coming closer and withdrawing, praise and critique, love and hate, obsession
and disillusionment, allows the speaker, in the end, to leave the monster’s temple.
The sequence contains a number of personal poems which inspect the effects of the island
and its voluntary abandonment. Poem 50, “Nuair a thilleas mi” (When I come back), discusses
the disillusionment connected with an imagined return to the island. The first stanza presents an
idyllic picture – the potato flowers blooming, bees humming, cows lowing to milking. Yet, in the
second and third stanzas, coldness creeps in and the voice of the cuckoo is heard wailing,
probably as a symbol of the passing years and sorrow. When the speaker awakes in the last stanza
after a night spent on the island, the illusion is broken – “bidh ’n fhàinne sgealbt’ / is a’ bhò gun
bhainn’ aice, / ’s an t-eilean riabhach mar bu chiad aithne dhomh” (the ring will be shattered /
and the cow dry / and the dark-brown island as I first knew it).88 In “Reangan an eathair” (The
Ribs of the Boat) the past is symbolised by a decaying boat and although the speaker is advised
by a local woman to let the boat alone, he confesses his fear of what the effect of such a radical
step may be: “tha eagal orm / lasair o m’ eanchainn a chur ris an t-seann chrannlach ud” (I am
afraid / to set a torch from my brain to that old timber).89 “Am mac-stròdhail a’ bruidhinn ri tìr a
bhreith agus àraich” (The prodigal son speaking to the land of his birth and upbringing) presents
leaving the island as the choice of a prodigal son, yet the moral is not clear: the speaker refuses to
return (and does not want to have his portion of salted meat sent to Glasgow) and acknowledges
that it is equally possible that his choice could have been right or wrong. Whyte also points out
that the poem may be read as a comment on the reception the exile should expect from the
people back home: “if he makes any mistakes, he will definitely be punished, and if he gets it
right, he’ll be ignored.” Thomson confirms this reading as fitting to a great deal of his own
experience as well.90
“‘Bùrn is mòine is coirc’” (“Water and peat and oats”), poem 6, is one of the most famous
items from the collection. For the first time, it introduces the city as a counterpoint to the island,
as a place where the remembering of Lewis takes place.91 The overheard words of a stranger,
“water, peat and oats,” represent some of the most essential daily realities of island life and
instantly trigger old memories. This automatic reaction of the speaker, that a few words suffice to
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transport him back to the place he left long ago, appears to him as “boile” (madness): “an cridhe
gòrach / a’ falpanaich mu na seann stallachan ud / mar nach robh slighe-cuain ann / ach i” (the
foolish heart, / lapping along these ancient rocks / as though there were no sea-journey in the
world / but that one).92 His own attachment to the place seems extreme to him, yet he cannot
help the spontaneous reaction of his emotions: for his heart, there is still no sea journey in the
world but the one leading to Lewis. At the end of the short poem, Thomson uses a very specific,
very physical and local image and plain, everyday words that would have been common in the
village to communicate the painful attachment. The heart is tied to a tethering post,93 “car ma
char aig an fheist / ’s i fàs goirid” (round upon round of the rope / till it grows short), and the
mind is free, yet its freedom has been achieved at a great cost: “is daor a cheannaich mi a saorsa”
(I bought its freedom dearly). The dearly bought freedom confirms Donald MacAulay’s
impression that the bicultural Gaelic poets considered the prize they had to pay for education and
living outside the Gàidhealtachd to be very high.94
The juxtaposition of the city and the island appears again and more pronouncedly in “An
Glaschu” (In Glasgow). The speaker walks the Glasgow streets in the evening, “anns an t-saoghal
ùr” (in the new world) and seems to be rather excited about his situation.95 However, someone
asks him: “Eil fada bho nach d’fhuair sibh bhon taigh?” (“Is it long since you heard from
home?”) and immediately, the question provokes a surge of memories. Suddenly, Glasgow is not
the exciting new world, but a place of exile and the tie with the island is painful and able to
destabilize the speaker’s contented existence in the city. As Thomson noted, this poem underlines
“the uneasy double relations of the exiles,” as manifested by their acute interest in “what’s
happening somewhere where they don’t belong anymore.”96 The following poem, “A bheil
cuimhn’ agad...?” (“Do you remember...?”), develops the same theme. The speaker is reminded of
peat-cutting back home by a friend or relative, and is once more, against his will, brought back:
‘Na mo chuis-bhùirt ann am meadhon Ghlaschu,

Making an ass of myself in the middle of Glasgow,

ann am meadhon mo bheatha,

in the midst of my life,

ann am meadhon Alba,

in the midst of Scotland,

’na mo shuidh air prugan

sitting on a tuft of moor-grass

a’ toirt riamhaichean calcais às a chèile

teasing out peat fibres97
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He feels the power the island exerts over him as uncomfortable. His current position, far away
from his Lewis childhood, is stressed by the resolutely defined location in time and space: in the
middle of Glasgow (earlier on, Sauchiehall Street is mentioned), in the middle of Scotland, in the
middle of his life. Yet, the simple question drags him back to the moorland, to his own
embarrassment, and this shift is also emphasized by the distinctly Lewis words related to the
island’s natural environment: “prugan” and “riamhaichean calcais.”
The theme of exile is not treated by Thomson only as a private situation through adopted
personae, but as a situation of other Lewis people and as a process which has been shaping the
history of the island. “Na Lochlannaich a’ tighinn air tìr an Nis” (The Norsemen coming ashore
at Ness) presents an unusual view of the Scandinavian incomers to the Western Isles and adds
another important piece to the overall tapestry of Lewis which An Rathad Cian unfolds: the
Scandinavian influence on the Gaelic world which is so strong especially in Lewis, in place names
and also in the local dialect of Gaelic. In this poem, just as in many later ones,98 he provides
parallels with the Gaelic situation. This time, it is not the Gaels who come ashore to settle in a
new strange land, an image abundant in the emigration song, but the Norsemen. Apart from
disrupting the stereotypical image of the Scandinavian incomers as plunderers by presenting them
as people who were afraid and later settled down as farmers, Thomson also, contrary to many a
song and poem of the Gaelic tradition, suggests that people can get used to their new
environment and be content with it – that the homesickness will go away after some time (“agus
dh’fhalbh an cianalas”).99 As the poet himself explained, he used the image of the Norsemen to
show that the “displaced person goes through various experiences, and if he is realistic, [he]
realises at the end of the day that he is going to settle down, too, he’s going to make a life where
he is now, to acclimatise.”100 Poem 17, “Air Mòinteach Shuardail” (On Swordale Moor), also
comments on exile and settling down. A man who had moved from Lewis to live in Chile has
returned to the island again and now walks the moor in the Point of Lewis, recalls the pampas
and the forests, and speaks to his dog in Spanish. It is not only Lewis that is missed: there are
people in Lewis longing for other places.
Another important part of Thomson’s topoanalysis in An Rathad Cian is the religion of
Lewis. Sometimes it is discussed with his typical humour, such as in “A’ cluich air football le
fàidh” (Playing football with a prophet), a tongue-in-cheek comment on the sectarian strain in the
island’s religion. “Is dubh a choisich thu latha” (Black you walked through the day) addresses
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Lewis in yet another guise – that of a pious woman mourning the deaths of local men at the
wreck of HMS An Iolaire.101 The disaster had a profound effect on the community and also
presented a great challenge to the ideas of Calvinist theology: “Is thubairt thu gur h-e toil Dhè a
bh’ ann / gun deach am bàta sin air na Biastan, / a’ dìochuimhneachadh na chual’ thu às a’
chùbainn: / gun robh Abharsair nan iomadh riochd a sàs unnad” (And you said it was God’s will
/ that the ship went on the Beasts, / forgetting what you heard from the pulpit: / that the
Adversary of many guises was working on you).102 “Am Bodach-Ròcais” (The Scarecrow)
expresses a critical view of the peculiar Lewis branch of Calvinism and its impact on the
community lifestyle: the traditional tales are exchanged for “sgeulachdan na h-àird an Eair, / is
sprùilleach de dh’fheallsanachd Geneva” (tales from the Middle East / and fragments of the
philosophy of Geneva), and “tùrlach loisgeach nar broillichean” (a searing bonfire in our breasts)
replaces the homely fire of the ceilidh house.103 In spite of these critical comments, Thomson was
not an anti-religious poet104 and in some later poems, such as in “Àirc a’ Choimhcheangail” (The
Ark of the Covenant), he expresses a great deal of sympathy for the Lewis manifestations of
Christianity – however, this sympathy seems to be directed mainly at the common believers, their
strength and human dignity, never at the dogmas.
Apart from religion, the collection addresses other political and historical issues. As Iain
Crichton Smith noted in his review of An Rathad Cian, “Thomson is generating more sociological
comments in this book than in any of his previous ones as he realises more clearly than ever the
scale of the attack on island values.”105 In poem 10, “Bha do shùilean ciùin” (Your eyes were
gentle, that day), the speaker addresses an old “every-woman” whom he imagines walking the
roads of Russia and sitting on the banks of the Ganges. By this address, although the literal
reference is to China and to the Native Americans, he commemorates some of the historical sins
committed against the Gaelic people – the land machinations, contemptuous attitudes to the
traditional culture, obliteration of language and the abandonment of the poor in their need during
the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century evictions. In spite of its international scope, the poem
ends with a distinct island image – the sins of the fathers are piled on the woman’s back in a
creel, as if they were slices of peat, with crumbs of grace falling through its apertures. There are
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also references to the economic situation of the island in “Ochan, a Dhòmhnaill Chaim” (Donald
Cam, my boy) and “Na tràlairean” (The trawlers), and the bitter comment on the usurpation of
the space of the Gaels, “Cuthag is gocoman” which echoes traditional songs, Alasdair mac
Mhaighstir Alasdair’s satires and his “Smeòrach Chlann Raghnaill.”106
Last but not least, an essential part of the delineation of Lewis in the sequence is her
people. “Murdag Mhòr” (“Mucka”) is a portrayal of a hard-working Lewis woman, one of the
herring girls previously elegised in Eadar Samhradh is Foghar, and its vision of cruel labour
approaches MacLean’s “Ban-Ghàidheal.” Some of these poems are celebratory recollections of
distinct personalities and their gifts, such as “Murchadh Moireasdan, 1872-” (Murdo Morrison,
1872-), “Cotrìona Mhòr” and “Dòmhnall Iseabail.” There is also a number of other poems that
do not fit into the main thematic groups outlined above, such as “Stèidhichean làidir” (translated
by the poet as “Lewis,” the original meaning “Strong foundations”) which is one of the more
traditional celebratory poems, praising the strength and beauty of the island.
As has been mentioned already, the resolution, perhaps even mutual absolution between
the place and the speaker, is woven into the sequence, so it does not appear as a surprise at the
end. Poem 47, “Tachais an t-slànachaidh” (The healing itch), presents the absence from the
island as a physical wound, as a healing itch in the speaker’s heart. The wound has stopped
leaking, the speaker has removed “plàsd nam bliannachan” (the plaster of many years’ standing)
and is ready to resume his life’s journey.107 However, just before the end of the collection, two
poems present the relationship to Lewis as inescapable. In “Ged a thillinn a-nis” (Though I were
to go back now), the speaker confirms that has realised some unpleasant truths about the place,
but still is not able to resist looking back at it: “Thàinig fìrinn thugam / mu innis na fìrinn;
chuimhnich mi air Bean Lot, ’s an dèidh sin, an dèidh sin, / tha mi gu bhith ’na mo charraghcuimhne” (A truth came to me / about the righteous isle; / I remembered Lot’s wife, / and yet,
and yet, / I am going to be a memorial-pillar).108 The dangerous glance back is again emphasized
in poem 54, “Mo chùl ri mo cheann-uidhe,” in which he is not facing the direction his life is
moving in and is therefore unable to control its course, as he remains hypnotised by the past.
However, the next poem is entitled “An eileatrom” (The bier) and it presents the well-known
places in Lewis, Mùirneag, Barvas hills and Hòl, as clothed in a shroud. The speaker grasps the
bier-poles and embarks on a funeral procession which will see his obsessive love for Lewis laid to
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rest. In “An ceann thall,” he “emerges from the idol’s temple, satiated, chastened, exorcised of
his obsession and ready to continue life’s journey”:109
Seo an ceann thall, ma tha,

This is the far side, then,

thàinig mi a-mach às do theampall,

I have come out of your temple,

às a’ cheò chrùbhraidh,

out of the fragrant smoke,

à tùis na h-ùrnaigh,

the incense of prayer,

le mo bilean loisgte,

with my lips burnt,

le mo dhrùis coisgte,

with my lust abated,

chuir mi orm mo bhrògan

I have put on my shoes

is leig mi dhìom do phògan,

and left your kisses behind,

chuir mi a’ chuibhle

put the prayer-wheel

ar falbh fon chuibhrig,

away beneath the cover,

is thriall mi maille

and gone on my way

ris a’ chridh a chailleadh.

with the heart I have lost.110

Indeed, in the following collections, Lewis does not loom as large, although it continues to be
present. It becomes one theme among others, not a monster of the poet’s world. As Thomson
himself pointed out, An Rathad Cian is not just a personal farewell to an island – “something of
much greater significance has been lost entirely”111 and there are poems expressing the speaker’s
worries, at some points bordering on despair, over the fate of Gaelic and the traditional
communities. This is very pronounced in “Dùsgadh” (Re-Awakening) and the vision of a dying
community is strong again in poem 19, “Fàs is taise” (High Summer). These concerns will find
expression in the following collections and they will not be related to the Highlands only. With
An Rathad Cian, as Whyte put it, Thomson “bid farewell at one and the same time to the island
where he had been born and had grown up, and to the earlier poetic manner with which he is still
too often identified, thus preparing the ground for the impressive plunge into the multicultural
realities of post-industrial Glasgow, which informs his more recent production.”112
4.2.4 Saorsa agus An Iolaire (Freedom and the Eagle)
Published seven years after Thomson’s farewell to Lewis, Saorsa agus An Iolaire (1977)
indeed moves away from the topoanalysis and soul-searching of the previous collection, and, as
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Iain Crichton Smith observes, it contains “more sustained overtly political poetry than he has
produced in the past.”113 The politics of Scotland becomes a prominent topic, which is not
surprising given the developments in the 1970s114 and Thomson’s life-long interest in the issues
of Scottish cultural and political independence. In An Dealbh Briste, there was a good deal of
hopeful patriotic verse, such as “Faoisgneadh” and “Smaointean an Coire Cheathaich.” The tone
of Saorsa agus An Iolaire could hardly be more different: it is one of Thomson’s darkest, most
troubled collections – as Crichton Smith puts it, it is “a questioning book, sometimes harsh in
tone (and harsh because of the depth of the commitment).”115 Unlike the first collection where
the patriotic verse was traditional and rather vague, Saorsa agus An Iolaire deals with very current
and recognisable topics, such as the discovery of North Sea oil in “Ola” (Oil). There is also a
remarkable deal of religious imagery and allusion, most of it subversive and unexpected.
As George Campbell Hay noted, in Saorsa agus An Iolaire, “the terre bleu très ancienne is very
much Scotland, though in a way it is Lewis too. Not that the horizons are circumscribed. There is
a Poem of Europe” (about the EEC), a poem about a grave in Salzburg and two translations of
prose poems by Solzhenitzyn.”116 There are several poems about Lewis, but most of them do not
bring new perspectives on the topic. “Leòdhas as t-samhradh” (Lewis in summer) is a brilliant
short piece which, with its mixture of lyricism, sympathy and amiable irreverence, precedes the
Lewis poems in “Àirc a’ Choimhcheangail” and in Smeur an Dòchais. Other poems concerned with
Lewis include “An dàrna eilean” (The second island), where the dream of coming back escapes
the speaker, and “A’ dol a-null air a’ Bhràighe” (Crossing the Bràighe). Although they are fine
pieces of writing, there is nothing new in these Lewis poems – they read like slightly belated items
of the previous collections, as if the therapeutic function of An Rathad Cian has been really
fulfilled. The most innovative one is a longer poem entitled “An turas” (The journey), a
monologue of a habitual drinker, most probably an ex-sailor from Lewis. It combines
existentialist bleakness, relentless enquiry into the irrational workings of the human heart and
mind, and also a great deal of humour. In its scope, in the depth of the adopted persona and in
its bitterness, it seems quite different from the Lewis poems of An Rathad Cian and Eadar
Samhradh is Foghar.
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As Crichton Smith observes, “Thomson is an ironic and at times enigmatic poet, so that
sometimes the reader cannot be sure whether he has caught all the overtones and undertones in
his poems.”117 This is truer about the 1977 collection than about any of the previous ones: there
is a notable movement away from explaining. Saorsa agus an Iolaire also introduces a new
preference of Thomson’s – for the poem-sequence. An Rathad Cian was a book-length sequence,
but in this collection, several longer poems appear, such as “An turas,” “An iolaire” (The eagle)
and “An crann” (The plough/cross/mast/lot/harp-key/Saltire, etc.). In the next collection, this
format will become the medium for a distinct introduction of the city into Thomson’s poetry.
4.2.5 Smeur an Dòchais (The Bramble of Hope)
In Smeur An Dòchais, Glasgow comes to the forefront for the first time, although it has
appeared sporadically in Eadar Samhradh is Foghar and has served, as has been pointed out, as the
opposite to the island in An Rathad Cian. As Christopher Whyte suggests: “Lewis is the master
narrative Thomson can no longer count on. The city of Glasgow is what he is left with.”118
Indeed, after the all-encompassing island-monster which gave the mesmerizing unity to An
Rathad Cian, Glasgow is an assemblage of fragments, unable even to provide a master narrative
for its own existence. There is a long tradition of writing about the city in Gaelic.119 Very often
the city was seen as a place of exile – as Thomson put it in “The Ark of the Covenant,”
“Glasgow was your Egypt” – and contrasted with the lost promised land of bens and glens.120
Thomson’s writing partly belongs to this rich tradition, for he is also an exile, but he accepts his
new location and instead of looking back, he fixes his observant eye on his current home. As
Byrne notes, it is in works of the late nineteenth-century poet John MacFadyen (Iain
MacPhaidein) and in Thomson’s poetry that Glasgow is most lively portrayed.121
In Smeur an Dòchais, Glasgow is the centre of attention of the first poem “Air Stràidean
Ghlaschu” (On Glasgow Streets), a sequence consisting of eighteen individual short poems that
offer diverse glimpses of the city and its people.122 As Michel Byrne points out, in traditional
Gaelic poetry and song, pavements and streets often functioned as metonymic images for the
Lowland cities and Glasgow would be addressed as “Glaschu nan sràid/nan sràidean (Glasgow
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of the streets), so Thomson may well be alluding to this usage by his choice of title.123 As Lewis
was sometimes personified as a lover and as a mother, Glasgow is described in distinctly human
and feminine terms in the first two items of the sequence. However, there is nothing like the
intimate, amorous, sensual attachment to the place in the case of Glasgow: the city is observed
and listened to, not touched and smelled like the island was.
Glaschu

Glasgow

rocach

wrinkled

’s am peant a’ sgàineadh

with the paint cracking

’na seasamh

standing

cugallach

unsteadily

air cnapan àrda.

on high heels.

Sùilean dubha,

Dark eyes,

teannaichte,

strained,

an craiceann dlùth air cnàmh na gruaidhe,

the skin tight on the cheekbone,

tana, sìolte,

thin, drained,

sùilean beaga piante

the little pained eyes

Ghlaschu

of Glasgow

a’ coimhead neonitheachd na sìorraidheachd.

observing the nothingness of eternity.124

This personification sets the tone for the rest of the sequence where Glasgow will be presented
as unsteady, a little unhealthy and by no means glamorous, but still possessing a certain charm
and the will to live. The eyes of Glasgow, “observing the nothingness of eternity,” introduce the
existential dimension of the poems, for they are also a search for something that would unite the
fragments into a more meaningful whole, although Thomson seems to be far from believing that
such a unifying concept could be easily put into effect.
The sixteen poems which follow delineate different aspects of the city through miniature
portraits of its people. As Whyte notes, Thomson’s attitude to Glasgow “is a disenchanted one
and, given that the sequence focuses on street life, it is no surprise that he is drawn to depict the
disturbed, the marginalised and the deprived rather than those to whom the city has meant
success and integration.”125 On his walks through the city, the speaker observes, among others, a
123 Byrne, “Am Bàrd Gàidhlig ’s am Baile Mòr,” 55-56. The original text: “’S e na cabhsairean ’s na sràidean an
ìomhaigh mheatonomach as cumanta air na bailtean Gallda, agus mar a bhiodh dùil cluinnear ‘Glaschu nan sràid
(/nan sràidean)’.”
124 Derick Thomson, Smeur an Dòchais (Edinburgh: Canongate, 1991) 10-11.
125 Whyte, Modern Scottish Poetry, 164.
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shoeless “bodaich an dà fhichead bliadhna” (forty-year-old old man) eating an onion in poem 3,
beautiful Burmese girls in a café in poem 7, and a drunken vagrant “preaching” to indifferent
people who pass him in their cars in poem 10. The sequence is full of random and disquieting
encounters that characterize modern city life, such as when a man kneeling in the middle of
Sauchiehall Street, in compliance with which religion the speaker prefers not to ask, politely steps
back to make way for his car. Another of these occurrences is a moment when the speaker spots
a poor person – it is not clear whether it is a man or a woman – picking up a piece of bread from
a litter bin. He notices the uncertainty and shame he or she suffers, imagines him or her thinking
of another day in a lost world, and looks away to make the situation less embarrassing. As
MacLeod and Watson point out, “these individuals become metonyms for Glasgow as an entity.
That is not to say that they are stereotypes or even archetypes, but that the sum of their parts
goes some way to making up a totality of the poet’s perception of Glasgow.”126
Religion, immigration, poverty and the expansion of popular culture are among the main
motifs of the sequence. In poem 6, waitresses in a café talk about TV shows, sing a song by John
Lennon and seem to be blissfully unaware of their country’s dramatic history, which is a source
of considerable discomfort to the speaker who reminiscences on the dead heroes of the past,
such as William Wallace and Alasdair Mac Colla, and concludes that his country’s present-day
pitiful state is caused by ignorance (“’s an dùthaich agam, le dìth tuigse, / air a dhol a thaigh na
bidse”).127 It is difficult to imagine the waitresses singing “Alasdair Mhic Cholla Ghasda” and
discussing the relative merits of Blind Harry’s epic poem while serving the customers, and
Thomson is too great a realist to require them to, but the situation serves as a synecdoche of the
overall situation of the country when its rich history and culture are being forgotten and replaced
by popular culture of disputable quality.
Glasgow, thanks to its industries, has long been a city that absorbed newcomers, willingly
and hungrily. The speaker identifies himself as a Gael and is therefore also an incomer, although
the Gaelic immigration to Glasgow started centuries ago and as Thomson himself noted, as late
as before the Second World War, there would be streets in Glasgow where children could play in
Gaelic.128 Still, he feels an outsider, someone whose wishes are not recognised and whose
situation is in a way similar to the new immigrants from overseas. These contemplations of the
city’s multicultural nature are among the most arduous ones to asses and unravel. In “Smuaintean
ann an cafe an Glaschu” (Thoughts in a Glasgow cafe), the speaker observes Burmese girls,
admires their exotic beauty – their foreignness is stressed in the description – and confesses he
126 Michelle MacLeod and Moray Watson, “Ruaraidh MacThòmais: The Glasgow Verse,” Glaschu: Baile Mòr na
Gàidheal, ed. Sheila Kidd (Glasgow: Oilthigh Ghlaschu, Roinn na Ceiltis, 2007) 223.
127 Smeur an Dòchais 14-15.
128 Whyte, “Interviews with Ruaraidh MacThòmais,” 244-245.
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feels a little kindness towards them (“beagan aoibhneis ’na mo chridhe riutha”).129 This
encounter, mysteriously enough, helps him to understand how difficult it is for the authorities to
understand a Gael’s wishes. The conclusion of the poem is difficult to pin down. As Whyte asks:
“Is the speaker confessing to a limited understanding of the authorities’ ethnocentrism or
protesting because immigrants are accorded greater cultural rights than the Gaels?”130 Does he
feel a little kindness towards them because they are in a way outsiders like himself, or would there
be more kindness for them were they from Bernera instead of Burma?
Similar issues are raised again in poem 13 entitled “Stràid Tradestown” (Tradestown
Street). The speaker casts his mind back to the nineteenth-century poet William Livingstone,
famous for his interest in Scottish history and resolute nationalist convictions. The Islay-born
Livingstone spent most of his life working in Glasgow as a tailor and thus he was also one of the
Gaelic newcomers to the city. The speaker recalls Livingstone’s hopes for a new dawn over
Scotland and proceeds to comment on the present:
tha an-diugh againn driop là eile,

now we have the bustle of another era,

Innseanaich len taighean-badhair,

Indians with their emporia,

turban an àite a’ bhonaid Ghaidhealaich,

the turban instead of the Highland bonnet,

eachdraidh air a cur an dìmeas

history depreciated,

’s an là ùr fad air falbh.

and the new day far distant.131

As Whyte notes in his 1993 review of the book, there are instances of “lively human
compassion” in the sequence which contrast with “the more rigid aspects of his [Thomson’s]
nationalist ethos.”132Are not these Indian shopkeepers, he asks, “the logical successors of
Highland immigrants such as William Livingstone?” In an essay on Thomson’s late poetry
published in 2007, he proposes a more positive reading of the same poem:
Thomson cannot help but see them [the Indians] as successors to the Gaels. The
joking equation of a turban and a Highland bonnet is unequivocal. While this
realisation brings him closer to them, closer perhaps, than to any other inhabitant of
the city except the exiled Lewismen (and one wonders to what extent Glasgow has to
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be seen as a city of exile, of displaced immigrants, without any original or indigenous
population to speak of), it also introduces a note of competition.133
These two responses from one critic, who is arguably one of the most perceptive and wellinformed readers of Thomson’s poetry, illustrate the interpretative challenges these poems pose,
especially in comparison with poems where the poet seems to be acutely aware of the fact that
the Gaelic situation is not unique and that Gaels in their time overcame other cultures and
languages. In “Stràidean Ghlaschu,” Thomson acknowledges the presence of dangerous
nationalism and religious hatred in the city: poem 5 is entitled “‘Orange Parade’ an Glaschu”
(Orange Parade in Glasgow). The Orange lodge in Scotland is of the biggest outside Northern
Ireland, so its anti-Catholic and pro-Unionist opinions can be still heard in Glasgow, neither of
which would agree with the religiously unaffiliated pro-independence Thomson. In his view, such
initiatives resemble “a’ cur an iuchair / ann an glas air mheireadh, / spìc ann an crann gun
mheasan” (turning a key, / in a rusted lock, / a spike in a tree without fruit).134
As has been noted in the second poem, the sequence is also a search for the meaning of the
city’s existence and for the meaning of the speaker’s existence in it. This dimension comes
forward from poem 14 onwards:
Feasgar Disathairne

Saturday afternoon

air Stràid Earra-Ghàidheal

on Argyll Street

dh’iarrainn ort do làmh a chur ’na mo làimh-sa

I would wish you took my hand

nam biodh fhios agam

if only I knew

càit an robh sinn a’ dol.

where we were going.

The following poem again underlines the multicultural life of Glasgow, this time in the form of
Italian culture and cuisine, as the warm Italian talk surrounds the speaker close to the centre of
the city, in one of the “new Italies” in Glasgow. The speaker expresses his conviction that there
may be a Caruso in a taverna somewhere and “ma tha Dante fhathast ann / chan eil fad aige ri
dhol / gus a lorg e Inferno” (if a Dante survives / he doesn’t have far to go / to find an
Inferno).135 It does not take long to find Inferno in the city, but it also contains the speaker’s
Paradise: “ach tha mo Pharadiso-sa caillte / am badeigin an Glaschu” (but my Paradiso is lost /
somewhere in Glasgow).136 This move from the otherworldly concerns of La Commedia to the
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Glasgow streets reveals another dimension of the sequence. The city, though portrayed through a
collection of commonplace images that are anything but exalted, becomes a venue for
existentialist questionings where inferno is easily accessible and where his personal paradise is
lost, but it seems it has not been lost beyond recovery. In the two following poems, the speaker’s
private, unspecified pain, as well as his concern for the city, for the nation it represents and for
their future, are expressed against the background of the streets. The last poem is profoundly
oblique, addressing probably a ghost who walks the streets of Glasgow in search of something.
The recovery is difficult because the sought thing is elusive and because there is mist in the
streets: “Chan eil e furasd / a lorg a-rithist / a-measg nan clachan” (It isn’t easy / to find it again
/ among the stones); “tha e duilich / làmh a chur ann / anns a’ cheò seo” (It is difficult / to put
your finger on it / in this mist).137 The sequence that started with the thin, dark-eyed Glasgow
staring into the nothingness of eternity closes with this enigmatic search for something that is lost
in the mist on the city streets, packed and lonely at the same time. Could it be the identity of
Glasgow and its people, perhaps of Scotland as whole, which would turn the fortunes of the city
and stop the decay portrayed in the collection? However difficult the search is, the discovery is
not deemed impossible, and thus the conclusion is not entirely hopeless. As Whyte points out,
“nationalism is the one master narrative Thomson doggedly refuses to relinquish,” so it may be
that this “something” lost in the streets of Glasgow is a distinct Scottish national awareness.138
For all its grave concerns and disillusionment, the sequence is not devoid of humour,
playfulness and a certain surrealist undertone. In the poem “Talla a’ Bhaile” (The City
Chambers), the speaker visits George’s Square decorated for Christmas. The green light shining
on the City Chambers leads him to imagine the councillors as fairies (sìthichean) who are busy
securing votes to get them back to the fairy mansion.139 In poem 9, “Bodach dearg le liost air” (A
red man at an angle), he sees the red man on the traffic lights at an angle and imagines the figure
might be drunk, which could be possibly read as an allusion to the widespread alcohol-related
problems in Glasgow.140
The following poem, “Madainn Diardaoin, ann an Oifis Puist an Glaschu” (Thursday
Morning, in a Glasgow Post Office), reads as a post-script to the sequence. It presents another
unappealing view of Glasgow: “na bacaich agus na ciorramaich” (the lame and the halt) gathering
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at the post office to collect their benefits.141 The Biblical imagery of the poem elevates Glasgow
to something more, to a universal city where the essence of poverty and destitution may be
encountered, but this elevation is at the same time undermined by a great deal of irony, such as
when the speaker looks to see if Christ is sitting behind the counter or when he compares the
unemployment benefits to “fuaran an fhàsaich” (springs in the desert).
According to Whyte, the sequence “Air sràidean Ghlaschu” is “the most innovative part of
the collection” and it offers “invaluable clues as to the position Thomson now writes from” –
“no longer gazing back to the lost Lewis, he acknowledges Glasgow as the place of his
activity.”142 Glasgow, however, never becomes the same obsessive concern as Lewis used to be. It
opens the collection and no other place is given the same space in the book, but then it
disappears. Nevertheless, as Whyte notes, Glasgow remains present in the sense that it casts a
new light on themes that have become associated with Thomson’s writing: “culture death,
supersession in the sense of replacement of one culture and language by another, and cultural
difference in its purest and most unadulterated form.”143 Smeur an Dòchais is a diverse, very
contemporary and very European collection – just as it captures Glasgow absorbing people from
abroad, it incorporates Romania, Chernobyl, a sultry day in Germany and several poems with
references to France.
There are also poems going back to the Highlands, such as “A’ Ghàidhealtachd” which is
just as dismal in its outlook as its namesake from Eadar Samhradh is Foghar. It imagines the
Highlands as a wild-life park where the indigenous animals, once proud symbols of power and
strength in the traditional poetry, degenerate and languish as a spectacle for tourists: the eagle
moults and the salmon fattens on foreign food. Rather than exploring his own memories and
attachments to the Highlands, Thomson tends to focus more in these later collections on the
cultural and political situation of the region in the broader context of Scotland. Another such
poem returning to the Gàidhealtachd and bringing it together with Glasgow is “Deireadh an tSaoghail” (The End of the World). According to the speaker, this event will take a different form
in Glasgow and in Kinlochrannoch: in Glasgow, the apocalypse will turn consumer culture into
chaos, while in Kinlochrannoch, it will consist of the introduction of the consumer lifestyle. In
his last three collections, Thomson seems to be deeply worried by the commercialism and
triumph of popular culture.
There are poems returning to Lewis in Smeur an Dòchais, such as “An ataireachd bhuan”
(The Everlasting Surge of the Sea), but these are more detached and more enigmatic, and exhibit
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less troubled psychological involvement than the Lewis poems of the previous collections. There
are three poems entitled “Trì a fhuair a-mach às an Airc” (Three that Escaped from the Ark),
referring to the sequence published in the “Dàin Ùr” section in Thomson’s selected poems
Creachadh na Clàrsaich (1982). The forgiving tone of these poems, which engage mainly with the
Lewis Christianity and memories of individual people, attest to the fact that the spell of the
monster was broken. As Whyte puts it, the past in Lewis becomes “something settled and
enclosed, to which he is no longer linked by tormenting bonds of faithfulness and betrayal.”144 In
Smeur an Dòchais, there are new takes on the old theme of exile and coming back: they echo some
of the An Rathad Cian poems, but they are generally much more fragmentary and less selfexplanatory. In “Aig cuirm-chùil Leòdhais ’s Na Hearadh, 1987” (At the Lewis and Harris
Concert, 1987), the eponymous occasion, almost certainly held in the Lowlands, triggers the
yearning to look back to the island. However, this urge is gradually brought under control and the
compulsive vision is supressed. In the end the speaker comments on the temptation of looking
back with nostalgia and acknowledges that the place, the object of his longing, is not an actual
possibility, but a fiction:
Aon uair,

Once,

aon uair fhèin ’s cuir cùl ris,

just once and turn your back to it,

cùl ris an t-sealladh

your back to the scene

’s ris an dòchas,

and to the hope,

cuir fàilleadh na h-iadhshlait às do chuinnlean,

banish the scent of honeysuckle from your nostrils,

is blas na caora-mhitheig bhàrr do theanga,

and the taste of blaeberries from your tongue,

oir chan eil ann, dhutsa, ach an seann òran,

because, for you, it is only an old song,

is faileas.

and a shadow.145

One of the most remarkable poems connected to Lewis in Smeur an Dòchais is a short poem “Hòl,
air atharrachadh” (Hòl, changed). In the section on Eadar Samhradh is Foghar, the long poem “Mu
Chrìochan Hòil” (In the Vicinity of Hòl) has been discussed. Twenty-four years later, the same
hillock is revisited in another poem, small in terms of scale but far-reaching in terms of
implications.
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Is gann gu faca mi Hòl am bliadhna,

I hardly noticed Hol this year,

bha e air fàs cho beag;

it has become so small a hill;
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feumaidh gu robh ’n Cruthaighear trang

the Creator must have been busy

leis an tarbh-chrann,

with the bulldozer

a’ sgrìobadh a’ mhullaich dheth

scraping away its summit

a bha cho àrd ’s cho fionnar

that was so high and so fresh

’s ga chàradh aig a’ bhonn,

and depositing it at the foot,

a’ toirt air falbh a chaisead,

robbing it of its steepness

agus is dòcha a mhaise,

and perhaps of its beauty,

ga lìomhadh gus a robh a chruth

smoothing it until its lines

air a chall.

were lost.

Air a neo

Alternatively,

’s ann orm a bha E ’g obair.

He was at work on me.

’S mas ann

And if so, what else

dè eile rinn E orm?

did He do to me?146

As Michel Byrne points out, this “leap of memory and perception, across years and texts, is
dizzying: when one [the later] poem begins [...], the acquainted reader is taken back thirty years
[...] and the almost shocking discrepancy – from some 120 lines of rich description and dense
metrics to a bare, near-casual fifteen lines – in itself bears out the point made in the later piece
about age and change.”147 “Hòl, air atharrachadh” may be read as Thomson’s innovative take, at
the same time humorous and moving, on the traditional theme of “caochladh (adverse change) in
man and nature” where a location is revisited and its change for the worse is observed.148
Thomson commented on this topic in his short essay “Bàrdachd a’ chianalais” (The Poetry of
Cianalas):
Perhaps there is some sort of mist on his eye that does not let in but the thing he
wants to see, or perhaps he has safely retained the first image he saw in his mind. It
would be rare indeed, if it ever happens, that one will see this image again with his
physical eyes. The hillocks grow small, the burns grow shallow, and the people
themselves change.*149
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This is exactly what happens in the second Hòl poem. The speaker revisits a place he used to be
intimately acquainted with and he gives an account of the changes he perceives in the place: its
diminished distinctiveness, its loss of beauty. Since the notion of the Creator working on the
hillock with a bulldozer, however novel and refreshing, is implied as unrealistic, the attention of
the speaker turns to himself. The change in his perception of the place leads to the reflection on
how much he has changed throughout the years. The place once again serves as a reflective
screen for individual psychological developments, as a sieve on which the passing time may be, at
least for a moment, captured and inspected.
Although it deals with some weighty topics, Smeur an Dòchais, as the title indicates, is indeed
a collection with a restrained hopeful air about it. Not that it would be excessively optimistic, but
in comparison with the obsessive concerns of An Rathad Cian and the gloom and bitterness of
Saorsa agus An Iolaire, it is much more relaxed, calm and nonchalant. There are no signs, however,
of Thomson getting lax in his comments on the politics and culture of Scotland. He seems to be
sharper than ever and his keen observations sparkle with wit, word play and heartfelt mischief.
4.2.6 Meall Garbh (The Rugged Mountain)
The name of the 1995 collection announces a return to a location which was once featured
in Thomson’s poetry – Perthshire.150 According to Rody Gorman’s review, the concerns of the
collection are not surprising: “Scottish and Gaelic topography, history and politics and the poet’s
relationship with the community, cultural and spatial, to which he belongs.”151 While Smeur an
Dòchais was remarkably fresh and spirited, the sixth collection does not entirely live up to the
standard of its immediate predecessor. Places in Meall Garbh are most frequently mentioned in
relation to Scottish history, culture and politics. In “Cridhe na h-Alba” (The Heart of Scotland),
for example, place names are used as points of reference on the speaker’s search for the heart of
Scotland. In some places the beat can still be heard; in others, it is silent. Scotland thus becomes a
body, with individual places as its limbs and parts. In the last stanza, the searching in geographical
locations turns into an inner exploration, as the speaker looks for the heart of Scotland in his
own heart. In “Abair Pheallaidh” (Aberfeldy), the place and the natural processes by which it
came into being serve as a basis for discussion of history and culture, as a device, in Whyte’s

chiad dealbh a bh’ aige gu tèarainte ’na inntinn. ’Sann fìor ainneamh, ma tha e a’ tachairt idir, a chì duine an dealbh
sin a-rithist leis an t-sùil chorporra. Tha na cnuic a’ fàs beag, is na h-uillt a’ fàs staoin, is na daoine fhèin a’
caochladh.” Translation mine.
150 An Dealbh Briste: “Faoisgneadh.”
151 Rody Gorman, “Clann Ruaraidh: review of Meall Garbh,” Chapman 88 (1997): 91.
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words, to “envisage history in more than strictly human terms.”152 “Eadar Eden is Bosnia”
(Between Eden is Bosnia) is another meditation on history and its course. The poem returns to
the same area as “Eilean Chaluim Chille” from An Dealbh Briste and points out that throughout
history, places are called by different names and the landscape is delineated in a different manner
by different cultures. There are levels of the past that are lost beyond recovery and human
history, with which the poet concerns himself so much in the book, is acknowledged as a mere
flash in eternity. Such reflections could be, especially given Thomson’s passionate commitment to
the Gaelic cause as a publisher, activits and academic, read as acts of intellectual distancing, as a
strategy designed in order to ease the pain of coping with the death of the language and its
culture.
The most extensive poem related to a place is “Meall Garbh” (Meall Garbh), a sequence
which gave the whole collection its name. It contains passages of pleasant, skilful descriptions of
the mountain the speaker ascends and of the surrounding landscape, with references to historical
figures and events. As Whyte notes, Thomson is able to “mobilise the lore of this much loved
corner of Scotland” and the climb and the descent are accompanied by references to the
seventeenth-century poet Iain Lom, Black Duncan and Saint Adamnan.153 This historical
dimension of the place is also enhanced by a string of newly coined adjectives applied to the glen:
“an gleann Griogarach, ruadh-shruthach / tartarach an eachdraidh, / clìceach, Caimbeulach,
pàganach, Crìosdaidh [...] Deadhanach, Pìolatach” (The Gregory glen, / red-streamed / and
resounding in history, / cliquish, Campbelly, / pagan, Christian […] Deanish, Pilatish).154 These
are meant to convey the diverse historical connotations and natural aspects of the place and
could be, as Michel Byrne put it, read as “a humorous nod to the tradition of adjectival (-ach) pileups in place/nature poetry.”155 In his review of the collection, William Neill praises the poem for
its “finely expressed love of the Highland hills” which reminds him of Duncan Bàn MacIntyre,
“albeit with a more modern feel to it,” and finds “a share of Duncan’s bitterness in ‘Meall
Garbh’, where Thomson speaks of more modern usurpations.”156 This passage on “more modern
usurpations” is one of the most problematic ones in the whole book and in Thomson’s oeuvre,
for the speaker envisages a sort of reverse clearance in the vein of Mary MacPherson’s
“Fàistneachd agus beannachad do na Gàidheil”: he would banish “strangers” that had settled in
the Gàidhealtachd to Glasgow, Dundee and Cumbernauld, put Gaels back in their place and take
stock of all the economic losses the Gaelic population has suffered. He also blames the
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introduction of popular culture (and globalized cuisine) on the lack of self-government in
Scotland. However, this is a self-conscious fantasy, not a call for action to his fellow Gaels to
execute such a change. The sequence thus reveals a bitterer and more defensive vein of the poet’s
thinking, different from the appreciation of the complexities of migration and cultural change as
discussed in Smeur an Dòchais and in some poems in Meall Garbh itself. In “Feòrag ghlas, tuath air
Braco” (Grey squirrel, north of Braco), for example, Thomson handles the theme of complex
cultural history of Scotland with humour and strives to see that as Gaelic culture has been in
many places overcome, it had itself replaced others in the past.
Glasgow appears only sporadically in Meall Garbh, such as in a short poem “Sprùilleach an
drùis” (Detritus of lust) where its multicultural nature and unstable identity are stressed again:
“Glaschu Eòrpach / Glaschu pròiseil, / no is dòcha, Glaschu Sasannach, / Glaschu Eireannach,
Albanach, Gàidhealach (European Glasgow, / proud Glasgow, / or is it English Glasgow, /
Irish, Scottish, Highland Glasgow?).157 The collection also features a poem entitled “Dùn
Èideann” (Edinburgh) where Edinburgh Castle, a very material and prominent reminder of the
country’s past, is contrasted with the city full of strangers and money coming from abroad.
Although Scotland’s legacy is still remembered, the speaker wonders whether it will fade away,
should the political situation of the country remain unchanged.
Altogether, although containing many a fine poem, Meall Garbh does not seem to possess
the same élan, composure and innovative verve of its predecessor. Especially as far as the poems
about places are concerned, it follows the directions introduced in Smeur an Dòchais and employs
places in the discussions of Scotland’s history and politics, but it does not develop these
directions further.
4.2.7 Sùil air Fàire (Surveying the Horizon)
In the last collection published during Thomson’s lifetime – Sùil air Fàire / Surveying the
Horizon – all concerns and influences that have been present in the seventy years of the poet’s
career are represented. It is not only an old man’s eye of surveying the horizon of future things it
will not see, but also the eye of the poet, who in the year of the collection’s publication reached
his eighty-sixth birthday, looking back over his life-long work. Much more than any of the
previous collections, Sùil Air Fàire gives the impression of coming into existence as a selection
from a large number of unpublished material, rather than of being written as a whole. This
impression is enhanced by the thematic organization: “Leòdhas a-rithist” (Lewis again), “Sùil air
Glaschu” (Glancing at Glasgow), “Dàin às an fhonn” (Songs from the land/tune), “Aois is
157
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amaideas” (Age and nonsense), “Laoich” (Champions) and finally “Eachdraidh is poilitigs”
(History and politics). As Whyte suggests, Thomson’s books can be read “as a single creation,
almost a novel, with a plot-like excitement at discovering what became of its initial premises.”158
Sùil air Fàire allows the reader to inspect the conclusion of this plot.
Some of the old themes become more prominent than ever before in Sùil air Fàire, such as
Gaelic, its precarious position and the inevitable make-believe associated with some efforts to
revive the language. This concern for the language is one of the most prominent features of the
section “Leòdhas a-rithist.” Such focus is understandable given the retrospective function of the
collection and the poet’s awareness of the fact he is not going to see the future fortunes of the
language and will soon be unable to contribute to its development. These concerns are often
communicated in connection to specific places and place names. In “Dà Chànanas,” Thomson
points out, by means of place name analysis, how different languages have left their imprint on
the Western Isles. A place name from Ceòs in Lewis, “Eilean Hàbhaig,” is a blend of Gaelic and
Norse elements. The Norse name means “sea island,” to which the Gaels, not realising the
meaning of the place name, added “eilean” (meaning “island”), thus producing “Sea Island
Island.” Nowadays, Thomson points out, with “Beurla cho pailt” (English so abundant), people
tend to call the place “Eilean Hàbhaigh Island,” meaning “Sea Island Island Island.”159 By
pointing out this amusing instance of place name tautology – which is very common in the
Western Isles – Thomson points out how the history of the successive waves of people becomes
sedimented in places and place names, and also that the situation of Gaelic, as a language being
overcome and uncomprehended by another one, is far from unique.
In “Àros nan Sean?” (Old Folk’s Home?), Thomson presents a particularly bitter, dismal
image of the gradual withering of the Gaelic language and of the efforts to strengthen it: in a care
home built with money from the national lottery, the old and infirm will be supported by
apparatus so that they can mumble “Suas leis a’ Ghàidhlig!” (Up with the Gaelic!) to the
accompaniment of harp music. The origin of this dismal vision is outlined in connection with
place names as the speaker is surprised that the gradual decline of Gaelic he had witnessed
elsewhere has reached places in Lewis as well:
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tachdadh sa bhràighe

choking at the Bràighe/throat

is ciorram an ceòs

and maiming in Keose/the hollow

liota san teanga [...]

lisping in Tong/the tongue [...]

is mombar am mùirneig

and mumbling at Mùirneag/the loved one,

Whyte, “Review of Smeur an Dòchais,” 49.
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’s na cnàmhan gu bhith ris

and the bones just about showing

a-nis

in Ness/now160

This elaborate word play, where the place names oscillate between their function as place names
and their meanings as ordinary nouns, although explained in the translation, is designed to be
appreciated by a fluent/native speaker of the language to whom these words will delineate both
the actual localities and the meanings behind the names. A person acquainted with Lewis,
moreover, will be able to associate the images of withering and decay of the language with the
specific communities. This poem about language thus becomes a test of what it envisages: when
the word play cannot be appreciated, the loss has actually come. Issues concerning Gaelic feature
in many other poems in the section, such as in “Soidhne nan tìm” (The Sign of the times*),
“Cridhe an t-sluaigh” (The Heart of the people), “Teagamh” (Doubt*) and elsewhere. Thomson
himself, as has been pointed out, was tireless in his efforts to improve the situation of Gaelic and
to incorporate contemporary issues into Gaelic literature. In his poetry, however, he seems to be
greatly suspicious of some efforts to promote the language, although he often advocated them in
his journalism: putting Gaelic on TV and on road signs, when it is actually dying in the
communities and when it loses contact with its natural environment, emerges as hypocritical and
specious.
The section “Leòdhas a-rithist” also features reflections on the future of the Western Isles
and the Gaelic culture (“Riasg?” / Peat-moss?; “Usgairean” / Jewels; “Seann daoimean” / An
ancient diamond), and remembrances of old friends and people from Lewis (“Seann chàirdean”
/Old friends). The future and the preservation of what is valuable in the past seem to be more
important than looking back. When the poet does glance back to the Lewis of his youth, “Shìos
is shuas” (Below and above), these snapshots are not troubled by any personal involvement.
After more than fifty years from the publication of “Pabail” in An Dealbh Briste, there is another
poem observing Bayble Bay and contemplating time and timelessness: even the plover runs in
again, and the poet’s life-long involvement with the island closes fittingly with a sea journey, as
the last poem is entitled “Seòladh Sìorraidh” (Everlasting Sail).
The special role of Glasgow in Thomson’s writing and life, which has been posited earlier,
is confirmed in Sùil air Fàire – it is the only other place after Lewis which is accorded a section of
its own. The poems it contains again comment on the multi-faceted nature of the city, as the very
title of the first poem, “Glaschu-an” (Glasgows), suggests. It is the city of the rich and the poor,
the powerful and the downtrodden, a crossroads of different nationalities and languages.
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Thomson does not content himself with general observations and sometimes zooms very close
to see the specific features of the city, such as “eaglaisean a’ caochladh gu taighean-seinnse”
(churches changing into pubs) and “ball-coise a’ strì ri creideamh” (football at odds with
religion).161 “Glaschu nan Cinneach” (Glasgow of the Foreigners) is another glance at the
multicultural vortex of Glasgow: the Italians, the Chinese, Indian dresses, Jewish hats, a Gael
from Uist and a nun. The speaker proceeds to ask how long will it take until a Turkish mother in
Glasgow calls her daughter by the traditional Lowland name “Senga,” and points out the
historical “successes” of an indefined group of the people (the Gaels? the Scots? the people of
Glasgow?), including the defeat of the Picts, the Welsh and “corra Shasannach” (occasional
English folk), concluded by a tongue-in-cheek specification – “ged nach d’fhuair sinn smachd air
na h-Èireannaich fhathast” (though we still haven’t controlled the Irish). This is both a comment
on the inability of the people to resist invasion and on their succumbing too easily to foreign
influences, and a general observation on the speed of assimilation in big cities. Another
interesting poem from this section is “Uaigneas a’ Bhaile-mhòir” (City Loneliness) which lends an
ear to the different voices of the city: the Glasgow vernacular as echoed in James Kelman’s
novels and the voice of an old Gael from Harris remembering his home in are heard in a
multitude of others. The closing remark on the “lusan ùra / a’ tighinn beò às an fhàsach” (new
plants / coming from the wilderness) and the possibility of change coming every morning
suggests the open future of the city. 162
Sùil air Fàire also contains what could be read as a sequel to “Stràidean Ghlaschu,” this time
focusing on one street: the sequence “Sràid Bhochanain, Glaschu” (Buchanan Street, Glasgow).
Buchanan Street is one of the main shopping streets in Glasgow and it is therefore quite natural
that consumerism, money and impoverishment are among the main themes of the sequence. As
the speaker wanders along, he sees a diverse mixture of characters: beggars, accountants and
pipers giving new twist to old tunes, there is poverty on the pavement and an abundance of
diamonds in the shop windows. St Mungo – the founder and patron saint of the city – walks the
streets of Glasgow and so does Pat Lally, the controversial local politician. Again, as with
“Stràidean Ghlaschu,” there is a distinct existentialist undertone in the short sequence, such as in
poem 7:
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Tha na saoghail againn

Our worlds

air iomallan a chèile

touch at the edge

is suathadh gann:

or hardly touch:

Sùil air Fàire 64-69.
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tha danns an rathaid

the dance-on-the-road

air cruth ùr a gabhail

has taken a new form

is rathad a’ mhorghain

and the road gravel

air cruadhachadh gu saimeant.

has hardened to cement.163

The dancing-on-the-road goes back to Lewis, for example to the poem “A’ Danns” (Dancing) in
An Rathad Cian where the speaker remembers the tradition of dancing on the road to the
melodeon – however, he is no longer on the gravel road in Lewis but on the cement street of
Glasgow, and sees his own world as touching the other worlds, perhaps the worlds of the other
people in the street, perhaps the world of Glasgow, only tangentially. In accordance with the
theories of the mutual creation of the place and the people, the closing poem presents the streets
of the city as shaped by all men and women walking them. Each of the citizens puts “bonn ann
an truinnsear na cuimhne” (a coin in a memory’s plate) in a delicate finishing touch on the
prevailing theme of commerce and money. “Sràid Sauchiehall, Madainn Dihaoine” (Sauchiehall
Street, Friday Morning) also comes rather close to “Stràidean Ghlaschu” – it observes the street
filled with people of various age, status and ethnic origin, but this time there are no comments on
these people and no comparisons of their position with that of the Gaels. It again mentions
Paradise in relation to Glasgow streets, this time probably the paradise of consumerism: “Pàrthas
caillte ri chosnadh, / ath-ghoirid eatarra / air Sràid Sauchiehall / madainn Dihaoine” (Paradise
lost and to be regained, / a short-cut between them / on Sauchiehall Street / on Friday
morning).164 The poem “Crith-Thalmhainn” (Earthquake) moves from geological processes to
demography and complements the image of Glasgow as both a destination and a departure point
of immigrants: the Scots are scattered by an earthquake “gu rannan-ruadha an t-saoghail mhòir /
’s ar cainnt ’s ar dualchas gar leantainn” (to the far edges of the great world / with our language
and our tradition going with us).165 This is a new perspective on the population movements of
Scotland and a just one.
There are many links between the Glasgow poems of Sùil air Fàire and Smeur an Dòchais.
However, contrasting the Gaels and the other incomers to Glasgow is absent here, and it also
seems that the poet’s perspective broadens from the Gaels to Scots in general. Although he does
not stop being worried about the city and the nation, the poet’s view of the city and its future
seems to be slightly more hopeful, as if the mist that complicated the search at the end of
“Stràidean Ghlaschu” has lifted.
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Sùil air Fàire reads like a sample book of Thomson’s oeuvre: it is diverse, wide-ranging and
it attests to the statement made by the speaker in “Sràid Bhuchanain” – “’s iomadh rud a chì am
fear a bhios fada beò” (much can be seen by him whose life is long). It is an overview of the past,
but it also proves that even here Thomson is developing as a poet: he follows the directions
outlined in previous books and goes further, giving prominence to themes that have been present
but never brought forward to such an extent. As a whole, Sùil air Fàire gives the impression of
being remarkably relaxed and self-possessed. There is quiet melancholy and genuine fondness in
the farewell to beloved places and people, but also humour; not only acknowledgment of past
losses and present troubles, but also resilient hope and a keen surveying of future horizons.

4.3 Conclusion
Minute sensitivity to sensuous perceptions and the ability to convey them in a fresh and
convincing manner are two of the hallmarks of Derick Thomson’s writing which also shape his
poems about places. As Whyte observes, Thomson is, in comparison with MacLean, “more
introspective, exhibiting a richer and more highly developed sensuality and an almost Proustian
awareness of earliest impressions, with the associated ability to achieve regeneration by recalling
them.”166 This plays an important role especially in the personal poems concerned with his native
island. As Lucy Lippard observes,
the land, and even the spirit of the place, can be experienced kinetically, or
kinesthetically, as well as visually. If one has been raised in a place, its textures and
sensations, its smells and sounds are recalled as they felt to a child’s, adolescent’s,
adult’s body. Even if one’s history there is short, a place can still be felt as an
extension of the body, especially the walking body, passing through and becoming
part of the landscape.167
Lewis, especially in Eadar Samhradh is Foghar and An Rathad Cian, is smelled, touched and walked,
not only seen, and it feels as a part of the speaker’s mind and body. It is in this respect that
Thomson’s poetry is very different from that of MacLean who never zooms to the delicate
sensuous details – his are the vast dramatic landscapes whilst Thomson operates on a smaller
scale, but with a clearer view and a more rigorous eye. Thomson rarely uses places as symbols: he
rather looks for symbols which would enable him to capture different aspects of a place. There is
166
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an occasional use of a place in a symbolic manner,168 but it never reaches the same scale and
intensity as MacLean’s employment of Skye and Raasay. Place names for Thomson, as he himself
put it, are “convenient tabs” for “particular experiences or attitudes or emotions.”169 His general
delight in puns and wordplay, which is traceable from An Rathad Cian onwards, in employing
polysemantic words and capitalising on these different meanings,170 also affects his use of place
names. As has been pointed out by Whyte, Thomson’s approach to place names is often
analytical and he takes into account both their topographical bearing and their semantics.
When one glances over the seven collections the poet himself put together, An Rathad
Cian still seems to be his most remarkable achievement. It illustrates, in Tilley’s words, how
“personal and cultural identity is bound up with place” and how “the meaning of place is
grounded in existential or lived consciousness of it.”171 All the more credit should be given to the
poet for having been able to leave “the island” behind and rather than producing more poetry in
the same vein, to plunge into the realities of his immediate surroundings and the wider world.
Thomson’s Glasgow poems, although less numerous and less firmly associated with him than his
works concerned with Lewis, form an important contribution to the Gaelic literature about the
city.
Thomson’s writing is located at a transition between modernism and postmodernism – as
Whyte pointed out, Lewis was Thomson’s master narrative that crumbled down under the
pressure of exile and life in Glasgow. His subsequent writing about Glasgow is in many aspects
postmodern – it is fragmentary, subversive, humorous and allusive. However, there is still a
distinct sense that another master narrative is being sought, a narrative which would unite the
fragments, although Thomson in the same breath acknowledges the difficulty, almost
unattainability of what he looks for. For him, this narrative seems to be inherently connected
with Scottish political and cultural independence and national self-awareness – “Is sinne a’
coiseachd nan sràidean, / an dòchas gu ruig sinn ceann-uidhe ùr / ann an saoghal ùr na h-Alba”
(While we walk the streets, / hoping to reach a new destination / in the new world of
Scotland).172
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5. Conclusion
In the preceding chapters, selected examples of poetry of place in the works of Sorley
MacLean and Derick Thomson were discussed. Preference was given to innovative poems where
places play an important role, but a number of interesting items was of course omitted or only
touched upon. This concluding chapter attempts to compare the two poets’ preferences and
approaches, to point out how the poems influence the actual places, to draw some general
observations about the problems connected with the poetry of place, and in the end to sketch
possibilities for further research.
One of the main differences between MacLean and Thomson is their approach to the
symbolic deployment of places. As John Herdman notes and as has been argued in the
corresponding chapter, “it is seldom in Sorley MacLean’s poetry that natural features stand for
nothing beyond themselves.”1 By their indisputable physical materiality, according to Herdman,
the mountains, glens and woods “anchor the poetry to the finite and to the natural world, but by
their infinite symbolic suggestiveness they point towards the ideal and towards metaphysical and
spiritual truth.”2 In “Coilltean Ratharsair,” the woods of Raasay and the Cuillin of Skye stand for
the natural uncomplicated existence and the personal crisis triggered by desire and ambition,
respectively. In “An Cuilithionn,” the mountain ridge symbolises the heroic qualities and the
unobtainable ideals while the bog represents greed and oppression. MacLean knew and enjoyed
Romantic poetry and as Mackay observes, “like Wordsworth before him, he is not a nature poet
as much as a poet who appropriates landscape as metaphor for personal, political or societal
concerns.”3
In Thomson’s poetry, such symbolic employment of places is rare, although he uses
symbols in his poems.4 He looks for symbols that would communicate his view of a place and his
relationship to it: a boat, a stone and a weaving loom become symbols for Lewis in An Rathad
Cian. Sometimes, a discussion of a particular place, such as the eponymous hillock in “Hòl, air
atharrachadh,” is a synecdochic comment which may be broadened to Lewis as such. Thomson,
as Ian MacDonald put it, “wished to preserve a recollection of the life he had seen in the very
different world of his youth” and in accordance with this plan produced “memorable portraits of
his people, whether as individuals or groups,” and also of the places they inhabited.5 When
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writing about places, Thomson focuses on them as he sees them or remembers them and does
not employ them in any symbolic framework.
Place names occur frequently in the works of both poets, giving evidence to John
MacInnes’s observation that “place names occupy a central place in Gaelic literature.”6 Yet their
function is different in the hands of each poet. As Robert Crawford suggests, place names in
poetry are “a way of asserting a local identity,” they may “function as dialect, asserting the bond
between a particular culture and its soil” and the employment of place names in poetry may be
also a “celebration of the importance of the often denigrated provincial.”7 This is certainly true
about MacLean’s poetry, as he indeed strives to strengthen the bond between the culture and its
physical setting, to celebrate the local and to prove that the problems of the Highlands are the
problems of the world. In his writing, place names are omnipresent and his employment of them
is, according to Mackay, metonymical:8 they stand for ideas and events important for the
community and the reader is intended to associate the sound of the place name with certain
phenomena. Some of these intended associations have a historical background (the Braes stand
for the heroic resistance of the crofters, Dunvegan castle for the oppressive forces of
landlordism), some have been assigned such evocative meaning in the poet’s private vision.
MacInnes suggested that the evocative power of place names has been “drawn into the central
stream of [Gaelic] poetry”– if this observation were true for no other poet, it is certainly true for
MacLean.9
Thomson does not pepper his poems with extensive lists of place names. When he
mentions a place name, it has a very specific relevance to his purpose – which is not to say
MacLean would mindlessly namedrop (and when he does so, it is, as Black notes, in the best
possible taste),10 but the vast scope of his poems is underlined by and often communicated by the
extensive lists of places. Thomson’s strategies are different and Heaney’s comment that place
names may be used in poetry “to stake out a personal landscape, [to] declare one man’s
experience” is certainly valid for his poetry in some instances.11 In other cases, his employment of
place names is more analytical and he would often, especially in the later collections, make use of
the semantic potential of place names. According to Gillis, “the etymologies of place names can
seem like archaeological digs, revealing layers of settlement, struggle and transformation.”12 In
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Thomson’s poems, such archaeological digs are frequently performed and his etymological
excavations reveal how place names encapsulate the history of places, its twists and paradoxes.
In the works of both poets, there is a distinct eroticization of place. Skye is eroticized in
“An t-Eilean” and the encounter of the speaker and the Cuillin takes the form of a violent,
overwhelming erotic encounter. As Heaney puts it, MacLean’s relation with landscape is
inherently erotic and “the language of his poems of place has an amorousness and abundance
about it which springs from the contemplation of the beloved contours.”13 In Thomson’s poetry
Lewis is addressed and described as a lover several times and also as a motherly protective body.
This is on the surface a similar strategy, but, as has been demonstrated, the effect is profoundly
different. In MacLean’s case, the eroticism is intense, larger-than-life and rather impersonal. The
Cuillin becomes a fearful, gigantic female, perhaps a goddess, whose kiss is like hell’s open jaws.
Lewis is portrayed as a monster/deity in the opening poem of An Rathad Cian, but in most of
Thomson’s poems, the eroticization of place is much more intimate and human-scale, such as
when the island becomes a sweetheart with brown hair and dark eyes in “Leannan m’ òige.”
Both poets approached the theme of the Clearances and both of them, quite naturally –
given the importance of land, living space and relocation in the events – chose to employ places
in their discussions. Christopher Whyte points out that the Clearances became one of the most
“hackneyed subjects in Gaelic poetry” and he praises MacLean’s “boldness, even rashness, in
choosing to deal with it yet again, but using modes which cast it in an entirely new light, in terms
of both politics and literature.”14 MacLean is indeed the main modern poet of the Clearances, as
references to them appear in his early works, such as “An Saothach” and “An Cuilithionn,” in
“Hallaig” and in the latest poems, such as “Sgreapadal” and “‘Tha na beanntan gun bhruidhinn’.”
Thomson’s only sustained discussion of the topic is “Srath Nabhair” and he usually views and
addresses the Clearances together with other acts of injustice the Gaelic people had to suffer.
MacLean’s “An Cuilithionn,” “Hallaig” and “Sgreapadal” and Thomson’s “Srath Nabhair”
work with the idea of the absence of people leaving scars on the place. For Thomson, there is no
redemptive vision, just the impotent comforts of radical religion that leave people unable to stand
up for themselves, although he also acknowledges the personal strength that may be derived
from such a worldview. MacLean, on the other hand, conjures the spirit of resistance in “An
Cuilithionn” and attempts to annihilate time by an act of personal resistance in “Hallaig.”
MacLean is empowering the places and provides them with a social, cultural and historical
dimension they had been stripped of during the Clearances. “Hallaig” especially is not only a
powerful poem, but also an act that continues to influence the fate of the place. Also, as Mackay
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observes, “the Clearances of the Highlands [in MacLean’s poems] are not seen as an individual
event, but as part of a (negative) wider process; equally, if the situation of the Highlands is
acknowledged and improved, this could be the start of a widespread rejection of ‘Clearance’ in all
its forms.”15 In Thomson’s “Srath Nabhair,” there is no otherworldly redemptive vision: just the
empty straths where the beautiful heather hides the wounds of historical wrongs. His
remembering is not MacLean’s defiant, romantic act of resistance – Thomson records the past
with a down-to-earth, though poignant, acknowledgement of the inevitability of loss, and looks
for very specific political solutions in the future.
For both poets, as can be observed on their Clearance poems, places are inseparably tied to
people. However, that is where the similarity starts and ends. Thomson’s attitude to Lewis and its
people is not uncritical – as D. A. MacDonald puts it, “he is too much closely involved for that to
be possible.”16 Thomson writes about his community as he saw it in his youth and as he sees it on
his trips back from the city life. There is celebration and respect, there is grief over a lost way of
life, both in personal terms and in terms of the community, but also bitterness and criticism
directed at what he saw as less admirable aspects of his native environment. Such current
perspective and inward-looking criticism of his own people are rare in MacLean’s poetry. He
does not write about the current state of the community and his landscapes are mostly populated
with the people of the past. Although his social criticism in poems such as “An Cuilithionn” and
“Ban-Ghàidheal” is scathing, this criticism is aimed at people and social forces that are perceived
as alien and non-native, and there is a certain tendency to romanticise when it comes to writing
about his own people and about the disappearing world of the Gaelic-speaking Highlands and
Islands.
Most of the specific place names one encounters in Thomson’s Lewis poems come from
his immediate environment – Bayble, Mùirneag, Suardale Moor, Hòl. With MacLean, one never
gets as close a glimpse of the poet’s actual circumstances. Unlike Thomson, for whom Bayble
and the Point district are such an important topic, MacLean does not write about his own
particular home.17 His home is the region, its present and its past, as the constantly stressed blood
ties with various places in Raasay, Skye and Lochalsh suggest, but the specific croft in Òsgaig
never surfaces in his poetry. When, in “Coilltean Ratharsair,” he discusses the loss of childhood
innocence and the inability to return to the uncomplicated paradise of home, this is an archetypal
discussion drawing on various myths. In Thomson’s works, Lewis of his childhood and youth is
specific, almost tangible, complete with tactile impressions, smells and colours, and there is
15
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nothing mythical whatsoever about his acute, frank analysis of how the departure from home
affected him. In Thomson’s case, as Michelle MacLeod points out,
the severity of the tone suggests that he is referring to more than just physical
dislocation. Having repeatedly considered his identity in terms of, firstly, Lewis and
then the mainland, he finally reaches the conclusion that he belongs to neither. His
sense of isolation is so immense that it can be read in ontological terms.18
In MacLean’s poetry, there is no such personal trauma springing from separation from a place
and a way of life. Especially in his early poetry, such as Dàin do Eimhir, “Coilltean Ratharsair” and
“An Cuilithionn,” the existentialist dimension is very prominent and there is a sense of profound
pessimism and inner crisis, as the personas of MacLean’s poems measure themselves against the
heroic ideal and strive for love that is for various reasons unattainable. These are often discussed
by means of places that stand for attitudes and ideas, but nowhere in MacLean’s poetry does one
get the sense of the speaker being cut away from a place. They are always at hand, although
sometimes, like the Cuillin, unreachable and ever-changing. MacLean never adopts the exile’s
perspective. He is always speaking from his landscape and from his world, and views himself as a
part of it. He retains the native’s complex attitude to his place, “derived from his immersion in
the totality of his environment.”19 Thomson, in contrast, accepts the exile’s position and the
different levels of exile are one of his principal topics. The fact that he was able to leave Lewis in
such a way that he was not able to come back authentically, also resulted in his ability to adopt
Glasgow as his other place, although it never became such an obsessive concern as the island.
MacLean, although he spent a number of years in Edinburgh, never became a city poet and was
able to come back to the Highlands and to become the major voice of the region.
Both MacLean and Thomson, each in his own way, strove to de-marginalise the region
after centuries when the Gàidhealtachd had been styled as a periphery and a world on the edge.
Reading MacLean’s works, the map one would form of the world would probably feature a
disproportionately big Skye and Raasay, slightly reminiscent of the diagrams of non-literate
peoples where their own areas are always at the centre of the universe, but in MacLean’s case
with firm, decisive links to the broader world.20 MacLean’s poetry abounds in references to his
native Raasay and the neighbouring Skye and he resolutely puts them in an international
perspective and effortlessly moves form the Hebrides to Guernica, Prague and the Volga. As
18
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Mackay puts it, MacLean “internationalises the history of the Highlands, suggesting that it is
possible for Highland circumstances to trigger events and political movements of wider,
international significance, while also – conversely – structuring these circumstances as sensitive
and reactive to external forces.”21 “An Cuilithionn,” in Whyte’s words, “resolutely connects a
‘microcosm’ with a ‘macrocosm,’ the marginal in geographical terms, and deceptively negligible,
in historical terms, catastrophe affecting the Gaelic-speaking population of Scotland in the course
of the nineteenth century” and the revolutionary movements attempting to transform the
world.22
Thomson, although also sensitive to parallels to the Gaelic situations abroad, does not
perform such dizzying leaps from the Hebrides to the other parts of the world. His international
concerns are manifested on the level of collections, not on the level of individual poems.
Connecting the Clearances with the French Revolution would perhaps, to Thomson’s accurate,
sober and down-to-earth way of thinking, seem like venturing into the proverbial business with
apples and oranges and he was more concerned with delineating the position of the
Gàidhealtachd in Scotland. These attitudes also reflect the political preferences of the poets:
while MacLean was a socialist of international orientation, although with acknowledged Scottish
nationalist sympathies, Thomson – even though by no means unaware of the happenings in
Europe – was much more focused on the politics of Scotland and on the role of the Gaels in
them.
If compared to painting, some of MacLean’s poems about places would resemble vast
canvases where sweeping landscapes are populated with colossal figures and visions from history,
others would be more akin to haunted and radiant symbolist views of places on a smaller scale –
a bewildering mixture of Diego Rivera, nineteenth-century landscape painting and Edvard
Munch. The equivalent of Thomson’s poems in painting would be a sketchbook revealing in a
series of minute, confidently executed drawings a story of a place and its people, including some
very pertinent and genuinely funny ones with a touch of Goya’s satires. There are examples of
bitter irony and successful satire in both poets’ works, but MacLean never seems to be inclined in
the direction of Thomson’s all-observant and illusion-free, but essentially kind humour reconciled
to the ultimate shortcomings of all human enterprises. MacLean’s troubled introspection and his
battles with himself exclude the possibilities of self-irony and the redemptive power of laughing
at one’s own mistakes and shortcomings. Thomson oscillates between distrust of easy optimism
and cautious hopefulness, whilst MacLean seems to move in the more extreme emotional
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positions, from utter despair and resolute pessimism to exaltation, although the former seemed to
prevail in his later poems.
Place, for MacLean, is a way of seeing and understanding the world – in Mackay’s words,
“the social history of the Highlands becomes implicit in and synonymous with the landscape.”23
The history and culture of his region are so immediate and internalized in MacLean’s case that
the boundary between the personal and the public breaks down. For Thomson, this distinction
still holds and places either assume private importance, or he employs them in his discussions of
the Gaelic identity and cultural politics. While MacLean sees the world through places, Thomson
observes them and his own relationship to them in a more analytical manner and inspects them
from different angles. MacLean’s poetry transforms the places and populates them with visions
of the past and the future. In contrast, Thomson as a poet is not a visionary, he is true to what he
sees, or to what he has seen and remembered in accurate detail.

5.1 The Poems and their Places
As Tilley points out, “places help to recall stories that are associated with them, and places
only exist (as named locales) by virtue of their emplotment in a narrative.”24 The works of the
two poets discussed here have also contributed to this mutual perpetuation of places stories. Such
direct association of poetry with a place seems to be stronger in the case of MacLean, which is
understandable given his greater national and international renown as a poet. As has been
mentioned in the section on “Hallaig,” the memorial cairn at Hallaig is dedicated both to Sorley
MacLean and to the inhabitants of cleared townships, but instead of historical information, it
features the poem in full length (commendably both in Gaelic and in English). A quotation from
“Hallaig” is featured in a visitor’s map of Raasay and a tourist information board at a viewpoint
of Sgùrr nan Gillean includes an extract from “An Cuilithionn” (see figure nr. 9). Another quote
from “Hallaig,” on an information board near Henderson’s Bridge in Raasay (see figure nr. 8), is
not even acknowledged – which testifies to the almost automatic link between the places and
MacLean’s verse. David Craig makes casual references to MacLean’s Clearance poems
throughout his book Glens of Silence, as if they were something inseparably bound to the places –
which they actually are, in the perpetual mutual recreation of the place and the text. Such
association has not developed between Thomson’s poems and the Lewis and Glasgow locations,
perhaps not yet. This may spring from the lesser fame of the poet and from the phase of the
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critical and public appreciation of his oeuvre,25 or possibly from the nature of his poems that tend
to be quieter and less overwhelming than MacLean’s works.

5.2 Problems of Place Poems
There are general problems inherent in poetry tied to a distinct place and its history, be it
the Highlands and Islands of Scotland or another location. This kind of poetry may be deemed
parochial, inaccessible and irrelevant for non-native people. In some cases, quite detailed
knowledge of the history and landscape of the Highlands and Islands is certainly necessary to
understand Thomson’s and MacLean’s poems. As Mackay puts it in his comments on “An
Cuilithionn”:
Although these passages are successful in giving the poem a specific sense of place,
for them to be meaningful the reader needs to have an in-depth knowledge of the
geography and history of Skye. They do not fulfil the requirements of traditional
dinnseanchas, in which the origin of a place name is discussed, and a hidden linguistic
or cultural history uncovered; instead the place names are an esoteric shorthand for
these histories, which it is necessary for the reader to know in advance.26
This problem can be partly solved by commented editions – Thomson for example provided
explanatory notes glossing the more obscure references in Creachadh na Clàrsaich – but this
generates a completely different kind of reading experience and stresses the reader’s position as
an outsider to whom things have to be explained. With no knowledge of the historical charge of
place names such as the Braes and Screapadal, the reader will probably fail to appreciate an
important layer of meaning in MacLean’s poems. Thomson’s poems seem to be generally less
bound to historical references and therefore more accessible – no glossary is needed for the
enjoyment of the two Hòl poems. The information about the poet’s relationship to the place
enrich the reading, but is not necessary for the basic understanding of the poems. However, the
pleasure of enjoying the word-play on place names in poems such as “Àros nan Seann?” is
25
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reserved for the fluent speaker who understands the meaning of the names. Alan Gillis
comments on a similar problem from a more theoretical point of view:
Many place names will have specific historical significance, while some may provoke
forms of subjective associative significance, depending on the experience of the
reader. As such, the relativity of each reader’s ignorance will play a huge part in the
effect of the place name in the poem. But generally, the reader’s ignorance is likely to
reign supreme, since a broad-based readership is unlikely to have detailed knowledge
of local history, or to have associations with every village, mountain and farmland in
Ireland and Scotland. Such ignorance therefore suggests that the place name’s
connotative energy will be central to the poem.27
Locally rooted poetry will thus present a different sort of experience for the “native reader” (or
for a reader with an intimate knowledge of the area) and for the reader/tourist, but it has its
attraction for both. It will strengthen the sense of the place for the native, and for the
reader/tourist, such poems will exhibit the “lure of the local,” to use Lippard’s term. The local
references and the local rootedness of the poems generate a distinct appeal of the undiscovered,
of the unknown: as Lippard puts it, what many find interesting and energetic in the regions is “a
certain ‘foreignness’ (a variation on the exotic Other).”28 Gillis explains that “the sensualised
sound-space of a place name creates an atmosphere of history and place, transposed into an
aesthetic realm uprooted from fact and actuality.”29 In a poem, a place name can thus create a
“gravitational pull towards a sublimated idea of belonging or, at least, of concrete situatedness.”30
Such poems conjure a fantasy of knowing a place, which seems, especially in the present era of
uprootedness and reluctance to belong, particularly appealing.
Neither Thomson nor MacLean sang easy melodious praise of their native heaths and none
of them produced picture-postcard descriptive poetry. When there is praise, it is counterbalanced
in MacLean’s case by the uneasy historical implications of the places, in Thomson’s case by his
critical observations and the awareness of the crisis of his culture. Their poems seem to be,
however thickly local place names may swarm in them, not parochial, but regional. Regionalism
in art, according to Lippard, may be not a limitation but an advantage, “a welcome base that need
not exclude outside influences but sifts them through a local filter.”31 In both cases, the
27
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rootedness in a region was complemented by a profound interest in the world and by attempts to
de-marginalise the region and to re-evaluate it in the broader context of European culture and
history.

5.3 Suggestions for Further Work
The choice of the two poets for the presented analysis has been discussed in the
introduction. Apart from the possibility to complement or correct the conclusions drawn here,
research in this thesis could be developed in different directions. One of them would be to
include the poets whose omission was explained in the introduction – George Campbell Hay,
Iain Crichton Smith and Donald MacAulay. Campbell Hay, with his profound attachment to his
“adopted homeland” of Kintyre, would have been a natural candidate.32 Hay’s complete poems
include items such as “Soraidh slàn le Cinntire,” “Cinntire,” “Kintyre” and others. In the poet’s
biography, Michel Byrne underlines Hay’s “passion for the hills of north Kintyre […] and above
all, his early curiosity for Gaelic and the associated (and increasingly submerged) place names and
traditions of Kintyre.”33 Hay was raised in Kintyre, but his studies took him away to Edinburgh.
As Byrne notes,
his removal from Tarbert, while necessarily loosening his social bonds within the
village community, seems to have nourished an intense emotional dependency on the
place and a notably uncomplicated, idealised identification with North Kintyre; the
physical wrench of the separation also became a poetic leitmotif, from “Soraidh slàn
le Cinntìre,” apparently first drafted at the age of 12, to “Soraidh an sgoileir,” his last
extant draft.34
Crichton Smith and MacAulay, coming from Lewis and the Great Bernera respectively, explored
in their writing their complicated relationship to their native places and communities. A
comparison of the introspective writing about the native place (which happens to be roughly the
same locality in all three cases) by Thomson, Crichton Smith and MacAulay would be indeed
interesting. A further study of Gaelic poetry about the city is another promising area of research

32 Iain Crichton Smith, “George Campbell Hay: Language at Large,” Towards the Human, 108-109. Crichton Smith
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the twentieth century.”
33 Michel Byrne, “‘A Stey Brae an’ Bonnie’: A Short Biography,” Collected poems and songs of George Campbell Hay /
Deòrsa Mac Iain Dheòrsa, ed. Michel Byrne (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2003) 445.
34 Byrne, “‘A Stey Brae an’ Bonnie’: A Short Biography,” 449.
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– as Byrne notes in his essay which traces the history of Glasgow and Edinburgh in Gaelic
poetry, it is in the poetry of Crichton Smith, Thomson and Christopher Whyte that we get the
strongest images of Glasgow in the twentieth century, and it would be beneficial to compare their
approaches.35
Another direction to follow would be to trace what becomes of the poetry of place in the
generations of younger poets influenced by MacLean and Thomson, although from a brief glance
over their works, there does not seem to be a body of verse which would engage with places so
extensively and nowhere is the concentration as high as in the works of the two older poets
discussed in this thesis. This may be caused by the background of the poets: some of them grew
up in Gaelic communities whose breakdown was even more advanced than at the time of
Thomson’s youth in 1920s; others are writers who learnt and mastered the language but were not
born in the Gaelic-speaking areas.
In the generation of Gaelic poets following Thomson, the Skye-born Myles Campbell
(Maoilios Caimbeul) has expressed a distinct interest in places36 and wrote about Mull where he
taught and lived for several years, for example in “An t-eilean na bhaile.”37 Also, his first two
collections are entitled Eileanan (Islands) and Bailtean (Townships). Anne Frater’s writing about
Lewis is much in the tradition of Derick Thomson – she herself acknowledges the great influence
his writing has had on her own poetry38 and she was also brought up in the same village. As
Frater herself explained, “my relationship to the island and to my own township makes me put
pen to paper quite often.”39 However, as Whyte points out, “her attachment to Lewis and its life
seems free of ambivalence and can be celebrated”40 which sets her apart from Thomson. Since
only one collection of Frater’s poems has been published so far, it is not possible to trace the
same complex dynamics of the changing relationship to a place as in Thomson’s writing.
Mary Montgomery (Màiri NicGumaraid), also born in Lewis, explores in her poems the
clash of cultures, the precarious position of a native Gaelic speaker and the possession of land.
Poems such as “An taigh-tasgaidh is an leabhar” (The museum and the book), “Na Gàidheil ùra
– eile” (The other – new Gaels) and “Co cheannaicheas an t-eilean?” (Who will buy the island?),
35
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in their radical politics, ability to see two sides of one argument and preoccupation with the
position and identity of the Gael where there is no truly Gaelic world left, remind one of
Thomson, but these concerns are not discussed in relation to particular places. The Skye poet
Catrìona Montgomery (Catrìona NicGumaraid) also occupies herself with some of these topics
and with the history of the Highlands, but does not employ places either.
In Meg Bateman’s poems, references to Edinburgh appear from time to time, and in
Christopher Whyte’s poetry, one encounters Rome, Glasgow and Stirling, but there are no
overwhelming relationships with places. For the contemporary Gaelic poets, perhaps with the
exception of Angus Peter Campbell,41 the position of the main concern is taken up by love
involvements, religion and many other topics. In a way it seems that Thomson and MacLean,
being the last ones of the generation that grew up in the Gaelic communities in the traditional
Gaelic areas, brought the poetry of place to new levels, produced true masterpieces in their
innovations of the genre, and thus exhausted its potential. By doing so, they opened the way for
the generations after them to focus on other topics. In the indexes of later poetry collections,
places appear, but never as the cornerstones of a poet’s symbolism or as an overwhelming
obsession to which a whole book would be dedicated.

5.4 General Conclusion
As Donald Davie points out, by transforming nature poetry into a symbolic expression of
human psyche, Thomas Hardy’s poems were crucial for the development of twentieth-century
English poetry which had to come to terms with the loss of unspoiled, easily laudable landscape.42
MacLean and Thomson were crucial in a similar manner. After the Clearances and the
breakdown of the traditional Gaelic society, the poetry of place had to find new directions, if it
were not to get completely obsolete and irrelevant to the changing world. Both poets also
contributed, after the centuries of disputes about the possession of the land and the decline of
the Gaelic population, to re-appropriating the areas for the Gaelic world by writing about them in
Gaelic.
Although complemented by poetry dealing with a number of other subjects, poetry about
places and attachment to the land remain firmly associated with the traditional Gaelic literature
and, though in a different manner, with the modern writing up to the middle of the twentieth
41 In several collections, Campbell’s South Uist upbringing is evoked or re-imagined, in a way reminiscent of
Thomson and MacLean. My thanks to Dr Michel Byrne for pointing this out to me.
42 Donald Davie, With the Grain: Essays on Thomas Hardy and Modern British Poetry, ed. Clive Wilmer (Manchester:
Carcanet, 1998) 74-75.
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century. It is Sorley MacLean’s “Hallaig” that has become the problematic emblem of modern
Gaelic verse. However, the generation of poets who had a first-hand experience of the last phase
of the traditional Gaelic communities before the Second World War and who were nourished or
haunted (both, in some cases) by the attachment to the place they formed in their early years
becomes extinct, and the spatial preoccupation of Gaelic poetry seems to weaken and to give way
to a new set of concerns and preferences. As has been suggested, the following generations of
poets do not seem to be drawn to such profound discussions of place any more – perhaps
because of their different background, perhaps because they do not want to follow in the steps of
the great figures too closely. The poets who were not brought up with Gaelic and who now write
in the language about such diverse subjects as gay love and Italian art tear down the old notion
that only some topics, the praise of place among them, are suitable for Gaelic.
MacLean’s and Thomson’s poetry about places, apart from the fact that it includes some of
the finest achievements of both poets, is also valuable as a record for an old sensibility and deep
attachment to place which has become scarce. The poems preserve a view of places which is
different from the tourist’s and the incomer’s, however sensitive they may be. As Seamus Heaney
puts it, places that are
deeply steeped in associations from the older culture will not stir us beyond a visual
pleasure unless that culture means something to us, unless the features of the
landscape are a mode of communion with a something other than themselves, a
something to which we ourselves still feel we might belong.43
Such deep appreciation of place, informed by lived experience, knowledge of history, folk
tradition and place names, cannot be learnt from the poems, but they are an invaluable reservoir
through which the complexity and depth of the attachment to places may be glimpsed. They
offer a view of a world which once was and arguably will never be recovered in full, but which
hopefully will neither be lost altogether. MacLean and Thomson contributed enormously to its
preservation, both by their writing and by their activism. Without them, many “places” in the
Gaelic world would have lost their contours and receded back into “space.”
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Supplements – Photographs44
Figure nr. 1: The Cuillin from Elgol, Isle of Skye

Figure nr. 2: Sgurr nan Gillean, Isle of Skye
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Figure nr. 3: Hallaig Bay with the Sorley MacLean memorial cairn, Raasay

Figure nr. 4: Ruined houses at Hallaig, Raasay
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Figure nr. 5: Screapadal, Raasay (I)

Figure nr. 6: Screapadal, Raasay (II)
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Figure nr. 7: “Hallaig,” Gairm 8, Summer 1954

Figure nr. 8: Tourist information board near Henderson’s Bridge, Raasay
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Figure nr. 9: Tourist information board, Sgurr nan Gillean, Isle of Skye

Figure nr. 10: Tourist map of Raasay
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Figure nr. 11: Bayble Bay and the Bayble Island, Lewis

Figure nr. 12: Hòl, Lewis
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Figure nr. 13: Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow
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